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PREFACE

Topical Meeting on "Particle Beam Fusion and Its

Related Problems" was held on October 31-November 2,

1985 at Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University,

which supported financially the meeting under a collabo-

rating research program.

This meeting was the seventh domestic meeting

with respect to the pulsed power technique and particle

beam fusion at Nagoya. As the following program shows,

36 original papers have been presented, including theories,

simulations and experiments. Two presentations by

foreign scientists, Professor Antonio Barrero, University

of Sevilla, Spain and Dr. Wang Nayan, Institute of

Atomic Energy, Beijing, China, have impressed us that

these fields are becoming. internationally important

subjects on fusion.

It is hoped that the research on these fields

will develop domestically and internationally to con-

tribute to realizing fusion faster.

Keishiro Niu

Tokyo Inst. of Tech.

Program

October 31 (Thu)

Chairman Keishiro Niu

1. 9.30-9.55 N. Tanizuka (Univ. of Osaka Pref.)

Resonant Transformation of Electrostatic Energy in

KxB Fields

2. 9.55-10.20 A. Ishida (Niigata Univ.)

Electromagnetic Two-Stream Instability of Rotating

Ion Layer



3. 10.20-10.45 T. Ozasa and M. Ogasawara (Keio Univ.)

Effect of Magnetic Filter on Volume Production Type Negative

Ion Source

4. 10.45-11.10 T. Nagamatsu and K Niu (Tokyo Inst. Tech.)

PIC Code for Extracting Light-Ion Beam from Diode

5. 11.10-11.35 T. Kaneda and K. Niu (Tokyo Inst. Tech.)

Analysis for Propagation of Rotating Ion Beam

6. 11.35-12.00 T. Okada (Tokyo Univ. of Agri. and Tech.)

Propagation of Light Ion Beam

Lunch Break 12.00-13.30

Chairman Akio Ishida

7. 13.30-13.55 R. Kawasaki and T. Kato (Waseda Univ.)

Analysis of Propagation od an Ion Beam Pulse in a Z-Discharge

Plasma Channel

8. 13.55-14..20 M. Tamba (Inst. of Phys. and Chem. Research)

New Calculation Method for Target Implosion Including Shock

Wave

9. 14.20-14.45 T. Yabe (Osaka Univ.)

X-Ray-Drive Inertial-Confinement Fusion A Way to a Fusion

Reactor

10. 14.45-15.10 J. Huruta and K. Niu (Tokyo Inst. Tech.)

Application of Moving Finite Element Method to Target Implosion

Cofee Break 15.10-15.25

Chairman Kanji Abe

11. 15.25-15.50 K. Mima, K. Fujima, R. Kawakami, Y. Kishimoto and

H. Takabe (Osaka Un?.v.)

High Density Plasma Effects on X-Ray Radiation

12. 15.50-16.15 S. Nakajima and K. Niu (Tokyo Inst. Tech)

Numerical Analysis for Nonuniform Implosion of Target

13. 16.15-16.40 H. Nakajima (Kyushu Univ.)

Simulation for Imploding Advanced-Fuel-Pellet Irradiated

by Particle Beam

14. 16.40-17.05 M. Tsuruki and K. Niu (Tokyo Inst. Tech.)

Vaporizaing Liquid Metal Wall of Lib Reactor

15. 17.05-17.30 K. Niu (Tokyo Inst. Tech.)

Proposal of Power Plant by LIB

Get Together Party 18.00-20.00



November 1 (Fri)

Chairman Tomokazu Kato

16. 9.05-9.30 K. Abe (Univ. of Tokyo)

Ion beam Interaction with Plasma—Linear and Nonlinear

17. 9.30-9.55 M. Kitagawa (North Shore College)

Theory of Stopping Power in Inhomogeneous Many-Electron

,System

18. 9.55-10.20 H. Takabe (Osaka Univ.)

Stability and Ignition Condition of Imploding Target

19. 10.20-11.20 A. Fernandes and A. Barrero (Univ. of Sevilla)

Self-Similar Ion Beam Fusion Plasmas

20. 11.20-11.45 H. Shimotori, K. Aga, H. Uenaga, M. Matsumoto,

k. Masugata, M. Ito and K. Yatsui (Tech. Univ. of Nagaoka)

Divergence of LIB Extracted from Dual-Current-Feed MID

21. 11.45T12.10 A. Takahashi, K. Aga, H. Isobe, K. Masugata,

M. Ito and K. Yatsui (Tech. Univ. of Nagaoka)

LIB Generation from Plasma-Focus-Diode

Lunch Break 12.10-13.30

Chairman Yoshinobu Matsukawa

22. 13.30-14.30 Wang Naiyan (Inst. of Atmic Energy, Beijin)

Pulsed Power Technique at IAE in Beijin

23. 14.30-14.55 M. Ikeda, M. Uehara, Y. Kawano. K. Masugata,

M. Ito and K. Yatsui (Tech. Univ. of Nagaoka}

Measurement on Abratipn Process of Target

24. 14.55-15.20 M. Murayama, K. Kongo, K. Masugata, M. Ito and K.

Yatsui (Tech. Univ. of Nagaoka)

Focusing of LIB by Using Z-Discharge

Cofee Break 15.20-15.35

Chairman Shukuro Yano

25. 15.35-16.00 T. Tanabe, A. Kanai K. Kido, Y, Araki, K.

Masugata, M. Ito and K. Yatsui (Tech. Univ. of Nagaoka)

Experiment of Inductive Post Acceleration of LIB

26. 16.00-16.25 Y. Nakagawa (Osaka City Univ.)

Experiment of Productionof Rotating Ion Ring and Trapping

of It in the Mirror Field

27. 16.25-16.50 Y. Matsukawa (Osaka City Univ.)

Generation and Focusing of Ion Beam from Conical PEBD



28. 16.50-17.15 K. Horioka, H. Yoneda, K. Ohbayash

and K. Kasuya (Tokyo Inst. Tech.)

Production Process of Anode Plasma at Low-Temperature Type

of Anode Ion Source

29. 17.15-17.40 Y. Nakagawa (Osaka City Univ.)

Magnetic compression of Intensive Ion Beam

November 2 (Sat)

Chairman Hidenori Nakajima

30. 9.05-9.30 A. Kitamura, K. Mitsuhashi, S. Maehara and K. Yano

(Kobe Univ. of Mercantile Marine)

Effect of UV-Irradiation on Anode Plasma Production

31. 9.30-9.55 T. Ozaki, S. Miyamoto, K. Imasaki, S. Nakai

and C. Yamanaka (Osaka Univ.)

Research for ICF by Using LIB

32. 9.55-i0.20 M. Sato, T. Tajima and H. Yonetsu (Nagoya

Univ.)

Method of Pellet Compression by Reverse REB Irradiation and Its
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33. 10.20-10.45 N. Ueda (Univ. pf Tokyo)

First Beam Test of the INS RFQ LINAC "TALL"

34. 10.45-11.10 S. Arai (Univ. of Tokyo)

Sprit Coaxial RFQ LINAC for Very Heavy Ion Acceleration

35. 11.10-11.35 T. Katayama (Univ. of Tokyo)

Plan for TARN II

36. 11.35-12.35 T. Yamaki and H. Obayashi (Nagoya Univ.)

Pannel Discussion "HIBLIC IMV
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RESONANT TRANSFORMATION OF ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY IN ExB FIELD SYSTEM

Noboru TANIZUKA

College of Integrated Arts and Sciences, University of Osaka Prefecture,

Mozu-umemachi, Sakai 591

Abstract

A theoretical consideration on an effective transformation of electro-

static potential energy is given. A transformator particle is introduced

with the transformation in an ExB field system. A device constant of the

system is introduced comparing with some empirical,practical examples and

an experimental proof of the transformation is given. Finally a nuclear

fusion device plan is proposed based on the idea of the consideration.

§1. Introduction

The author will present an idea of energy injection to an ExB system

by particles not with direct kinetic energy but with electrostatic poten-

tial energy. Particles are supplied to the system as energy transformators

through a resonance with the system into which the potential energy of the

particles is transferred. A theoretical consideration of the energy trans-

formation is given with some experimental observations to lead a justifi-

cation applying the idea. A test device is planned to investigate a system-

atic transformation mechanism to focus the idea on a new concept of nuclear

fusion device.

_ta>»§2. Theory of Transformation

Let us suppose a negative(positive)

charge in the positive(negative) poten-

tial whose curve to be

U- ± U 2(r/r 2)V (1)

where the signs ± correspond to the neg-

ative and positive charge respectively

[Fig.l]. Let the magnetic field to cross

the electric field of the potential.

Fig.l Potential energy of a

charged particle.

—.1 -



A charged particle in the ExB system[Fig.2]

conforms to the equation of motion,

m r - ± q( Ef r x B) (2)

Giving the larnar frequency u>g [« qB/2m] and

the critical frequency u) [- /2qU 2/(mr22)],

the particle motion is expressed by the com-

plex number equation,

R 2t+

+ /

- / «,,- -v
Fig.2 ExB system contain-

ing the particle.

The motion is composed by two sets of motions, the amplitude Ri and the

frequency fix of the former, Rj and Jfe of the latter.

The total energy of the particle is given by

E - j m v 2 - q U

- m / u g 2 - u c
2 ( fl 1 R 12 - 0 2 R 22) (4

[- i m( fi iR i)2-qU 2(R i/r 2 ) 2 + I m( fl 2R 2)
2-qU 2(R 2/r a)

2 ],

which is the total of the energy of the two sets.

0 [R
1 " *-

E .1
2t

(5)

2 R 2 2 < 0 [R ;

The particle energy of the latter, is negative. The amplitude may increase

by a resonanse with a fluctuation system. Excited the resonance to increase

R2, the negative energy decreases to transfer the lost energy to the fluc-

tuation system. The lost energy is transformed into the energy of the fluc-

tuation system. Experimental examples of the excited frequency are given in

the table t. Suppose particle conditions; The particle starts from the top

of the potential energy with a small velocity v 0. The particle reaches the

bottom of the potential energy[r - r 2] by the resonance of the latter mo-

tion with a coupling by the fluctuation system of the frequency I! 2 or the

harmonics. Then the particle at the top and at the bottom of the potential

energy gives R 1 » R 2 and R 2 » r 2 - R i respectively. The particle

energies at the top and at the bottom of the potential energy are given by

(6)

1 R x2 - fl a( r 2 - R x) 2 (7)- • / •

- (iT2 ( i l i - 8 i ) 8 i ! , and

respectively. As a result the total loss of the particle energy is given by

E - E_
2Rx < 0. (8)
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The energy | A E | must be transferred to the coupling

fluctuation system through the resonance, where

2 - v 0/ (2R z/ug2 -a>c
2 ) » 0 ( v 0 « 0 ). <9)

qU 2 of the particle at the top is transformed to

Then the effi-

The potential energy E

the energy of the coupling system by the energy | A E

ciency n of the transformation is given as

H - I A E I / E p
- 2 h ~ 2 / 1 - h 2( 1 -/ 1 - h 2 ), (10)

where the dimensionless quantity h • to / u _ must be less than 1.
C 15

Practical examples of the quantity h and the relation of h to the effi-

ciency r) are given in the table I and Fig.3. In Fig.3 the quantity n gives

the part the energy transferred to the ExB system by the particle, and 1-n

gives kinetic energy of the particle. The practical devices operate with

high efficiencies theoretically. Fig.4 shows the relation between the flux

density and the potential where the discharge starts to be excited.

Above the curve[h<l] the discharge is practically excited. This proves the

actual existence of the transformation by the particle. Turn to consider of

the h which is given by

Introducing the device constant

* - ̂ sV,^ 2 tkg],. (12)
the eq.(ll) is reduced to

h "if [ < 1 1. (13)

Tablel.E

Device

Penning

Rooting

Ion I H .

Hag.type

cross 6 discharge devices and observation of the

d

7.6

20

E

I

h
kV

10

5

3.5

0.2

B
T

0.5

0.7

0.36

0.005

D.eonst.
K. kg

2.5xlO"27

78x10"27

i.4x10"27

2.2x10-30

rest
;as

h

fa

Ar

Parti-
cle

e"

P*

?*

e*

h

3.019

O.It

0161

O.»

Theory

1.27

0.053

0.57

15.9

systems.

Observa-
tion.Wz

2.5

0.042

0.5

10 .

Perm ins: nodified Penning discharge device/ 1973> J.R. Roth
Rotating: rotating plasiu device; 1 9 6 M U.V. Fatiteson
Ion nag.: Ion magnetron' 1977. H. nij-agaua
MM.type: Magnetron tyoe discharge device. 1934. N. Tanizuka

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.2

0
0 0.2 0.* 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig.3 Relation of h to n.
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10-

The eq.(13) means that a particle of

snail mass is easy to give h<l to a

device of small K. The above dis-

cussion leads to the idea that rel-

atively small device with small mag-

ne. "~ flux density can transform

relatively large electrostatic po-

tential enei£;r with high efficiency

by a charged particle of small mass.

Fig.5 shows the

relation of the de-

vice constant K vs.

the product Br2 n~26

with the parameters

of the potential U2

.Mass lines of pro- ^lO" 2 7

ton and electron v

are also drawn. +>

Data of the practi- 2 10~2'
CO

cal devices and of §
u

the plan device are

100 200
Potential U2<V>

Fig.4 Excited discharge condition.

— Rotating p"*

•- Ion nag. p +

— Penning e"
proton

— Test d. e"

SIO- 2 5

given. Mass of a •$

transformator par-

ticle must be lower

than the device

constant to get the

phenomenon of our

consideration.

10-

"~ Mag. type e"

electron

10-3 10-2

Br2<Tm>

Fig.5 Device constant K vs. the product Br2 with

parameters of potential Uj>.

§3. Test device plan

A test device is planned based on the parameters of the magnetron type

device. The purpose of the device is the more systematic investigation of

the transformation mechanisms to focus the mechanisms for applying to a nu-

clear fusion device. The advantage of the device is that the structure may

be very simple and the energy injection system is included in the closed

circuit of the device[except the flux coil circuit and the cathode current

circuit]. The diagram of the device is given in Fig.6. In the figure,1:the

length of the device,ra(n):the radius of the outer(center) electrode.

- 4 -



We take parameters of the device as follows,

Volume: VD - ir r a
2l {l-(r j/r 2 )

 2}

Particle density supplied from

the center electrode: JQ [A/m2]

Particle from the center el.: IQ« 2 ir r ilJ

Effective power: W - rj U alq / 1 [W/m]

Effective energy per unit volume and unit time:

w

Outer electrode

Center electrode

n 1 W r , / V D

2 n U IT iJq
[J/a*a].

Fig.6 Device diagram.

(14)

From the eq.(14) we can estimate attainable amounts of injection energy per

unit volume and unit time, where r)[aq.(10)] holds for a small ri/r2. In the

case of the ratio near 1, n must be modified, which we do not treat here.

The parameters of the test device are given in the table II based on the

experimental data, which means the discharge of the test device may be ex-

cited [with high transformation efficiency]. Tabla.Test device plan

By systematic observations of ^.neu-

trons, hot ion 3 and so on from the test de-

vice with a fuel gas[ex. deuterium], we can

estimate a stage of the discharge to use it

for a nuclear fusion device.

§4. Self-burning condition6^

Now we reach to estimate the self-

burning condition of the test device.

Fig.7 shows a conceptual diagram of en-

ergy flow in the nuclear fusion system,

where u) given in the eq.(14), A the loss

ratio of the injected power, r| given in

the eq.(10), n1 the transformation effi-

ciency of the energy collector

to the power supply, and T < 0 V X L , the

produced power per unit time by nuclear

fusion, where (Jj, the total of the reac-

tion energies. Recovered the fusion power

7<0vXL, and the loss power to by the

energy tank to return them to the power

supply with the efficiency n1. the self-

Daraneter
U 2 kV

r , CB

B T

hC??I

J e *'"

J a Art?

vn kU/#

particle

observation

exDerimental
• 0.2

3

0.025

0.01

0.32C9SX)

O.K

89

0.027

9.5

e

Q , Q , .

test device
10

10

0.2

0.06

0.K10OX)

1.1

89

11

350

i

neutronihot ions

Power Supply
uSjj

n
n

Fusion Reactor

Energy Collector

Fig.7 Energy flow in N-F system
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burning condition is given by

- ^ n . (is)

The injection power to the ExB system without an external power supply is

deduced from the eq.(15),

To estimate the problem here, a concrete example of D-D reaction is

given. Simply suppose the efficiencies to be r|»n'«l and the loss ratio to

be A»0. The system may be able to confine deuterium ions of the temperature

10 KeV at most, where give the reaction parameters <avX.jy.0~ m3/s and

Qj&4MeV. Giving the density of the ions n&1.5xl021/ms, we obtain from the

eq.(16), a) -350KW/m8. This means that if the test device with the param-

eters in the table II confines the deuteriums of the number density and the

temperature given here, the system continues to burn without external power

source[except p.s. for the flux and the transformator particle source].
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EOT STABILITI OF LOK IOV LAIERS*

Akio Ishida

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Niigata University

Ikarashi, Niigata 950-21

Abstract

By means of the two-fluid theory, the kink stability of a long thin

field-reversed ion layer immersed in a dense low-temperature background

plasma is studied theoretically. The two-fluid variational quadratic form

with the assumption of rigid displacements in the radial direction yields a

new kink stability condition that includes the effect of the non-zero real

frequency of the modes, which is due to the inertia of the ion layer.

Although it was neglected in previous analyses, this effect is essential to

explain the numerical results of Httrned. As the ratio of the density of

the background plasma to that of the ion layer increases, this new kink

stability condition reduces to the conventional condition. The physical

mechanism of the kink instability is discussed by means of an analogy with

the electrostatic two-stream instability. It reveals that the kink in-

stability may be called an electromagnetic two-stream instability in an

inhomogeneous magnetic field.

§1. Introduction

Astron-type ion ring configurations are of potential interest in
1 2controlled nuclear fusion research. ' To investigate the low frequency

stability of a system consisting of an energetic ion ring and a dense

background plasma, various energy principles have been developed based on a

particle description, a Vlasov description, and a fluid description.

For the kink stability of a long thin layer immersed in a dense low-

tenperature background plasma, Lovelace derived the following stability

condition:

a2 - 1 - n > o , (D

where n is the self-magnetic field index and A £ 2 is the azimuthals

•presented as "Electromagnetic Two-Stream Instability of Rotating Ion

Layers" at the workshop.

- 7 -



mode number. Subsequently, the same stability condition was derived from

fluid theory, which means that condition (1) does not include intrinsic

kinetic effects of the encircling energetic ions. This fluid theory was

also applied to a layer of arbitrary thickness, and it was found that the

thin layer prediction (1) is approximately valid even in a fat layer and

that a field-reversed ion layer immersed in a dense background plasma has a
7 *i A 7

kink stability window. In these theories, ' the frequency dependence

of the dynamics of the layer ions was neglected. The results so obtained,

however, show that as the system approaches the stability boundary, the

magnitude of the potential energy becomes infinite [cf. eq.(4.6) of Ref. 6

or eq.(4..2O) of Ref. 5]. This suggests that the frequency dependence of

the dynamics of the layer ions is important for the determination of the

stability boundary. Hamed numerically solved a set of the coupled equa-

tions derived by Lovelace and found that the various JUmode thresholds of
n for kink instability are less than those of eq.(1) and are dependent ons
the density of the background plasma. The physics involved in his work,

however, is not so clear. In order to explain the numerical results of
Q

Harned and to clarify the physical mechanism for the kink instability, we

study in this paper the effect of the non-zero real frequency on kink

stability, by means of the two-fluid model of Ishida et al.

In Sec. 1, the kink stability, of a long thin ion layer immersed in a

dense background plasma is discussed. The kink mode dispersion relation is

given by eq.(6) and the condition (7) is the new kink stability condition,

which explains the numerical results of Harned fairly well. This fact

means that the non-zero real frequency of the modes, which is due to the

inertia of the ion layer, plays an important role in the determination of

the kink stability boundary. The physical mechanism of the dispersion

relation (6) is discussed in Sec. 3.

§2. Stability Analysis

Let us consider a system consisting of an energetic ion ring and of a

dense background plasma. To investigate the low frequency stability of the

system, we will adopt the two-fluid model of Ref. 5 in which the large

orbit encircling ion ring is described as a rigidly rotating fluid with

finite temperature and a background plasma is described as a usual station-

ary magnetohydrodynamic fluid. The linear stability analysis yields the

following variational quadratic form

- 8 -



p b p b p b ) , (2)
where

Also,

b) = wp(5p) + wb(eb) + w
with

1 f * ^bj,

2 JW- Wh " nw

i2£n

and

Wlnt(ep'
Cb) = 2 l t o f

Also,

V x (^ x BQ) ,

o1 a 0 a a = b and p

and

Here we have assumed that (i) the equilibrium is axisymmetric, (ii) the ion

ring is rigidly rotating in the 6 direction with rotation frequency R, ,

(iii) all perturbed quantities, f(t,r,8,z), vary as f(r,z)exp(i£,9-iuyt), and

(iv) the entire plasma is surrounded by a conducting wall. The subscripts

b and p designate a quantity of the ion ring and the background plasma,

respectively. The subscripts 0 and 1 designate the equilibrium and per-

turbed quantities, respectively. £ b and E are the perturbed displacements

for the ion ring and background plasma, respectively. The other notations

are standard. Since D is positive and that S, W , Wb and W. . are all real

quantities, the stability of the ring-plasma system is guaranteed if

- 9 -



for any set of allowable nerturbations E and £,.

The above inequality without the second term was previously applied to

investigate the kink stability of a thin ion layer and that of an ion

layer of arbitrary thickness.

The variational quadratic form (2) is applicable to arbitrary axisyni-

metric equilibria. Since using the variational expression to derive

appropriate normal mode equations is compact and convenient, we here use

eq.(2) as the starting equation for the following stability analysis of a

long ion layer immersed in a dense low-temperature background plasma, whose

equilibrium equations are

11 = constant
P 2
i^ = n 0 sech (y) (3)

B(r) = B (1 + v, tanh(y)) .
2 2.Here the equilibrium subscript 0 has been omitted, y = (r -R ',/ZBB.,, n« is

the peak density of the layer, B(r) is the z-component of the magnetic

field, B is the external magnetic field, R is the average layer radius, a^
e 2 2

is the half thickness of the layer, v, = 4.ire nnRa./m,c is the strength
2 2 2 1/2parameter, Ra, = (T.c /2ire nSL) , and T, ia the temperature of the ion

layer. Note that SI equals eBe/m^c in the present case.

We assume that (i) the layer is thin, viz. z = a b/R«1, (ii) vb'v0(1),

which is required to be larger than unity for field reversal, (iii) the

displacements are z-independent, and (iv) the displacements are rigid ' '

in the radial direction inside the layer region and decrease to zero out-

side this region. The physical basis for these forms of displacements is

the fact that the excursion frequency of the layer ions across the layer

due to thermal motion, /Tb/mb/4a.b, is larger than the rotation frequency

of the layer fi. . Hence a layer ion samples the magnetic field for essen-

tially all values of r within the layer on a time scale much shorter than

|oo| , where we are here interested in low frequency modes with |u| « f^.

Since the free tjnergy for instability is provided by the ion layer current,

the least stable modes may be localized almost inside the layer. In Ref.

7, it was found by numerical calculation that the assumption of rigid

displacement is appropriate in the present problem.

Noting the self-magnetic field index n = I" <dB/dr> = I v. — ^

-1 n e &b

0(e ), we negHect the terms proportional to e for n a 1 in the following.
The quadratic form (2) is consequently written as

- 1 0 -



or D + 5 5 - W = 0 , U)

where oi = ui/Zil ,

D =

and

Here, the new notations £ = £ and c = iA£aQ for a = p and b are used, u

= "ip/mjjf and N = n_/ng » 1.

Equation (4) constitutes the desired variational quadratic form. The

normal mode equations are derived from the stationary conditions of eq.(4)

with respect to the displacements. The stationary conditions with respect

to 5* and £* for a = p and b, viz;-, 0 = o523l5/3E* + (533/35* - 3W/3£* and 0 =

+ cJ3S/35a - 3W/3?O, lead to the dispersion relation

-_v

Equation (5) shows that the conditions of |5|«1 and n +1-£ ̂ 0 near the

conventional stability boundary may be satisfied by |(J5| yN»1. Hence, we

assume that |u|«1 but |w| UN»1 and neglect small terms except in the

denominator of the right-hand side of eq.(5) because this denominator can

be sMall near the stability boundary. The approximate dispersion relation

is then found to be

V1 V2
0 = 1 * 2co --%- - 9% . (6)
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If the 2w term of eq.(6), which comes from the inertia of the ion layer, is

neglected, as was done in the previous work, ' the kink stability condi-

tion is given by eq.(1). Equation (6), however, gives a new kink stability

condition:

2 V 2 1/3

g = JTI1 - 3(-§—) ] - 1- n > 0 . (7)

Evidently the second term in the square brackets of eq. (7) is due to the 2ui

term of eq.(6). The frequency, <£#, at the stability boundary is

(8)

where ri * is the solution of g = 0 for given I and yN. From eqs.(6) and

(8), the growth rates scale as (ri -n *) ' just above the stability bound-

ary. The frequency associated with the maximum growth rate, which occurs

at n = £2-1," iss

(9)

'•' ' ' 2Notice that the relationship (1), 17 = i -1 for £ > 2, does not give thes . —
kink stability boundary when the ratio of the background plasma density to

that of the ion layer is finite, although it does indicate when the maximum
growth rates occur. This condition for maximum growth is consistent with

8the numerical results of Harned.

We define the threshold r| ..(£,uN) as the self-magnetic field index r\
s s

at the stability boundary for given % and yN. The mode is then stable
(unstable) when ri < (> 0) n *• Figures 1 and 2 show that the thresholdss s
n * from the condition (7) are nearly coincident with the solution of the

dispersion relation f5). As is seen from the curves in Fig. 1 of lu^l,

which is the frequency of the % = 2 node at the stability boundary given by

eq.(8), the small discrepancy between these two results is due to the fact
o

that Jai#j increases and \iil^\ liN decreases, as )JN decreases. Figure 1 shows
that the conventional kink stability condition (1) is valid for very large

UN and that, as UN decreases, the thresholds r)aS of the self-magnetic field

index decrease, viz., the stable region becomes narrow. This is evidently

due to the second term of eq.(7), i.e., the 2w term of eq.(6). The
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thresholds ns# as functions of a instead of yN are shown in Fig. 2, where a

= v./& (2a. ) = (3nCT/8v
2yN)1^2 and v. is the Alfven velocity of the back-

A O u S p A
ground plasma evaluated with the external magnetic field B . The crosses

8 e

indicate the results of Harhed, which are fairly well consistent with our

present results. This fact means that the inertia of the ion layer plays

an important role in the determination of the stability boundary.

The kink instability properties are shown in Fig. 3. The frequencies

associated with the maximum growth rates coincide with the result of.

eq.(9). Note that the negative sign of the real frequency means that the

mode propagates in the direction of rotation of the ion layer.

Two points of interest can be made. The first is that the new kink

stability condition (7) for a long thin ion layer can be rewritten in the

form of the stability condition derived by Finn and Sudan from a Vlasov

description in the bicycle-tire limit, if one transforms between cor-

responding quantities for the betatron motion in the two different

geometries. The second point of interest is that the stability condition

(7) is probably useful even for a fat layer as the condition (1) is useful
7even for a fat layer in the yN •* « limit.

§3. Physical Mechanise

As mentioned in the previous section, our simple kink mode dispersion
- • 8

relation (6) can explain the numerical results of Harned on the kink

stability boundary fairly well. Here we consider the physical mechanism of

the dispersion relation (6). First, consider the oscillation of the ion

layer. It was pointed out in Ref. 9 that a field-reversed ion layer

vibrates radially with the frequency

2 20) = Wn 'v n

where u)g is the frequency of radial betatron oscillation of the thin ion

layer in the self-magnetic field gradient. Since not only radial but also

azimuthal perturbed motions are allowed in the present case, 0) in eq.(10)

must be replaced by the Doppler shifted frequency w + Afî  and also 0

should be replaced by n + 1, where T is from the azimuthal displacement of

the ion layer. • If we substitute these into eq.(10), the result is

(u

.or
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V1
1 + 20) - -2=- t> 0 .

z

This explains the balance of the first three terms in eq.(6).

Next, consider the oscillation of the background plasma. If we equate

the first to fourth terms in eq.(6), then

(12)

Since the major difference of eq.(12) from eq.(10) is pN = m n /m,nQ » 1,

i.e. the difference of the mass densities, eq.(12) describes the vadial

oscillation of the background plasma. Let us elucidate the nature of this

oscillation employing the terminology of usual magnetohydrodynamics. Using

the radial component of the equation of motion of the background plasma,

one can rewrite eq.(12) as

2
2 J # > ̂  v2 k2 = U)2 , (13)

As a ms '
w . ^ 7 < # ) > ̂  v k = U)4.7rm n dr As a ms

9 "1 fO
where v. = (<B >fltfm n ) is the Alfven velocity evaluated with the root

-AS. S p p
mean square of the magnetic field Ba - B(r)-B produced by the ion layer

s e

current, which seems to be "external" to the background plasma, and where

k = TT/ZSL, is the effective wave number associated with the inhomogeneity

of the magnetic field. Hence the balance of the first and fourth terms of

eq.(6) produces the effective magnetosonic oscillation of the background

plasma in the inhomogeneous magnetic field produced by the ion layer

current.

Substitution of the last two expressions of eq.(11) and eqs.(12) with

eq.(i3) into eq.(6) yields

ft V0 -v 1 + 25 - fc£) §- . (U)

We now;show that the structure of eq.(H) is similar to that of the so-

called electrostatic two-stream instability:

w 2 2

0 = 1 - ^ - -2-— (15)
• : uf (u-kvbr

-14-



where u and ov are, respectively, the plasma frequencies of the background
2 2plasua and the beam which has a velocity v,. Assuming ov « w and setting

u = kvb(1+A) where |A| « 1, one can rewrite eq.(15) as

OJ 2 vkv. '
0 = 1 + 2A - (jJ) § - , (16)

b A

where the relationship of (D /kv. ^ 1 near the marginal stability has been

used. One sees that the structure of the dispersion relations (14) and

(16) are quite similar. Then, the kink nodes described by eq.(14) are

driven unstable by the coupling between the high frequency betatron oscil-

lation of the ion layer and the low frequency magnetosonic oscillation of

the background plasma through the rotation of the layer as in the so-called

electrostatic two-stream instability (16). The kink instability, there-

fore, may be called an electromagnetic two-stream instability in an

inhomogeneous magnetic field.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : uN = m n /mbnQ versus the thresholds ng# of self-magnetic field

index for modes with JL = 2, 3 and 4, and also, uN versus the

normalized frequency, ui#, for the SL = 2 mode at the stability

boundary. The solid lines show the solutions of the dispersion

relation (5). The dashed lines show the solutions of eqs.(7) and

(8).

Fig. 2 : Thresholds n * of Fig. 1 versus a, defined by a H v./SL (2a, ) =
2 1?2 A D O

(3ri /8v,uN) , where v. is the Alfven velocity of the background

plasma evaluated with the external magnetic field B and v, = 1.1

is used. The solid (dashed) lines here correspond to the solid

(dashed) lines of Fig. 1. The crosses are quoted from Table 1 of
g

Harned. Note that v, is equal to £ of Ref. 8.
Fig. 3 s Kink instability properties obtained from the dispersion relation

(5). The frequencies with maximum growth rates are well coinci-

dent with eq.(9).
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EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FILTER

ON VOLDME PRODUCTION TYPE NEGATIVE ION SOURCE

Tomohiko OZASA and Masatada OGASAWARA

Faculty of Science and Technology

Keio University, Hiyoahi, Yokohama 223, Japan

Abstract

Density of negative hydrogen ion H" produced by volume process is

calculated in the tandem multicusp chamber with a "magnetic filter"

and compared with the density in the single multicusp chamber without

a magnetic filter. Balance equations for the negative hydrogen ion H~

and for the excited hydrogen molecule H2 are solved in the stationary

state. The calculated results confirm that the tandem chamber with

magnetic filter is effective for producing more H~ ions than the

single chamber, and the negative ion density can achieve about 10

times larger value than that obtained with no filter.

§1- Introduction

Development of higher energy neutral beams will be required in

future fusion reactors. To date, neutral beams have been obtained by

accelerating and neutralizing H+ or D + ions which are generated in the

positive ion source. At the energy of the ions in excess of 150 keV

neutralization efficiency of positive ions decreases greatly. However

for negatively charged hydrogen H~, the decrease of the neutralization

efficiency is small. Therefore development of the negative ion source

is required.

There are three main methods to produce the negative ions, i)

volume production, ii) surface production, iii) double charge exchange

method. Out of these three methods, we will consider the case of

volume production. On the volume production, the negative ions are

extracted directly from the hydrogen plasma. There are several merits

of the volume production, i.e., i) capability of using presently
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developed positive ion source, ii) no use of cesium as in other cases,

ill) easy to enlarge the scale.

In the chamber of the volume production, main reaction processes

of the generation and extinction of the negatively chared hydrogen, H"

are as follows2'.

«

H generation reaction process

H2 • «f ->-H2 + 9f (1)

H 2 + • -* H~ + H (2)

H extinction reaction process

H
H~

H~

+ e

+ e l
+ H"1

-* H

: - » H

+

+

2H

2e
2 e f

(3)

W
(5)

where, e f is the fast electron produced by filament in the discharge,

H 2 is the vibrationaly excited Hj. If we can decrease the extinction

reaction by some means, we will get more H~ ions. To get such

situation, the tandem type chamber which includes a magnetic filter is

considered3. The magnetic filter devides discharge chamber into two

parts (Fig.1), and. suppresses fast electrons produced in the first

chamber to come to the second chamber, so that the extinction reaction

decreases in the second chamber.

The purpose of our study is to show, quantitatively that the

tandem chamber is effective for producing more H" ions than the

single chamber.

52. Model

As the reaction species we take H2, H2, H, H , H~, e, e f , and

consider reactions (1)-(5). Three kinds of particles, H2, e and e f

are the sources of producing E~, so we will assume that we are able to

afford these three kinds of particles sufficiently.

Figure 1 shows the tandem chamber model, first and second chamber
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are separated by the region of the magnetic filter of width Ad, Bole

of the magnetic filter is to impede the fast electrons to come into

the second chamber, so the magnetic filter should satisfy

»ef (6)

where u e f is the cyclotron frequency and v e f is the collision

frequency of the fast electron. Usually collision frequency,

between neutral particles and fast electrons is much smaller than the

collision frequencies between charged particles, i.e.. ve__e and vef_j.

Then v g f i5 approximated as

v e f = vef_e
-3/2 (7)

With use of this temperature dependence, diffusion coefficient of fast

electron across the magnetic field is given by

e2 B2
oc T-1/2 (8)

where Te is the electron temperature. From this temperature

dependence, we can see that the number density of the fast electron in

the second chamber is suppressed strongly by the magnetic filter. On

the other hand, the condition of no influence of the magnetic filter

on the ions is

(9)

From eq.(6) and (9), for Te = 40 eV, Ti = 0.1 eV and n± = 10
13 cm"3 ,

the magnetic field strength B should satisfy the inequality

10 < B [Gauss] < 100 . (10)

Width of the region of the magnetic field, Ad should be several

times of the cyclotron radius of the fast electron. The cyclotron
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radius Pef is given by Pef * v e V ojef = 22/B [Gauss] cm for Te = 40 eV.

When B is taken 50 Gauss, Pef is 0.44 en. Then Ad must be a few cm.

§3. Analysis

He will evaluate the effect of magnetic filter on producing H~

ions quantitatively as a function of plasma parameters and magnetic

field by assuming the stationary state. By using reactions (1)-(5),

we make the equations for the balance in generation and extinction of

H2 and H in the case of tandem chamber as follows:

klnef'j
nH2'j "

 k2ne'jnH$'j " nH|,j / tH$,j

k2ne'jnH|'J " k3ne'jnH"'j ~ k4nef'j
nfT'j " k5nH~'jnH+'j

where i^ , IU*, 1^+, IU-, ne and ne are the number densities of each

particle species; k-y, Ic2» k3> k4» ^5 correspond to rate coefficients

for reactions (1)-(5) (but on k^ and k2, vibrational level of excited

molecule H2 are taken v * 7); tH* and tH- are the mean transit times

of H2 and H~ across the chamber; v' and v are collision frequencies

of H£ and H~; a' and a are probabilities of transfer for H* and H~ by

collision from first chamber (ji 1) to second chamber (j = 2), g- and

B are probabilities from second to first chamber'. Hence transfer of

H* and H" between discharge chambers is considered by the terms, a"\C »

3'v£^2, av^j^ and ev^ 2.

The transit time, tH* is estimated from the relation 1/tH* =

yv H*/L, where y is the wall parameter which represents the extent of

de-excitation of H2 at the wall, vH* is the mean velocity of H*, L is

the mean distance to the wall. Similarly tg- is estimated from 1/tH"=

v^-/L. Here it is considered that H" is always neutralized at the
a.

wall.

Quasineutrality condition of the charge is expressed by
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nH+,j = ne,j •> nef,j + nH-f j . (13)

We will solve the six equations (11)-(13) numerically and determine

nH+, nH* and nH- for given plasma parameters and magnetic filter

parameters. We take number densities of H2, e and e f and temperature

of each species as the plasma parameters and introduce two other

parameters <5 and e to express the effect of magnetic filter

6 - ne,2 / n e / 1 , e - nef,2 / n 6 f f l

We assume temperatures of each species are constant throughout

the tandem chamber, so Te,i = Te,2 = Te, Tef, 1 = Tef, 2 = Tef, Ti,i =

Ti,2 = Ti. In numerical analysis we take Te = 1 eV, Tef = 40 eV, Ti =

0.1 eV, nH , ̂ s 1x10 cm" and n e , j/ne, ̂  = 0.1. These values are

kept constant throughout the present analysis.

§4. Hesults of Numerical Calculation

Figure 2 shows ne, 1 dependences of H| and H~ in the second

chamber with parameter 6 = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 when e = 0. From Fig.2,

following results are seen.

(2.1) n *,2 « n e > 1 and nH-,2 • n e > 1
2 for ne,x < 2x10 cm" .

(2.2) nH*, 2 has maximum value and nH~, 2 has saturated value for
* 1 1 — 3

ne,l > 2x10. cm .

(2.3) nH2,2 and nH~, 2 decrease when 6 increases. Larger 6 means the

existence of large number of n e, 2 which acts to decrease the

numbers nH*,2 and nH-, 2 via the reactions (2) and (4),

respectively.

In Fig.3 we plot the ratio of the density nH-f 2 of H~ ion in the

second chamber to n^-, the density of H~ ion in the single chamber

(without filter) to show the effectiveness of the tandem type ion

source. Here, n| = ne,1 is assumed. Results are given as follows.
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(3
(3

.1) n

.2) n
H~»2

H~»2

<

>

s
nH-

s
for

for

< 3

>

x t

3

n10 -3
0 cm .

x 1 0 1 0 cm"3 This shows the

effectiveness of the tandem type ion source when ne j> 3x10 cm*.

(3.3) Maximum value of iH"»2/nH" is about 10 when e = 0, <S = 0.05.

In order to clarify the role of the magnetic filter that

suppresses the fast electron, we take different parameter e = 0, 0.1,

1 when 5 = 0.1. Figure 4 shows ne,i dependences of nH*,2 and nH~ ,2 •

Parameter e is proportional to the number of fast electron in the

second chamber transfering across the magnetic filter from the first

chamber. From Fig.4, results are given as follows.

(4.1) nH*,2 increases and nH-,2 decreases when e increases. Increase

of the fast electron in the second chamber results enhancements

of generation of H2 molecule by the reaction (1) and extinction

of H~ ion by the reaction (4).

Figure 5 shows n e f l dependences of nH~, 2/nJi- with parameter e =

0, 0.1,1 and 6 s 0.1 is fixed. From Fig 5,

(5.1) When n^tl < 10 1 1 cm"3, larger value of e gives larger value of

(5.2) When ne,^ > 10 cm , larger value of e gives smaller value of
nH"»2y'nH~» and •aximuffl value of

In Fig.4 and Fig.5 the case of e = 1 is calculated as the extreme case

for the sake of comparison, though this value cannot be actually

attained in the tandem type ion source.

Thus we showed the effectiveness of the tandem type ion source

quantitatively using the appropriate value of physical parameters.
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Fig.1 The tandem chamber model with magnetic f i l t er . First and
second chamber are separated by the region of magnetic f i l ter
of width Ad.
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Fig.2 Values of excited molecule density nH|,2 and negative ion

density nH-,2 in the second chamber vs electron density n e l l in

the first chamber. The parameter is 6 (= n e, 2/n e f l), e = 0 is

taken.
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Fig.3 Ratio of the density nH-,2 of H~ ion in the second chamber to

n^-, the density of H~ ion in the single chamber (without

filter). Her«f n| = n g > 1 is assumed. The parameter is 6 ,

e i 0 is taken.
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Fig.4 Values of nH*,2 and nH-,2 vs n e U . The parameter is e

(= n e f ,2/'nef,].), S = 0.1 is taken.
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Fig.5 Value of nH-,2/nH- vs n e f l. Here, ne = n e J l is assumed,

parameter is e, & = 0.1 is taken.
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PIC Code for Extracting' Light-Ion Beam from Diode
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Abstract

The beam generation part on Light-Ion-Beam Inertial-

Confinement-Fusion (LIB-ICF) program is investigated by the 2-1/2

dimensional particle-in-cell code . Some numerical simulation

result* are presented in this article.

Introduction

In LIB-ICF reserches. diode . the beam generating- system . is

investigated on the both theoretical and experimental sides 1} In

the experimental side > the high-pulse-power technology was developed

and some devises have been constructed actually . In the theoretical

side, while the model analyses are performed • the numerical

simulation code for diode have been developed at many laboratories .

We also consider the diode as one of the most important parts on the

fusion programs. so are developing the simulation program. Being

Diode parameters acquired from experiments into consideration . it

is. reasonable that the non-neutral plasma which exists in

Anode-Cathode gap, are collision-free . Hence we are possible to

use the Super-Particle-Method for diode simulation.

One of the key issues in beam generation part is the power

concentration. Hence the Beam-focusing is very important problem.

There are many causes which lead to beam plasma instabilities or

divergences, such as anode plasama nonuniformity. wave-beam

interaction. beam-cathode-sheath coupling, and so on. We are going

to represent these phenomena by computer simulation using

particle-in-cell method.
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Numerical Calculations

Talking1 about this simulation. there are two main points . One

is about the object of the simulation • diode . and the other one is

about the simulation code . Here we explain these.

IX Diodes

There are various types of Diodes which are used in researches.

They are Electron-Pinch • Magnetically-Insulated (MID) and

Araphion-type . But we limited MID for superiority in experimental

results in this research .

Diode is the very complex ion-optical system . In the A-K gap.

the various physical phenomena of plasmas . such as induced

non-steady electromagnetic field > cathode electron sheath

formation. ExB drift currents. and so on . occurs . In this system

.analytical defocusing' estimation is very difficult . so we should

depend on the analysis by the computer simulations . And we take

the cylindrical griometry for our supposing1 the Rotating- propagating

Light-Ion beam. Anode and cathode surfaces are metal.

Parameters for Diode on simuration are shown in Table 1.

The computational method used in this simulation is discussed in

the next section .

2)Simulations

Particle simulation method origined at plasma simulation based

on kinetic theory . It consists of three main parts. They are

particle pushing part . field evolution part . field interpolation

-charge assignment part. As it is called mixed Eurelian and

Lagrangean approach method . particle pushing algolithm is

Lagrsngean-like while field evolution is Eulerian-1ike .for the

field quantities are solved on euler nodes . In interpolation and

assignment, . particle quantities and field quantities are

interchanged each other through basic equations.
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a£i -
dt +vt

dfj . ,

dt +W«
.dfj.

Sir

3)Basic equations

The plasma in Diode Rap is assumed to be collision-free .so it is

represented by Vlasov-llaxwell equations . They are as follows;

„ .. df.
B)h*0 (1)

-(^*)2)-5 (2)

»-2-f- (3)
o

v-3-0 (4)

vxl+|f-0 (5)

^ e n , ) ~j-^i Zen fv - en tv t) ( 7 )

Since we assumed the Super particle . which have finite size .and

contains many actual particles . So they move along- the

characteristic curve of the Vlasov equations . they reduced to the

Newton-Lorentz equations as follows ;

dv.
f f o Y f t f B ) (8)

3? -.
? ( E (9)

they become the basic equations in the particle pushing- part.

Next . electromagnetic fields for high frequency effects are

solved by the Maxwell equations . About 1 to 10 GHz modes should be

taken into consider. So the displace current term of them must not

be neglected .
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The method of the force interpolation and charge assignment .

which are the interchanging way between Euler meshes and Particles .

are cloud-in-cell (CIC) method . In this method. super-particles

are considered as a uniform cloud of charged particles . so on r-z

coordinate . the treatment of the method must taken care of for the

charge conservation .

CIC-method is shown in Fig: 1.

4)Initial-Boundary Conditions

To solve the evolutional partial differential equations . we

should set the initial condition and the boundary conditions . In

our model . Diode configuration and the assumed status in the

pre-pulsestag'e determine them .

At early stage . it is reasonable to assume that this system

stays the steady state . and -^j terms of the field equations could

be neglected . So the Maxwell equations can be transformed .

with using* scalar potential <P - and A , into these equations like

these;

vz(P--.£- (10)
O

v^A—nJ • (11)

If we get the initial particle configurations . the initial field

intensities can be calculated by the above two poisson-type

equations. Now the basic equations are closed in the mathematical

sense.

Numerical results

as for this simulation story . when the pulse voltage is applied

increasingly . the flashover of,. Anode ion source occurs and anode

plasma is evapolated by Joule heating . the anode plasma is formed
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in this way. In the other . hand . the electrons emission from the

cathode occurs • and these electrons are suppressed by

appplied-Br field g-enerated by the coils . Then the electron

cathode sheathes are formed on the cathode surface . Here are the

representation in Fig-. 2.

In initial state . anode plasma are assumed to be the neutral one

with the same number of the protons and electrons . Then it is

uniformly located near the anode surface . The plasma of the cathode

electron sheath is non-neutral . and its number density is set as the

same number as the electron density in the anode plasma . It is

located on the cathode neiborhood . Then the charge density is

determined by this particle allocations . So the electric field is

calculated with Posson's equation . Poisson's equation is solved

with the succesive over relaxation (SOR) method . The initial

profile of .the z-component of the electric field is shown in Fig.

3.

We starts this situation . then go into the PIC algolithm , in

which particles and fields are evolved by turns. The

electromagnetic code and electrostatic code are prepared in this

simulation . The ion and electrons motions at each time step are

shown in Fig. 4 . Near the axis ( r-0 ) , the electron motion for

anode direction are strongly suppressed . for the applied magnetic

field is inversely proportional to the radial position . It is

because the applied magnetic field is given by the analytical form .

instead of solving in numerically .

Since the crutial numerical instabilities occurs in this

simulation method • it is very difficult to lengthen the time

interval to proceed the time step . Then we modified the actual

physical systems on the mass ratios of the ion to the electron in

the calculations . In the case of that , the time difference

interval .which have limited by the numerical instabilities . can be

taken longer . But here remains a problem . The external magnetic

field is applied to the system . so the magnetic field effect must

be corrected with mass ratio modification. But the numerical
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instability just comes from the Lorentz force term of the equation

of motion .

Disccusions

Many PIC simulation codes are used in the study of high-power

diode . They can be devided into two categories. One are

electrostatic and the others are electromagnetic . Some of the

electromagnetic PIC codes include CCUBE. MASK. MAGIC, and various

simulation methodes are used in each codes .

We developed the 2-1/2 dimensional electromagnetic codes by

ourself . While doing so • we have get known to the problem occured

in performing the simulations . The equations of motions are

unstable for the varying field simulations. The time steps are

about 10" (sec] for the electrons in our codes .The ion's time

step is much longer than that of the electrons for the difference of

the specific charge . Then we use the Subcycling for the ion

pushing . so the time step for the ion is about 10" (sec] . When

simulating to cross the ion beam through the A-K gap . it is

neccesary to take about 1 - (ns) . Then we must consume much

computational time . For example . in the MASK performance . the

electron time step is 10" (sec] . and the calculations are carried

on by 3. 2 (ns] . then at least 104 steps are calculated . 3>

As for the equation of motion . there are various formalizm for

the Numerical simulations such as Hamilton formalizm by Littlejohn

et al . : It is desirable to improve the situations .

Summary

We developed the PIC codes for the Diode simulation . But they

are not so complete that they could predict the dynamic characters

or the orbit of the ions and electrons . The difficulties with our

codes must be improved .
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Electrode Radius

Gap Interval

Gap Voltage

Applied Magnetic Field

Total current

Plasma Number Density

Pulse Duration Time •

Gap Temperature

15(cm)

1.5(cm)

1.0(MV)

1.0(MA)

1013-1015(cm"3)

20-30(ns)

1.0(eV)

Table 1. Diode Parameters

Fig.l CIC Method
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Fig.2 Initial Electron Position
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Fig.3 Initial E profile
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Analysis for Propagation of Rotating Ion Beam

TAKESHI KANEDA AND KEISHIRO NIU

Tokyo Institute of Technology, Midori-ku,

Yokohama 227, Japan

Abstract

A Propagation of LIB( Light Ion Beam ) have been studied by

using hydrodynamically approximated MHD ( magnetohydrodynamics )

equations and Vlasov equations based on kinetic thory, so far

In thit paper, on the basis of beam, ion and electron's MHD

equations of motion of three components, and take account of the

electron's drift velocity (using guiding center approximation)

and Larmor mbtion, finite Larmor radius effect is analyzed. And

diamagnetic current effect is analyzed here in steady state. The

finite Larmor radius effect highly depend on electron

temperature. That is, if electrons are in the magnetic field,

thermal motion of electrons become to Larmor motion and in other

words, the guiding center have a magnetic moment.

1. BASIC EQUATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Beam, electron and ion's MUD equations of motion are in

general expressed as follows in vector expression. Vector is

denoted by subscript ",J'.

Equation of motion of beam ions

IF +

Equation of motion of electrons
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Equation of motion of back ions

mini%t +^0-/2v. )-v.x(Vxv.))=-kT.Vn.+ynj.xH+(M.«V)H+en.E -(I.-I )

Where suffix b,e,i indicate the beam, electron and ion

respectively^ n is the number density of each particle, k is the

Boltzmann constant, fa is the magnetic permeability in vacuum,

M is the magnetization vector, T is the mean free time of the

collision, T is the temperature, and H,E are magnetic field

vector and electric field vector respectively. The term of

!„) mean the friction of ion-fluid and electron-fluid,

where I. and I are flux of ion and electron, that is I. =n.V.

The assumptions about V, , V ,V. are as follows. At first,
"P *£ nJ-

the Larmor radius of the beam i s comparable to the beam radius.

Hence V. contain the Larmor velocity of the beam, that is,. the

Larinor motion term (M,«7)H does not separate from the tfirm of

Lorentz force ft Jh* H" Anc^ z COi'nponent of V, is assumed to be

constant to r direction. Next, electron's macroscopic velocity

V does not contain the thermal velocity, but is equal to the

drift velocity of the electron by guiding center approximation.

Generally, Larmor radius of electrons is given

by P =l/eB-(2m kT ) ' ,on the other hand, the collision mean
e e o / i

free path of electrons is written as, l=2JT£j(3kT ) /(n e logA).
Where logA is coulomb logarithm. If we evaluate f and 1 by

-j \ re

above equations, then we have f «1 . That is, electrons gyrate
— 5so many times for the mean free time. P is about 3x10 cm and

this value is extremely shorter than the characteristic length of

the beam (radius of the beam is about 3 mm). So the spatial

scale of the drift motion of electrons is perfectly different

from that of thermal motion of electrons. Such a microscopic

scale motion's effect (in other words, finite Larmor radius

effect) is contained in (Mg'V)H term. The velocity of ions V. is

caused by collision with electrons, because ion temperature is so

low compare to the beam and electron's one, so ion particles are

collision dominant. Hence back ion fluid have no magnetization.
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Maxwell's equations

In the first equation of above, j, is beam current, j is

electron current, and j. is ion current. And the last term is

magnetization current (diamagnetic current) caused by Larrnor

motion of electrons. This turm is expressed j on and after.

Then the relation of magnetic flux density B, magnetic field

H and magnetization M, and the relation of electric flux density

and electric field are described as follows.

Where % is magnetic susceptibility. Next, we can express

X as function of T ,n

Magnetization current is given by

The beam ion is assumed to be infinite in length in this

analysis, i.e. /»Z =0, and the phenomenon is steady. The

assumption is quite natural, and every physical value depend only

on the r co-ordinates. And the component expressions of these

equations are given as follows.

Equation of motion of beam ions

!be2 __„. dnb ...
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Equation of motion of electrons

Where electron's mass is neglected.

equation of motion we have eq. (3), (4).

From Q,z component of

niviz=nevez

liquation of motion of back ions

vifi2 dn.
inn =kT V

Maxwell's equation

(6)

FdV(rDr)=(VVne)e
(8)

Eq.(3) and (4) show that the electron currents and ion

currents compensate each ocher. That is, only the beam current

remain.

In the next place, we consider the drift velocity of thermal

electron, that is, macroscopic velocity V . As described before,

Larmor radius of electron is about 10 cm and this value is

extremely shorter than the characteristic length of electro-

magnetic field's spatial change. By reason of this, as in the

Larmor radius length, the electro-magnetic field's spatial change
2

can be neglected, ExB drift velocity is given by V, =(ExB)/B .

In the same way, grad-g drift velocity is approximated

by V, =-kT /(eB^JBxVB. Here, the electron's Larmor velocity

can be expressed by electron's temperature. Then we obtain

drift velocity as follows ,
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dB

d/
dBfl

2- NORMALIZATION

The velocity is normalized by beam ion's z-component

velocity V^ . And this value is assumed to be constant. Length

is normalized by beam radius (r =3mm). Number density is

normalized by electron or ion number density at about 1 toll
22

(n..=3.9xlO ) . At infinity , the number density n. and n is

equal due to keep electrical neutralization. As to the magnetic

field H and electric field E, there is no standard value,

therefore we give the current as 1 MA and then we adopt the

magnetic field value at r=3 mm (beam radius) as standard value,

and E is normalized by /J_V,.Hn. The magnetization is normalized

by X n=~nn^Te/(H0 ). The equations of motion are normalized by

pressure-gradient term and we obtain following equations.

Normalized value are denoted by asterisk *.

dn * X,,V
£ * ^ 4 *}* (12

ni*viz*=ne*veZ*

(13

ni*vi9*=ne*vee* (14)

Where

r ¥ W o A-eEoro J b n -
Tb

n= ^ ' ^~ 0 9

As eq.(11)~ (13) show, r component of equations of motion

have no differential term in right side.
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Maxwell's equations are normalized as follows;

dHz*

(17)

(18)

(19)

where

-JWo F_*m0
" H0 ' ^ 0

, L_
noero
T O

The relation of B*,H* and X * is written as~ ~ m

(20)

The drift approximation equations are given as follows.

. E *B * , B * dB *

4 ^ ^ ^
* g *

(21)

(22)

We must solve these simultaneous equations (eq.(11)~(22))

with boundary condition given in the next section. If we

eliminate variables V. * ,V. *,D *, X * from above equations, then
Xc 1 2 JT Hi

we have following simultaneous equat ions .
dnL* v, *2

ps—+n(vb0 Hz -vbz HQ )+AEr }nb* ( n )

dn
(23)

dii.* (n *v *) '
^ez*He*)ne*+AEr*ni*}0i

 ( 2 4 )
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TE*
E *B *

HA*n_* M 3

E *
r

v
e9

v *=— J " +
e z H n*2

E *B6

( 2 5 )

( 2 6 )

( 2 7 )

( 2 1 )

( 2 2 )

~Je B*~
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3. BOUNDARY CONDITION

For the beam, ions and electrons, the velocity Ve must be

nb*(l)~0 andzero ar r=0. As to the number density,

n *(l)~n.*(l)=n * (n * js normalized number density of reactere 1 0 0
gas plasma at infinity ) is boundary condition. And H *(1) must

z

In this way, we must make

consistent and deside the boundary condition

be very small value compare to H *(0).

and Hz*(0).

nb*(0),

The value He*(0) and Er*(0) must be

zero. These equations are able to solve by Runge-kutta method.
dB *

To calculate the equation (21),(22) we must know the value z
dB * <£p-

and Z. at r*=0. As we cannot obtain these value numerically, we
dr*

must obtain in analytical method. We can however, obtain these
dB *|

value by following way. At first. z is cleary zero because in
rf-r* ll**O

equation (21), V * and E *
ee r

is zero at r*=0.

dr* ]r*=0
(28)

On the other hand, if substitute next relation into eq.(20)

r*=0 dr* r*=0

then we have

r*=0 2" r*=0 . (29)

By substituting this equation into equation (28), we obtain

1-rdB6*
dr35" r*=0 nb*vbz*]r*=0 . (30)

WThe term of the equation (26) ^^"TH-IIV^-A-^-^—)

have infinite value at r*=0 in numerical calculation by computer

because Be* is zero at r*=0. For that reason, eg.(30) must be

calculated at r*=0 instead of this term.
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4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

It is assumed that the beam's total energy is 8 MeV and

kinetic energy of z direction, 6 direction and thermal energy are

Beam velocity is assumed to be V. *=1 and

is 1/10 of light speed. ' Average number

in the ratio 4:3:1.
v
be*

=0-87r* , here b z

density of ion or electron plasma nQ is 10
2~ 1022 1/m and this

value is equivalent to 0.1 toll in pressure. The charge is

assumed to be electrically neutral and ion distribution is flat

here.

a) Beam number density profile

When electron temperature is high, Larmor motion effect of

electrons become important. Because of this, diamagnetic field

is formed and self-pinch effect of beams is decreased. This

effect is shown in fig.l.

', non magnetization

1.0

Fig. 1 The profile variation of the beam
number density n£ caused by
electron Larmor motion.

b) Magnetic flux density frofile

Fig.2,3 show Bg* and B * profiles respectively. It is shown

that when electron temperature is comparable with the beam

temperature, decreased field region appears in the center of the

beam. For this reason, function B *(r*) have a peak point for
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high electron temperature (see fig.3). As the hiyher electron

temperature to be, the more diamagnetic field decrease the

magnetic flux density BB*, so the pinch effect of the beam is

relaxed as shown in fig.l. Bz* stabilize the sausage type

instability and kinic type instability. And B *

beam's rotating motion.
is caused by

Because of this, it is inconvenient that
B * being too decreased (see fig. 3).

non magnetization

Fig.2 The profile variation of the
magnetic flux density Be* caused
by electron Larmor motion.
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non magnetization

0 0.2 OM 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 3 The profile variation of the
magnetic flux density B^ caused
by electron Larmor motion.

c) Current profile

When electron temperature is high, the magnetization current

of electron grow strong. As fig. 5,6 show, in the region of

large magnetic susceptibility (see fig.4), the magnetization

current's effect is important. In the center region of the beam,

total electric current to 6 direction jfl* is negative value

because magnetization current is dominant '(see fig.5). in out

side region of the beam, however, the higher electron temperature

to be, the larger j,* to be. On the other hand, the peak value

of the electric current Jz* i s decreased with electron

temperature T Q (see fig. 6), and in the out side region of the

beam, electric curr

maynetization current.
beam, electric current Jz* has negative value because of

The magnetization current is given by following equation.

kTe
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If we can neglect the spatial variation of the magnetic

field in the Larmor radius, we obtain next equation.

kTf
Vn xH+
eU ^ -e ~ Mo

(31)

(Generally, we call the first term of the right side

magnetization current, in this paper, however, magnetization

current is defined by eq.(31))

In fig.7 and fig.8, magnetization current is compared with

total current. When electron temperature is sufficiently high,

the magnetization current j is dominant compare to the z

direction current J M Z. Thus, Hz* is dominated by magnetization

current j,,o* in such a case.

Fig.4 The^ profile variation of the
magnetic susceptibility caused
by electron Larmor motion.
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non magnetization

Fig.5 The profile variation of the
electric current jB* caused by
electron Larmor motion.

0.20

-Q.05
0.2 1.0

Fig.6 The profile variation of the
electric current j£ caused by
electron Larmor motion.
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0.25

-0.25

-0.50

-a75

-1.00
1.0

Fig.7 The comparison of distribution
of total current je* with magneti-
zation current jMJ .

0.20

0.15

0.05

0

-0.05

A
\ Jz.

\//M e,=io

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
r*

Fig.8 The coaparison of distribution
of total current j£ with magneti-
zation current j • .
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d) Magnetic field profile

In fig.9 and 10 the HB* and Hz*

and j z * are indicated. As described

teraperatuer is high,

profiles caused by j8 *

before, when electron

Particularly,the value of H * is large.

H * profile strongly depend on electron's finite Larmor effect.
z

Fig.9 The profile variation of the
magnetic field He* caused by
electron Larmor motion.

non magnetization

Fig.10 The profile variation of the
wagnetic field Hi caused by
electron .Lanor notion.
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e) Electron's velocity profile

Electrons are moved by grad-I3 drift in this case,

fig.11,12 the electron's velocity profile is shown.

25 i

-100

non magnetization

magnetized

9.= 20

0M 0.6 1.0

In

Fig.11 The profile variation of the
electron's velocity v«| caused by
electron drift motion.

gnetized

non magnetization

9.=20

0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig.12 The profile variation of the
electron's velocity v,J caused by
electron drift notion.
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it is cleared that the peak velocity of V *

is about 1/20 times as much as v *

V *ee

bz
is about 1/40 times as much as V,

In fig.11,12,

and the peak velocity of

»bz*. The higher electron

temperature to be, the more vigorous Larmor motion to be. Hence,

drift velocity of electron is larger. The mechanism of electron

grad-B drift is illustrated in fig.13.

N

drift velocity

Uu<0

Fig.13 Mechanism of electron's grad-B
drift in rotatirg light ion beam?"
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PROPAGATION OF LIGHT ION BEAM

Toshio OKADA

Department of Applied Physics, Tokyo University of Agriculture

and Technology, Koganei, Tokyo 184

Abstract

Electrostatic two-stream and electromagnetic filamentation instabili-

ties for a light ion beam penetrating a plasma are investigated. Stabili-

ty conditions are derived for propagation through a plasma. The two=

stream instability is suppressed by the electron-ion collisions. Stabili-

ty conditions of filamentation instability are obtained by using a cut off

wave number and by including the effect of magnetic field.

§1. Introduction

For inertial confinement fusion, a focused light ion beam is required

to propagate with no disruption inside the reactor bessel. There must be

no unstable mode of the beam-plasma system that could deflect the beam

sideways. The feasibility of propagating a light ion beam stably through

a chamber is examined without triggering the microinstabilities.

In the beam-plasma system, the most dangerous modes are electrostatic

two-stream and electromagnetic filamentation instabilities. The two=

stream instability is suppressed by electron-ion collisions. Stability

criteria of the filamentation instability are derived by using the cut off

wave number. It became clear that the external magnetic field suppress

the filamentation instability. The stability boundaries for the two-stream

and filamentary modes are plotted for a proton beam propagating in a plasma.

§2. Two stream instabilities

Let us consider an ion beam velocity V^ that is both charge and cur-

rent-neutralized by a plasma. In equilibrium a conventional choice for

the beam distribution function f, and electron background plasma distribu-

tion function f is

£ A . .3/2 2 + y2 + . 2
b D 2TTT, D x v z b b *

b '
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£
P = y 2̂ > y x y v y y

The parameter n, is the number density of the ion beam, m, is the number

density of the ion beam, m, is the beam ion mass, T, is the beam thermal

energy, V, is the beam drift velocity, n is the number density of the

plasma, V is the plasma electron velocity with n, V, =n V , m is the

plasma electron mass and T is the plasma thermal energy.

To obtain the most unstable mode, one must consider the interaction

between beam ions and background electrons. The linearized Vlasov equa-

tion with a Krook collision term and Maxwell's equations, are applied as

usually.

For the two-stream instability the familiar linearized dispersion

relation is

2o>2 . /2 (u-kV +iv) 2w2 /2(<D-kV, )

where kv^O, up=/2T7F , nf/z^fo , o)p=(4unpe
2/mp)

1/2, ^ - ( ^ e 2 / ^ ) 1 '

and e denotes the charge. The effective collision frequency is given by

the electron-ion collisions: v=1.5xlO n lnAT . We have considered (3)

for the cases |/2~(<u-kV +iv)/ku |>1, | ̂ (u-kV, ) A u , |<1. One can solve
P P y. D D

directly for the maximum growth rate 6 '
T

6max = "v + l / ^ ^ - j L - 5 exp(-l/2). (4)
P %

The condition <5 <0 gives the stability region
in 3.x

7=T2 0-76 • (5)

The stability condition (5) depends on the plasma temperature T via v

and u . To fix T , we assume that we have a low energy beam of short

duration . To obtain an order of magnitude for the temperature T , we

calculate T from the relation 3T K(ne+n1)/2=W, where W=-(dE/dt)T/2 is

the energy deposited in the channel plasma by the beam due to collisions

over the period T/2. For the lost power of the beam dE/dt, we take the
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usual expression ' for scattering off the free electrons and we get

p b

with A' =2mb3n V-VCmJiw ) .

Using (6) in (5), we obtain as s tabi l i ty criterion

a) u? 4.5xl0'23n lnA

-f b—=^ -A E > 0-76. (7)

p b

§3. Filamentation instabilities

We now turn to the filamentation mode with the linear dispersion

relation (£.^=0)

(0 U. D W

Taking the asymptotic expansion for the W-functions in the limits

|>1 and l^u/ku. |<1, one obtains

.2 2
(1+i/T ̂ )) = U.- , (9)

kub )^

yielding with Reu>=0 for v>6

V? 4.SxlO"23n lnA
4 p

P 1

It is clear that the filamentation instability is not stabilized by in-

creasing the beam temperature from (10).

One can easily obtain the cut off value k=k above which the fila-

mentation modes (with Rew=0) are stable. By taking the limit OH-0 in the
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equation (9), one obtains

(ii)

For a beam with radius r, , the filamentation mode is absolutely forbidden

for

r. < Tr/k . (12)

§4. Filamentation instability including the effect of magnetic field

The system consists of a beam and a plasma in the presence of a uni-

form external magnetic field of strength B. and direction z. One can exa-

mine the electromagnetic instability of beam-plasma system including the

effect of the uniform magnetic field and the electron-ion collisions. To

find the linear dispersion relation, we consider cylindrical coordinates

in velocity space, that is, v =v_i.cos0, V =v,.sin^, v =v,, „ The equilibrium

distribution functions for the beam and the background plasma are given

fL =
 nv( v m- ) exp(-m, (vx + (v,, -V, ) )/2Tu), (13)

b b 27rTb T> b b

f = " C J J - )3/2exp(-n> fyf+K -VJ2/2T ) . (14)f
P V 2if̂  > eXPHyY^K y /2 p

The dispersion equation of the electromagnetic instability takes the form

=_oo cp

2 J2(

l
x dvll(v

2(-4--^(-4--|))) =0, (15)
J-c° 3v,, 3v,, 3yT

e B 0 •> ->
where J5 = , K x B Q and Jrt is the ordinary Bessel's function of the

first kind, ^ o find the purely growing modes of (15), we set to=i6 and

solve for the real roots of

,2 2 n
= k c + ( 1
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f <% t 2 2 2 = °
'b D n=l 6 +n fl j*

2 cb

ic T
where u = 5L and A (y )=exp(-u ) I ("„), where I is the modified Bessel

a ca
function of order n. D(6) is a monotonically increasing function of <5 for

<S>0. If D(0)<0, (16) has positive real solution. Thus, from (16), we

obtain the stability criterion for the filamentation instability

B0 2 2
-^ > (rum. V^+n m V ) . (17)

§5, Discussions

We discuss the results for a typical beam of 10 MeV protons and 15

nsec beam durationT . in figure 1 stability boundaries from (7) and (12)

for the two-stream and filamentary modes are plotted for a proton beam

propagating in a plasma. The beam radius r, =0.5 cm and beam temperature

T, =50 eV are assumed,, The region below the curves is stable against the

denoted modes of instabilities. C.ie easily derives from (11) and (12)

that the total current J along the curve of filamentation instability in

figure 1 is about 500 A which is independent of the beam and plasma densi-

ties n, , n , respectively. If one apply a magnetic field of the magnitude

of 2 MG to the beam-plasma system, ^he stable light ion beam with the total

current J=5.5 MA (the beam density n,=10 • cm" , the beam energy E, =10 MeV)

is obtained from (17).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : Derived stability boundaries of a proton beam at Tb=50eV, x=15ns• <-,

Vb=4.4xl0
9cm/sec and rb=0.5cm. Regions below the dashed line (two

stream insta.) and solid line (filamentation insta.) are stable.
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Abstract

The propagation of an ion beam pulse in a Z-discharge plasma

channel is analysed theoretically using the Vlasov equation with

Fokker-Planck collision terms. For Brevity, the form of the ion

beam pulse is assumed to be invariant during the propagation

and the plasma channel is also assumed to be in magnetohydro-

dynamic equilibrium. The equations which describe the space

time behavior of the ion beam pulse are derived. The betatron

oscillation may excite other mode and yield a new type instability.

§1. Introduction

For the ICF using the light ion beam driver, it is neccessary

that the intense ion beam pulses propagate stably in the plasma

channel. Although the instabilities of the Z-discharge plasma

have been already extensively examined and the stable propagation
1),2),3),4)

has been ascertained by Ottinger et al , it would seem
to be practically difficult to make the ion beam pulse propagate

over several meters.

The macroscopic instability of the Z-discharge plasma channel

is almost the same problem as the instsability of the Z-pinch

plasma. Therefore there are many papers available to our

problems. We make a breif review of these theoretical analyses

of the macro- and microinstability to find a clue to attain

success of the beam transport. Next, we show two dimensional

analysis of the ion beam pulse propagating through a Z-discharge

plasma channel. Finally, we make some remarks on the previous

treatment of the problems.

§2. Brief Review of the Theories of Instability
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5)

Many years ago, Bennett calculated the density distri-

bution of the low density, collisionless, counterstreaming

and thermal beams which are in equilibrium at their own

temperatures, respectively. For the nonrelativistic case,

the distribution function is given by;

\ \ t btf, r
7 ) - ' 2 0*0 T, t-Ta.

where u,v and T(,TX are velocities and temperatures of the two

counterstreaming beams, respectively. These results show that

the charged particles in ion beam and electron beam are gathered

to the central parts of each beam by magnetic self-pinch.

The magnetohydrodynamic instability of the pinched plasma

equilibrium was discussed in the famous papers of Kruskal and
6)

Schwarzschild. The plasma is assumed to be kept within
a cylinder by the pressure of an azimuthal magnetic field.

The azimuthal field is caused by a uniform sheet current on

the cylinder. They concluded that the equilibrium is unstable

against lateral distortion.

Instead of the sheet current, Tayler considered a volume

current distributed according to a power law. He concluded

that the volume current is more stable than the surface sheet

current.
8)

Manheimer et al considered the effect of an ionized or
un-ionized background on magnetohydrodynami'c instabilities in

a Z-pinch. They show that the growth rate may be reduced by

at least one or two order of magnitude even though the back-

ground pressure is small compared with the pinch pressure.

The mathematically rigorous proof of the stability condition

of the linear pinch are given by Newcomb by the aid of the

energy principle. Unfortunately, it was assumed that the

system was bounded on the outside by a perfectly conducting

wall. It seems to be difficult to generalize the proof for

the problem of plasma channel.

Although it has shown that the optimistic possibility of

stabilizing the pinch plasma in many papers, no decisive

improvement on the MHD instabilities was proposed.
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On the microinstabilities such as the two-stream, Weibel,

whistler and filamentation instabilities, the stable propa-

gation of the intense ion beam is examined at least within

practical parameters regions.

The two-stream instabilities between ion beam and plasma

electrons, and between plasma ions and electrons are investi-

gated by Ottinger et al . They considered the surface

current sheet model and uniform current model. They con-

cluded that the e-b mode was stable for T < 50 eV for the
e

surface current model and also that the e-b mode was stable

for T < 1.0 keV for uniform current model.
e

They also analysed such electromagnetic instabilities as
4)

the Weibel and whistler instabilities using the slab model

Their conclusion was that the Weibel instability was not

expected to grow to a level which could seriously affect beam

propagation. These conclusion was drawn from the magnitude of

the growth rate of the instabilities in the ion beam duration.

They also concluded that the whistler instability could be

reduced to a tolerable level by the presence of a spread in

in angular momentum.
10)

Okada et al investigate the filamentation and two-stream

instability and found a parameter region of stable propagation.

§3. Model of Plasma Channel and Ion Beam Pulse

For the theoretical analysis of the shape of an ion beam

pulse, we assume the following:

i) The shape of the ion beam pulse is cylindrically symmetric

around z axis and its velocity along z axis is considered to

be kept constant during the propagation in plasma channel,

ii) Coulomb collision between beam ion and plasma electron is

taken into account using the Fokker-Planck collision terms,

while the collision between beam ion and plasma ion is neg-

lected, iii) The motion of ion beam pulse and of plasma

electron is stationary and therefore the periodic boundary

condition is satisfied at both ends of the plasma channel,

iv) The charge neutrality is remained valid in plasma channel

during the propagation of the ion beam pulse, thus the induced
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electric field is screened out in the Debye length.

The model of the Z-discharge plasma channel is the same

model as Ottinger et al's . The channel current flows along

the z axis and gives rises to the azimuthal magnetic field Bo,

The plasma channel is cylindrically symmetric around z axis

and its length and radius are L and r , respectively. A
c

rigid ion beam pulse is also cylindrically symmetric and co-

axial with the plasma channel and it propagates through the

plasma channel with constant velocity V. The induced mag-

netic field due to the propagating rigid ion beam pulse is

calculated by the aid of the vector potential A^in the cylin-

drical coordinates,

By the Fourier transfor, we obtain,

~ (3.2)

where the tilded letters A and J denote the 4-dimensional

Fourier transform of the corresponding quantities A and J ,
z z

respectively and are defined by;

•dr e * A*(r, *, \)AJ. _ (3.3)

O o 0

The components of the wave number vector k =( k^, 0, kj) in

cylindrical coordinates are related to their components in Carte-

sian coordinates k = ( kx,k^,k^ ) by the following formulae,

According to the assumption i), we assume that all the ions

of the beam pulse fill a cylindrically symmetric closed surface

and translate as a solid body with the constant velocity V.

As the closed surface, we choose a prolate spheroid with semi-

axes 1 and r ( 1 > r ). The Fourier transform of the

current density ? in'eq.(3.2) is given by
z
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%~ QV S(U-£3V)F(&J), (3.5a)

and

-e,flt) Ai^ (3.5C)

where Q denotes the total charge carried by the ion beam pulse

abd Ffkjl) denotes the form factor of the rigid pulse.

The induced magnetic field is calculated as the rotation of

A , the solution of eq.(3.2) and (3.5).
z

§4. Vlasov Equation and Current Equation

The motion of ions and electrons in the plasma channel are

described by the collisional Vlasov equation. The magnetic

field IB induced by a constant channel current and the electric
1 1

and magnetic field B and B induced by the ion beam pulse

determine the time behavior of the whole system.
0 0

The magnetic field IB and its vector potential A are given

by

B=(o, 8° , o)=Vx A°, K={o,o,A%), (4.1)

(4.3)

The Lagrangian £, and Hamiltonian £/of the whole system are given

iC = -^-(Vr -H-p- + Vz)+1V*A* , (4.4a)

''* (4.4b)

and the equations of the motion are
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(4.5)

<mr76 = L , (4.6)

and

The Vlasov equation is written down for the species d ,

The motion of the plasma electrons has a domonant effects

on the propagation of the ion beam pulse in the form of the

return current or charge neutralization. Therefore we confine

the problem to the motion of plasma electrons and

neglect the motion of plasma ions except the effect of the

charge neutralization. Regarding the electromagnetic field

due to the ion beam pulse as a perturbation to the magneto-

hydrodynamic equilibrium state of the plasma channel, we can

put f = f +f and obtain the zeroth and the first order

equation, respectively,

>V ~ S (4.9)

It seems very difficult to solve the latter equation directly.

Thus we drive the equations describing the behavior of the

return current T * ( J1, 0, J1) by multiplying evr and ev_
z z ' *

to eq.(4.10),respectively and then integrating over the velocity
space.
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where

^ i - 0 , ilt (4.12)

(4.13)
B'l« ' THC I >

, (l?=)T, 2 ) , (4.15)

In this derivation we employ the following relations

(0 + -pw- r,0 v r v
t =• Const. & jj. ̂ = 1 ^ ( U- 6$)—G f (4.16)

and also assume < v^ Yu>'= >̂uy < v^ >',which are reduced to

the diagonal elements of the pressure tensor. Assuming that

the plasma channel is in MHD equilibrium , we obtain

= = — ^ e ~ ^ f - t (4.17)

B° •aB'

Substituting eqs.(4.17) and (4.18) into egs.(4.11), we obtain

the closed system of equations for J1, and'j'. Although the
r z

equations for the return current are mathematically closed, we

prefer to obtain the behavior of the total current,the sum of

the beam current, electron channel current, electron return

current and plasma ion current.

By the Fourier transform of the eqs.(4.11) with respect to

time, we obtain a system of simultaneous algebraic equations

for J' and j">. At the vanishing points of their character-
r • z .. •.

istic.determinant;

i 00
"We

4IU

= 0,
(4.19)
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the current may show the resonance with betatron oscillation in

case of a weakly collisional plasma. The numerical calculation

of space time behavior is in progress.

§5. Concluding Remarks

The Fourier transform of the wavre form of the ion beam pulse

is very complicated for a soft ion beam pulse, in which the

constituent ions move with each other and change the form of the

beam pulse. The wave form of the rigid ionnbeam pulse is deter-

mined by egs.(3.5). The geometry of the ion beam pulse is

reflected only in the form factor F(k^l). Therefore the form

of the ion beam pulse has least concern with the instabilities

of the plasma channel.

The betatron oscillation of the beam ions and plasma elect-

rons do not couple directly to make the resonance since their

characteristic frequency differ each other. From eqs.(4.11),

it might be possible that the ion beam pulse excites the betatron

oscillation of the plasma electrons and thereof the excitation

of the MHD instabilities.
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Abstract

The sound speed in the fuel is derived by using the Sesame Library.

It is shown that accelerations by shock waves are inevitable for the fuel

implosion, since the final implosion velosity of the fuel is larger than

the sound velocity. In order to simulate the implosion motion of the

fuel, one-dimensional hydrodynamic codes with artificial viscosities have

been employed so far. The ion temperature and the fusion parameter at

the most dense stage of the fuel strongly depend on the mesh width

through the artificial viscosity. Instead of the artifisial viscosity

which expresses the shock waves in the imploding fuel, a shock adoption

method is proposed here to be used, which applies the Rankine-Hugoniot

relations for the shock wave in the fuel.

§1. Introduction

In ICF (inertial confinement fusion) the purpouse is to get the

fusion thermal output energy of 3GJ/target. In order to get such order

of fusion output energy, it is required that DT fuel mass of 20mg must

heat to the ion temperature of T.=4keV and to compress to the fusion
2 X '

parameter of R=4g/cm . With this fusion parameter, the fuel density

must be more than the one-thousand times of the solid density. As is

shown in Fig.l, the target adopted in this paper is an optimized one in

which an ion temperature and a fusion parameter of the fuel described

above are achieved and is a cryogenic hollow shell with the three layers

of lead (Pb), aluminium (Al) and ±uel (DT). The target parameters are as

follows; the target radius r =6mm, the thickness of pb layer 6 .=20.5 m

(the mass of Pb layer is M_ =105mg), the thickness of Al layer $..=156 m

(the mass of Al layer is M =191mg) and the thickness of DT fuel layer

8D_=342 m (the- mass of fuel layer is M__=23.7mg). Inside of the fuel

layer is in the state of vaccuum. When the proton beam whose particle

energy of 4MeV and total energy of 7;9MJ impinges on the target during

thi pulse width of 40ns, the main part of the beam energy is depositted
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in the Al layer. The Al layer with the increasing pressure accelerates

the fuel layer toward the target center, and the final implosion velocity

reaches 1.8 10 m/s • On the other hand, the p-p relation of the fuel

is shown in Fig.2, which is derived by using the data of the Sesame
2)

Library . Figure 3 shows the sound speed in the fuel, which is

calculated from Fig.2. It is turned out that the shock acceleration is

inevitable in order that the implosion velocity of the fuel accelerated

during the implosion time of t.=40ns arrives at 1.8x10 m/s, which is much

faster than the sound speed. So far one-dimensional hydrodynamic

simulation codes with artificial viscosities have been applied to

simulate the fuel implosion. By using artificial viscosities, however, a

shock wave stands over one mesh distance of the space, which is much

longer than the real shock thickness. Thus the enegy dissipation at the

shock region depends on the mesh width which is used for calculation and

differs from real one. In order to estimate the more rigorous ion

temperature and fusion parameter after the implosion of the fuel in which

shock waves appear, a new calculation method (shock adoption method) is

proposed in this paper to simulate the fuel implosion including shock

waves.

§2. Fuel Acceleration and Shock Wave

To achieve the ion temperature of T.=4keV and the fusion parameters
2 l

of pR=4kg/cm , the DT fuel must be accelerated to the critical velocity

of U=2xlO m/s in the implosion process ' . Thus we have

2 atf = d , (2)

—3 —3 —3
where d=r__0-r_T_=5.83x10 m-3.2xlO m=2.63x10 m is the flight distance

of the fuel layer (rDT_ is the initial radius of the outer fuel surface

and r_Tf is the final radius of the outer fuel surface). From these

equations, we have the implosion time t.=2.73 xlO~ s, and the fuel
12 2 1

acceleration o=7.33x10 m/s . The Al pressure P. to accelerate the fuel
lm

is

P. =oMnT/S=7.33xl0
12m/sx2.37x10'5Ko/2.57xT0"V , ,

in ui I-, • (3)

=6.92x10" Pa , .

where S is the averaged area of fuel outer surface.
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On the other hand, if we assume that the effective beam energy of E, '

=6MJ is pourred into the target during T =40ns, and the pusher pressure

P . becomes constant, the work of the pusher pressure is in ballance with

the pourred beam energy, we have

where averaged implosion velocity U/2 is used. From eq.(4), we have

PA1 = 1.20 x 10
1 3 Pa f (5)

which is larger than P. . Thus it is clear that the ion beam of E '=6MJ
lm b

andT =40ns leads us to the implosin velocity of more than U=2x10 m/s.
b

As described in the preceding section, the sound speed in the fuel

is less than U. It is impossible that fuel velocity reaches U=2xlO m/s

duringT =40ns accelerated by pusher in an adiabatic way. In the process

of the steep, acceleration, shock waves necessaryly appear in the fuel.

Foa a shock wave, we have the following Rankine-Hugoniot relations

betwwen the values infornt of the wave and those at the behind of the

wave,

V 2 + P 2 , • ( 7 )

, P, V2
Z P 2 '

+ e l + V 1 + 6 2 + P (8>
V , 2 P

In these equations, P is the density, v is the velocity, p is the

pressure and e is the internal energy. The suffices 1 and 2 refer to the

values infront of the wave and to those at the behind of the wave,

respectively. Here we take the following values for the fuel in front of

the shock wave; p =2.6x10 Kg/m , p =10 Pa and e =5 xlO J/Kg. Instead of
13

defining v , let us assume p =P =1.2 10 Pa. If we take the equation of

state for the ideal gas, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations lead to P =4P

=2.6x10 kg/m and e =1.48x10 J/kg. If we use the Sesame Library for the

equation of state, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations give us p =2.9p =7.5
2 2 10 •

10 kg/m and e?=1.5xl0 J/kg. On the other hand, adiabatic compression
3 3 9leads us to P2=38.5p =10 kg/m and e2=10 J/kg. It is quite clear from

these values that we must take the energy disspation through shock waves

into consideration correctly.
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§3. Implosion and Compression of Fuel

The pressure P of the fuel at the most compressed instant becomes

Pf=nfkTf=10
17Pa (n =5 1031/m3 and T =108K) . In the following, the fuel

pressure is derived to have such a high value at the end of the implosion

process.

The equation of continuity and the equation of motion of the fuel

are

+

3u
*

3
! 3»

pu

- (r2

3 u ••

If we assume that the fuel is imcompressible in the initial stage of

implosion for simplicity, eq.(9) gives us

,U = - - 2 , (ID

MDTU

where r . and r. stand for the outer and inner radii of the fuel layer.

Substituting eq.(ll) into u in eq.(10), we have

rin
The

?
Here p is chosen as po=p-=10 Pa (the initial fuel pressure).
pressure p at r=r must be equal to P.,. Then we have r. =1.4x10 m,

— out) AX in
r .=3.19x10" m.
out

For the final stage of implosion, we assume that the fuel velocity

has the form of
U 72 v lT ) ' (14)

T .
At t=To/2, r=(r .+r. )/2, we have 3p/ar=0. Equation (10) can bec out in

rewritten as the following integral form including the Al layer,

2'^ - /"-Igi dr -"/ A 1g
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where r A 1 is the outer surface of Al layer. The integral form of eq.(iO)

is added by eq.(9) multiplied by u to reduce to

in rin
At t=r /2, r=r , we have p=u=O. Therefore, eq.(17) reduces to

C 2 2

At this instance, we have the following values; r. =r /10=3.1 10~ m (rDT

is the radius of the fuel sphere with the solid density), r t=3-l 1°
 m>

c=0.0520, uDT=U=2 10
5m/s, Tc=l.96xio"

8s, p
A1'=

p
A1VAli/VAlf=2.36 102kg/m3

(P»,' and P are the final and initial Al densities, V ... and V A l f
 a r e

the initial and final Al volumes), u =U/2=10 m/s and 6 '=r-r =2.9x10
AX AX ~C Dl

m. Then eq.(18) reduces to

Pn.n = 2.07xl0
13 Pa , <19>

At the instance when u=0, eq.(l7) becomes

P * = —fo "u *r '+ o 'u *(S '1 (20)

in TLyDT DT DT Al Al Al J •

If we take the following values at this instance; '=1000 ( is

the solid density of the fuel), u '=2C/(r. +r )2=9.00 104m/s, r '=r.

=3.1 10" m, uA1 '=u__'/2=4.50 10
4m/s, =r__'/cm=r_^'/ 3kT/m=4.59 10~ s, we

r
D T

have

Pin'=1.59 x 10
1 6 Pa f (21)

17
which is approximately equal to the required value of P_=10 Pa. We can

understand that the fuel is remarkably compressed at the final stage of

the implosion where the cross-sectional area of the fuel path becomes

suddenly narrow due to the spherical configuration.

§4. Shock Adoption Method

In the preceeding paper , we pointed out that the ordinary

hydrodynamic codes with artificial viscosities introduce artificial

dissipations during the process of the fuel implosion. It is necessary

to calculate the energy dissipation correctly at the shock wave in the

fuel in the implosion process. The real shock thickness is much smaller

than the computational mesh width to which the shock thicknesses in

simulations are equal. Here we propose a method of calculation by which
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a shock wave is expressed by two spacial points whose distance is laughly

equal to the real shock thickness. The Rankine-Hugoniot relations

p2 ( Cs" u2 ) (22)

Pi ( Cs- ul ) 2 + Pl = 02 ( Cs" u2 ) 2 + P2 ' (23)

*1 + V P 1 + 2(Cs"U1)2 = V V p 2 + I(CS-U2)2 • (24)

are applied to the values just before and after the shock waves. The

values p , u , p and e just in front of the shock wave can be obtained

by the ordinary difference equations. We have 4 equations (3

Rankine-Hugoniot relations and 1 equation of state) while we have five

unknown variables P o, uo, p , eo and the shock speed c . Therefore, if

we obtain, for example, u- at t=t+ t by using u ', u " and u '" at t=t

through the ordinary difference equation, then we can obtain P-, p?, e

and c at t=t+ t. Simillary, if we obtain _ or eo through the ordinaryS 2 2
difference equation, then we obtain u„, p«, e and c or Po, u_, p. and

c . If these values of groups are different with each other, we modify
s

u or p or & and repeat the processes until they converge to definite

values of group. For one shock wave, we introduce two new spacial mesh

points. According to the motion of the shock wave, we must exchange mesh

points. Thus simulation code becomes allittle tedious and calculations

require more time. Since numerical results have • not obtained yet by

using this shock adoption method, we want to show them in the near

future.
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Abstract

A low intensity ion beam of 10 W/cm at 100 ns is shown
4 14

to be converted into the radiation reservior of crT = 10

W/cm , which can provide a few tens of Mbar ablation pressure.

The characteristics of X ray both in low- and high-Z materials

are investigated justifying the modeling in atomic process and

radiation transport.

§1. Introduction

At present, various drivers have been proposed to be used

for the inertial confinement fusion (ICF). Among them, a

laser driver has a longest history and is believed to be the

most promising one except for a driver efficiency.

Experiments with a laser driver have proved the

effectiveness of a short wavelength laser. From this

experience, a soft X-ray driver probably becomes a promising

one if it can be effectively produced. Actually, the previous

theoretical ' and experimental works have shown that a

soft X ray can produce a significant ablation pressure even at

a low intensity, e.g. ^ 10 Mb at 10 W/cm : this value is an

order of magnitude higher than that by a laser driver.

The use of a soft X ray as an ICF driver has been

proposed for a long time since 1960s. The first ones who
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treated the subject in a realistic situation were Russian
4)physicists. They used a relativistic electron beam (REB) to

heat a high-Z material and to generate a soft X ray.

Unfortunately, the REB energy was too high to produce a soft X

ray suitable for ICF. However, their idea can be extended to

the other beams such as laser, light-ion or heavy-ion beam.

Since the beam is injected from outside, only 50 % of the

emitted X ray can be used as a driver.

In contrast, if the beams are injected into a closed

cavity through holes, 100 % of the soft X ray can be used.

This idea was first proposed by Winterberg ' ' in open

literatures. In order to use this scheme, the soft X-ray

emitter (cavity) must have a large radius compared with a

target inside even sufficing the efficiency, otherwise the

beam cannot enter through holes during the implosion phase.

One of the most interesting ideas is the "self

constructing cavity wall". Bangerter proposed an ion beam

ICF target which consists of a low-Z beam absorber surrounded

by a high-Z tamper. If the tamper thickness is properly

chosen, the ion beam can be arranged to be absorbed only at a

low-Z layer because of the Bragg peak. The present author

extended this idea to replace the low-Z layer by a high-Z,

low-density foam layer. By this modification, the author has

shown that the ion beam pulse can be compressed by 10 times ;
13 2an ion beam of 10 W/cm at 100 ns can be converted to a soft

X ray of 1014 W/cm2 at 10 ns.81

Winterberg takes a similar way but with the other driver
9)a hypervelocity projectile. In his scheme, a projectile

accelerated up to 50 km/sec collides with a low-density,

high-Z material, which produces a soft X ray after the shock

heating. In this case, the projectile automatically becomes a

wall to confine the soft X ray. Furthermore, he proposed to

compress and amplify the soft X ray by the moving projectile.

Although his idea was an interesting one, the scheme was too
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optimistic and was not a realistic one because the soft X ray

amplification is accomplished only in the time scale of the

projectile velocity and hence its pulse width becomes quite

long, more than 100 ns. Such a long pulse is not suitable for

an efficient coupling with a target.

The aim of this paper is to re-examine the X-ray

characteristics in ICF plasmas and construct a scenario for a

X-ray-drive ICF. In section 2, the X-ray transport and

emission process are reviewed, where the importance of the

line opacity contribution at ablation region and the continuum

opacity at high-density region is claimed. Section 3 is

devoted to the ablation process and especially to the ablation

pressure driven by the soft X ray. In section 4, the soft

X-ray conversion in the ion beam fusion is discussed, where

the beam intensity is proved to be amplified.

§2. X-Ray Characteristics in ICF Plasmas

Energy transport and ablation processes in laser-produced

low-2 plasmas have been addressed in detail theoretically and

experimentally. In contrast, those processes in high-Z

plasmas were not completely understood owing to the lack of

detailed investigation. The complexity of the radiation

process involved prohibited us from a clear physical insight

into the process.

The aim of this section is to clarity the roles of

bound-free and bound-bound opacities in the energy transport

of a laser-irradiated high-Z foil. For this purpose, the

previous experiments on X-ray transmission through Au foil

are investigated in detail by a o.ie-dimensional hydrodynamic

code HIMICO with the non-LTE (local thermodynamic
14)equilibrium) average ion model (see also Appendix) and

multi-group radiation transport.

As is well known, the photoionization (bound-free)
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process is enough for a description of X-ray transmission

through solid material. This is because metal is pressure

ionized by changing a highly excited state into a continuum

state and hence there are no vacancies remaining in the bound

states, although some free electrons exist in the conduction

band. Consequently, no bound-bound transitions take place.

In contrast, once ionization begins with temperature

increase, some vacancies are created and bound-bound

transition begins to occur. Figure 1 shows the simulation

result on this point : an Au foil of 0.5 ym thick is

irradiated by a laser of 10 W/cm , 500 ps pulse duration at

0.53 um wavelength. In the figure, the filled circles denote

the inverse of absorption mean-free-path K. , (cm" ) for

bound-free radiation averaged over the spectral range of

500-600 eV. In a high density region, K, f is proportional to

ion density N, and hence the photoionization gross-section a *

is independent of N. However, as ionization starts, K. ,

decreases faster than N as shown in the figure. This behavior

is commonly seen even in other spectral ranges.

The absorption coefficient K. . for bound-bound radiation

has a different tendency as shown,by the open circles : K, .

rises up when ionization starts. Consequently, the role of

K, , is particularly important in the ablation region. This is

clearly justified if K,. is artificially suppressed in the

calculation. The temperature profile in this case is shown by

the dashed line ; the ablation front goes deeply inside of the

foil resulting in a large mass ablation rate. Accordingly,

the scaling law of the ablation process driven by X-ray

radiation leads to an overestimation in mass ablation rate, if

the Rosseland mean-free-path is used for the opacity

calculation without bound-bound process.

A comparison of this result is made with the experimental

result in Fig.2. The filled circles and triangles are the

experimental results, which correspond to the data obtained by
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a polypropylene filter and a polypropylene plus aluminum

filter, respectively. Because the difference between the

results of the two filters is within error bars, the ratio of

the total emitted energies can be used for a comparison in the

simulation without taking into account the spectral dependence

of the filters. It should be noticed that all the data were

taken at a laser peak. The result with f=0.03 and normal K. .

is shown by the double circles, whereas open circles show the

result with no K. ,. The former agrees qualitatively with the

experimental result. The coincidence can be slightly improved

if f is set to 0.01. Although some discrepancy still exist, it

is of no use to adopt a much smaller f, because there are

still some points which could be improved in the modeling of

b-f and b-b opacities.

The value of photoionization cross-section at the high
— 17 2dense and cold region is estimated to be about 10 cm by

K. f/N from the figure. This value is 2.5 times larger than
15)that given by Henke et al. for cold, neutral Au. This

discrepancy is due to a hydrogenic approximation used in our

model (see Appendix).

However, as shown from the comparison between the

present model and the data given by Henke et al., the

discrepancy becomes serious in high-Z materials. Although the

discrepancy is serious near the N edge •(hv^300 eV), the

coincidence at 500 < hv < 1000 eV is beneficial to obtain a

reasonable result for X-ray transmission as in Fig.2. This is

because the X ray in a spectral range of 500-1000 eV provides

a large contribution to emission energy and hence to an energy

source for the ablation process. Furthermore, since the line

emission and the line absorption dominate in the ablation

region and the lines locate at the lower energy side away from

the edge, a crude modeling of b-f absorption at hv ^ 300 eV in

the present model results in no serious error concerned with

the ablation process. As shown in Fig.2, X-ray transmission
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through a foil thinner than 0.5 pin is determined by b-b

process and hence does not change even if b-f modeling is

changed.

A large difference of the transmission between the

simulation and the experiment for a foil 1.0 ym thick is due

to a leakage of X ray Ground 300 eV ; this was actually

confirmed from the simulation result. In such a thick foil, a

large portion of the foil remains unheated and in a high

density state ; in this region, only the b-f process becomes

important as shown in Fig.l. Consequently, a crude modeling

of b-f absorption around 300 eV leads to a serious error in

this case. The conincidence is improved as shown by the

filled squares in Fig.2 if the data by Henke et al. is used

only at a high dense and cold region. It should be noted that

X-ray transmission for a foil thicker than 1.5 urn is mainly

determined by a high energy X ray of several keV and hence is

again insensitive to the modeling mentioned above. Hereafter,

we use the hybrid modeling of opacity shown above; before the

ionization starts, the cross-section by the experimental data

or by the HFS calculation is used and then is smoothly

connected to the average ion result by the interpolation after

the ionization starts.
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§3. Scaling of Soft X-Ray-Driven Ablation

Theoretical and experimental investigations on the

ablation process have shown us the effectiveness of the

shorter-wavelength laser. We may expect a higer efficiency of

the soft X-ray driver from an extrapolation of these results,

although preheating becomes a serious problem in such a

situation. This section describes the scaling of X-ray driven

ablation and its characteristics.

Before presenting the simulation results, let us consider

a simple scaling law ' as a guide to detailed discussions.
19)Here we adopt a so-called self-regulating flow model. Let

us imagine the process depicted in Fig.3. The radiation comes

from the vacuum and stops at some point, x=x_. This point is

approximately determined by a radiation mean-free-path XR such

as

dx/XR ^ 1. (1)

This region X > X Q is heated up by the radiation and expands

isothermally. The point x=xQ may be a sonic point and the

ablation pressure is twice the pressure at x=xor because the

point x=xo propagates with a sonic speed in the isothermal

expansion and a steady structure in the high dense region

(x<xQ) is assumed in the reference frame moving at the same

speed.

If Xr, is assumed tc have a form such as XD(x) =

XDn/n. (x) and n.(x) = n. exp[ -(x-xn)/c t ], Eq.(1) gives us

n. = [ 2Xr,n/C tis RO s

Because the isothermal expansion is sustained by the incident

radiation,
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IR <v 4m.nisCs
3, (3)

must hold. From Eqs.(2) and (3), the sound speed C is

related to ID as
K

Cs = I R
2 / 5(t/32m. 2A R 0)

1 / 5. (4)

Taking into account an approximate relation XD "v*

aT /n. z(z+l) for bound-free radiation and 1 <v oT with

a = 4.4x10 cm ° deg ' and o = 5.67x10 erg/cm sec deg ,

we obtain the scaling laws for the ablation pressure P and

r
 a

the mass ablation rate m to be

P = 2m n. C 2 = IR/2Ca i xs s R s 2 Q 2

77* r i
D Mb, (5)

z(z + l)2t(ns) -"

m 5 m.n. C = ID/4C
 2 ^ l.33xlO6

x 1 S S R S
 A 2 0 . 4

x[IR(W/cjm2) /101 3]0"5 5[ ~ g/cm2 sec (6)
z(z+l)2t(ns)-'

where A is the mass number of the target.

Let us discuss the experimental and simulation results.

The open circles with error bars in Fig.4 are the experimental

results ; glass microballoons (GMB) of 150 ym diam and 2 or

2.8 jjin thick are irradiated by the external soft X ray

produced by the illumination of an Au layer. In order to

analyze the data, we used the simulation code HIMICO ; the

opacity modeling used is the same as that given in the

previous section, and in the high-dense, cold region the

tabulated opacity data for Si and O calculated by the Hartree

Fock Slater model are employed. In the simulation, the photon
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with the Plankian distribution was placed at the vacuum region

as an energy reservior. It is important to note that a

constant radiation flux was not applied at the boundary : this

specification becomes important in the following section.

Analytical result with z=10, <A>=20 and t(ns)=0.1 in

Eq.(6) is shown in a dashed line, which is 3 times larger than

that by the simulation code. Since there may exist the

overestimation in the experimental results where the decrease

of payload due to mass ablation was neglected in estimating

the pressure , the simulation results will well replicate the

experimental results with 30 % reduction of the latter.

Next, we discuss a long-time behavior of the ablation

pressure. In Fig.5, the ablation pressure for various foils
4 14 2contact with T,, radiation reservior (aT_ = 10 W/cm ) is

K K

plotted versus time. For thick foils, the ablation pressure

changes in proportion to t " as predicted by the self-

-regulating flow model in Eq.(5). It is important to note

that the ablation pressure at 2 ns for higher Z material is

smaller if pAR of the foil is set equal. This seems to be
0 4curious because P depends on A ' and hence is larger fora

heavier material. This is due to the rarefaction wave. Since

AR is much smaller for Au, the shock wave traverses the foil

faster and then the pressure decreases owing to a rarefaction

wave. This can be clearly seen in 10 um thick SiO-, a shock

wave reached at the rear surface at 150 ps and then a

rarefaction wave goes back reducing the pressure. In order to

overcome this reduction, a pulse shaping of the pressure is

required.
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§4. Ion Beam Pulse Compression

In ion-beam-driven fusion, pulse compression and

intensity amplification of ion beam are one of the key issues

for efficient energy production. The several existing methods

include beam bunching, inductive store pulse compression by

opening switch and so on.

In our previous paper, we proposed to convert the ion

beam energy into the soft X ray and this causes the pulse

shortening and intensity multiplication. In this section, we

reexamine the concept in detail here and investigate it by the

simulation code described in the previous sections. Before

going into details, let us review the present proposal. In

Fig.6, a basic idea is illustrated. The energy converter

consists of low density and high density layers both made by

high-Z material. Ion beam is incident on the high density

layer. Using the characteristics of the ion beam stopping

power, we can choose the thickness of the outer layer so that

the ion beam is mainly absorbed in the low density layer. For

example, one candidate for the high density layer is 200 ym

thick gold for 10 MeV proton beam or 20 GeV Uranium beam,

whose range is about 0.4 g/cm . The absorbed energy is

transformed into the electron thermal energy and the

equilibrium X-ray radiation. In high-Z material, the energy

is mainly transported by radiative diffusion process through

the low and the high density layers, if both layers are

optically thick. Since the mean free path of the x ray is

shorter for a higher density layer, most of the energy is

transported towards the low density side.

Let us simply describe first the method to compress the

energy intensity of incident ion beam. The length L of layer

traversed by the X-ray radiation is simply calculated by

diffusiodn model to be
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L = H32aART
3t)/(9zn.k )] 1 / 2, (7)

where kg is the Boltzman constant and T the electron

temperature in Kelvin and is the same as the radiation

temperature. The thermal energy in the region traversed by

the X ray, which is Szn.^kgTL/2, is supplied by the incident

ion beam energy It, where I is the ion beam intensity. This

balance gives us

T = [I(z+l)]4/17(tni/80akB)
2/17. (8)

The intensity of X ray, which is proportional to T , increases

ft /1 7

in proportion to t . Conseqently, the intensity is

amplified to a sufficient level after a suitable interval.

When the radiative diffusion front reaches the other side of

the layer, which is the edge of the left hand side in Fig.6,

the X ray is spontaneously emitted from the surface, and its

intensity is given by

OT 4 = 1 . 1 9 [ I 1 3 ( z + l ) ]
1 6 / 1 7 x ( t n s n 2 2 )

8 / 1 7 [TW/cm 2] (9)

where I-,, t , and n__ are the values normalized by 10
2 x~9 n s 22 3

W/cm , 10 sec, and 10 /cm , respectively. Furthermore, the

diffusion length L at this time is

L = 7.13xl0- 2t n s
1 5 / 1 7I 1 3

1 3 / 1V 2 1 / 1 7n 2 2-
1 9 / 1 7 [cm], (10)

Let us show some example, where the intensity and pulse

width of the incident ion beam are 10 W/cm at 100 ns. If

we set z=10 and n__=l, which corresponds to one sixth of solid

density for gold, we have oT = 9x10 W/cm and L=2.4 mm.
13 2Consequently, the energy intensity of 10 W/cm ion beam is

compressed and amplified by a factor of ten. Needless to say,

the pulse width is shortened due to the piling up process
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through the low density gold.

Critisisms of this concept were made by Unterseer and
23)Meyer-ter-Vehn. One was that the brightness temperature

was much smaller than the average interior temperature which

the author used to estimate the radiation flux, and hence the

power amplification did not occur even if pulse compression is

actually accomplished. The other criticism was regarding the

effect of the hydrodynamic motion which the author had

neglected. Here, we show tha these objections are without

basis if a realistic configuration is taken into account.

Let us imagine the configuration shown Fig.7, which is one

proposed above. The configuration is a closed type and is

different from that in the astrophysical problem, where the

system is open to the vacuum and the X ray escapes from the

system. In contrast, a fair amount of the X ray emitted from

the surface S will return to the surface in our case. This is

clearly seen in Fig.7(a). Furthermore, the same coclusion can

be applied to the system with a target inside the emitter. In

the latter case, the target and emitter construct the whole

system , where the radiation is confined between the emitter

and the ablation surface as will be shown later. The

important points that Unterseer and Meyer-ter-Vehn missed are

that the systemm is a closed-type and the target is placed

inside the cavity. Here we clearly show these effects by

discussing the problem illustrated in Fig.8. Materials 1 and

2 correspond to the foam emitter and the target, respectively.

If the target does not exist and the radiation escapes .into

the vacuum from the surface C, a steady state equation for the

radiation transport

V(16/3.oXDT
3VT) = 0, (11)

gives a solution
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(Tc/T0)
4 = 32X0/45L."[ 1-(Tc/TQ)

15/2 ] ̂  32XQ/45L, (12)

under the boundary condition : 16/3.oXDT dTdx = oT at the

surface C. Here, XQ means XR for T=TQ and the last expression

in Eq.(12) was given by assuming XQ << L. As pointed out by

Unterseer and Meyer-ter-Vehn, Eq.(9) can be re-expressed to be

oTQ
4/I = 3L/16XR, (13)

4
with the aid of Eq.(7) and hence aT o,2/15.I cannot be

amplified although aT- is amplified by a factor of L/x,,.
25)However, as pointed out by Yabe, their objection is

whiout basis if the target is placed inside. At the surface S

in Fig.8, the radiation is reflected because of the

configuration depicted in Fig.7. Then a steady solution is

only T=const. (T =T_) throughout the region in contrast to

Eq.(12) and hence T is amplified by a factor of L/XD. We
C K

should note that it is of no use to discuss such a steady

state solution because a target is driven by the radiation and

the radiation wave is propagating through the target in a

non-steady manner. This can be illustrated in Fig.9. The

self similar solution with a constant flux at the boundary

evolves as in Fig.9. If the target is made from the same

material with the same density as the emitter, the radiation

wave propagates through the target in the same manner as the

emitter. As is well known, T is almost equal to T. in this

case. This was numerically tested and depicted in Fig.10,

where the equation

3T*/3t* = 3/8x*(T*13/'28T*/3x*) , (14)

was numerically solved with an incident flux 1 = 1.

exp[-(t/tQ-l)
2] at the boundary x*=0. Here, T*=T/TQ, t*=t/tQ,

x*=x/L_, and T. and Lo are the values of T and L given in
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Eqs.(8) and (10). The material for 0<x*<0.5 is considered to

be the emitter and that for 0.5<x*<l is the target. If we

plot the temperature at x*=0.5 versus time, it really shows

the pulse shortening and amplification as in Fig.10. If the

target material has a shorter mean free path than the emitter,

a part of the radiation will be reflected increasing the

temperature. Hence, aT /I is really amplified by a factor of

L/XR.

It should be reminded that we did not impose the

radiation flux at the boundary of the target in order to

derive the ablation pressure in the previous section but

placed the radiation reservior outside the target. This
4

situation is the same as that in Figs.9 and 10. Hence, aT
is not a radiation flux from the emitter to the target but

only the standard for the radiation reservior.

§5. Summary

A low intensity ion beam of 10 W/cm at 100 ns was
4

shown to be converted into the radiation reservior of aT =

10 W/cm , which can provide a few tens of Mbar ablation

pressure.

The characteristics of X ray both in low- and high-Z

materials were investigated justifying the modeling in atomic

process and radiation transport.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l : Profiles of the ion density N, the electron

temperature Te, the b-f absorption coefficient K, f and the b-b

absorption coefficient K. . at the time 250 psec before a laser

peak calculated by the hydrodynamic code with non-LTE average

ion model and multi-group radiation transport. The dashed
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line shows the result with artificially suppressed K, . .

Fig.2 : The dependence of X-ray transmission on the foil

thickness. Filled circles and triangles are the experimental

data. Open circles and double circles are the results with

the non-LTE average ion model without and with K^f

respectively. The filled squares and open squares are the

results obtained by using, respectively, Henke's data and the

unified model only in a high-dense and cold region ; in other

regions the non-LTE average ion model is used. All data are

taken at a laser peak.

Fig.3 : Schematics of self-regulating flow model.

Fig.4 : Ablation pressure scaling : and are the

experimental results for 2.0 and 2.7 ym thick GMB,

respectively. The dashed, dash-dot and solid lines are the

analytical result, the simulation result without and with K, , ,

respectively.

Fig.5 : Time evolution of ablation pressure : 13 ym

thick Au, 100 um thick SiO,, 250 ym thick CH, and 10

ym thick SiO_.

Fig.6 : Basic principle of ion beam pulse compression.

Fig.7 : - Configuration in ion beam compression.

Fig.8 : Temperature profile inside a target (material 2)

and an emitter (material 1). T should be used to estimate

the radiation reservior to drive the target.

Fig.9 : Time evolution of the self-similar radiation wave.
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Fig.10 : The dashed line shows the temporal intensity shape

of incident ion beam. The solid line shows the time evolution

of the temperature at x*=0.5. If the edge of the emitter is
4

located at this point, oT estimated by this temperature may
gives us the radiation reservior.

Appendix

Here we compile the detailed description of the non-LTE

average ion model and the opacity calculations used in HIMICO.

In this model, the time evolution of bound electron population

P with the principal quantum number n is described by the
n 25)

equation

d(NPn)/dt = R
nNe

NQn " InNeNPn

+N (I A P Q - E A P Q )\>n nm m v n m<n mn num

Qn =

where N, N and g are the ion density, free electron number

density and statistical weight of the n-th level, res-

pectively. Here, Rn, In, Anm, C n m
D and C n m

U are the rate

coefficients for recombination into the n-th level, ionization

form the n-th level, Einstein's A coefficient, collisional

deexcitation (from m to n) and collisional excitation (from m

to n), respectively. The recombination rate Rn consists of

the radiative, 3-body abd dielectronic recombinations.
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In order to describe the pressure ionization in high

density region, we used the Thomas-Fermi (TF) result to

correct the average ion (AI) result : the average ionic charge

Z given by AI is compared with TF and P ( at n=n =
1/2(r-Z /a.) , a. being the Bohr radius) is reduced in order to

adjust to TF around r > rQ, where r (=n aQ/z ) and rQ are

the electron orbital radius and ion sphere radius,

respectively. More proposed a form ;

gn = 2n
2 / [ l+(arn/r0)

b ]

in order to adjust the result to the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac, but

we found that a and b become functions of density and

temperature and hence we prefer to numerically adjusting

mentioned above than to tabulate a and b.

In the calculation of Eq.(A-l), the energy level is

required. Since the average ion has a non-integer electron in

an orbit, the screened hydrodynamic calculation is used ;

E n = 13.6Zn
2/2n2 [eV] (A-2)

Zn = Z0 - * W m (A"3)

where Z_ is the nuclear charge and a is the screening

constant. The problem in Eq.(A-3) is the summation over m.

As pointed out by More, the summation should be taken over

all m levels ; we call this as "total screening". In

Fig.(A-l), this is demonstrated. The figure shows the

locations of K and L edges which correspond to to E, and E_ in
16 )

Eq.(A-3). The open circles are the results by the Hartree

Fock Slater (HFS) model. If we adopt the summation over

(which we call as "inner screenig"), the result differs

considerably from HFS result, whereas the total screening

gives a satisfactory result.
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In contrast, in the calculation of the bound-free

opacity, the screening should be taken over the inner

electrons in the Z of the expression

Kbf = 2xlO~
23Zn

4NPn/n
5[hv(keV)]3 cm"1

In Fig.(A-2), the photoionization cross-section o.f = K, ,/N of

Si is plotted. The result by the inner screening is better

than that by the total screenig over a wide region except near

the edge. It should be noted that the location of the edge in

Fig.(A-2) was calculated by the total screening in both cases.

Associated with the bound-bound opacity, a special care

must be taken into. As previously pointed out, the present

model disregards the ion charge distribution and the

contribution from the angular momentum and spin, and these

effects lead the line spectra to the quasi-continuum
28) 29)

spectra for high-Z materials. Itoh et al. found that in

order to get a correct answer by AI the line width must be

artificially broadened. Hence the K. , is averaged over a

width of W as

l q ™ 3 PnQmN

< K,, > = 2.17x10 — (A-2)
b b 7 2 3

(m -n ) J W(keV)

for fhv-E I < W. We found that this width should be 50-100 eVI nm '
for Au Plasmas.
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APPLICATIONS OP MOVING FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

FOR ICF TARGET IMPLOSION

Junichi Furuta and Keishiro Niu

Department of Energy Sciences ,

Tokyo Institute of Technology ,

Nagatsuta , Midori-ku , Yokohama , 227 , Japan

Abstract

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), it is required that DT

fuel should be compressed about several thousand times as much as

solid density to achieve the fusion reaction. We need to expect

how much DT fuel can be compressed in numerical analysis before

experimental reserches. In numerical analysis, it is necessary to

express the shock waves correctly because a gain of ICF target

implosion is much due to the dissipation at the shock fronts. The

width of the shock waves is usually a few times as large as the

length of mean-free-path, and we have to set several million mesh

points for the simulation of these shock waves. This is a serious

problem because of the computational memories or CPU time.

In the moving finite element (MFE) method, both nodal

amplitudes and nodal positions move continuously with time in

such a way as to satisfy simultaneous ordinary differential

equations (ODEs) which minimize partial differential equation

(PDE) residuals.

In this report, it is proposed to extend the MFE method for

various one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations.
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Summary of Moving Finite Element Method

The moving finite element (MFE) method was introduced and

extended by Miller. 1) In the MFE method, mesh points generally

move to those regions where they are most needed in order to

resolve PDE solutions with high accuracy. Now here I present a

brief sketch of the developement of the MFE equation. 2)

Consider the scalar partial differential equation

where £ is an arbitrary scalar dependent variable, u is a flow

velocity, and L is some possibly nonlinear spatial differential

operator. We wish to solve this equation for jfSO on the interval

•xelCt.bl given initial and boundary condition. Assume a regular

subdivision of this interval (mesh) defined by ia=X,<—xc— -oc#=fej-

We now assume that the mesh can move with an arbitrary velocity

S(£ = cCZ/att). Recalling that the time derivative following the

motion of the mesh is

Eq.(l) can be written as

$= 0 .

Let us consider the subinterval Xk:xektc.JTctiJ, ]§kS/vW . In

each subinterval we assume a linear variation for our variables

where fj=fCg), etc., and <p£r <p£t are the linear shape functions on

the interval defined by
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(3)

<&*,<*> =

and zero otherwise. Note that <£>f<?O=1, ̂ Ĉ civO = C , and •̂jv,cc-; = O,
L -' • * Since we have assumed a linear variation for the

variables, Eq.(2)'will not be exactly satisfied and there v/ill be

a nonzero residual on the interval given by

where 36&x= x^,-*- • T o determine the unknowns £-, Sc. 1^ iS N ,

we minimize a functional I , equal to the square of the norm of

the residual.

and obtain the equations to be solved differentiating with

respect to the free parameters |-, Sit

and since the square of the norm is quadratic in the variables

this defines a system of 2N linear equations which is expressed

by the matrix equation

where we have defined a vector, Xr= (f, o3 , composed of the 2H

unknown parameters %. This equation can be viewed as a linear

system of ODEs to be solved for the associated vector %T—($.x)a.s

a function of time.

In certain instances, the matrix A in Eq.(6) may become

singular. One can show that this occurs if at some one node all

of the component functions have a straight portion to their

graph. In order to overcome this potential problems, and provide
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independent control over mesh velocities, Miller introduced

regularization or penalty terms which are added to the square of

the norm of the residual to obtain a new functional

Sc) , (7J

which is again to be minimized with respect to ̂, Si . Note that

the penalty functions R>(5c) are functions of the mesh velocities

only, so that they affect only the mesh velocity equations. The

functional I remains positive definite, and hence leads to a

symmetric, positive definite system of equations.

Now consider the test problems which are very difficult with

usual numerical methods.

1) Propagation of a single square wave

^$- •+- bio •££• = 0 ^& (
Uto-1.0 = Const

i n i t i a l conditions ; fQC.O) = 1.0

— 4,0
= knear (20.003^JCS2o.oo4~)
= 1.0

boundary conditions ; p(o,X) = fCPo.X) =1.0

( results - Fig.(1) )

2) Burger's equation
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initial conditions ; U&.O) = 0. (,0SX=2 ')

= hnear

— S.O

— linear
— 0. (.

boundary conditions ; i/(O,s(r)= UClao. X) = 0.

( results - Fif.(2) )

Extension of Moving Finite Element Method

This MFE method has succeeded in the one-dimensional

hydrodynamic equation which includes only one unknown parameter,

for example, a propagation of a single square wave or the

Burger's equation. To analize ICF target implosion, we have to

solva the continuity equation, the momentum equation, and the

energy equation. Hence the extension of the MFE method for these

simultaneous equations is needed.

In ICF target implosion, the target would have many complex

processes, for example, the degeneration, the radiation process,

and so on. But at first, we consider the following equations

because of the simplicity for the extension of the MFE method.

Continuity equation,

'2SC SX ' S^ U

Momentum equation,
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Energy equation,

Z^^/aL?£ S l ^ ri0°
Equation of state for the ideal gas,

Equation of internal energy,

In the above equations, Jt is the coefficient of viscosity,

JC is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, and R is the gas

constant.

We can express the residual functions of Eqs.(8),(9),(10)

respectively as follows (cf Eq.(4)),

X [^ sj^] #> ff, uh , (13
•J-L

, rl T3
fe) (is

From these residual functions, three norms of the residual,

Ii ,l2,and I3 can be defined and we obtain the equations to be

solved differentiating with respect to the free parameters f>,-u ,

StitUxii S:/5i/S;. Note that there are three independent mesh

velocities, SIL , Szc , and Si which follow the density, the flow

velocity, and the internal energy respectively.

By the way, in this MFE method scheme, only the first order

accuracy to the numerical errors can be obtain, and it is

expected that numerical instabilities should occur, in order to

avoid such numerical instabilities, we solve each of the mesh

velocities, Sic , Sa, Su with the MFE method at first, and then we
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resolve the density, the flow velocity, and the internal energy

(Pii ilfyiCsi) with the FDM (finite differential method) to secure

the second order accuracy.

The examples by this MFE and FD mixed method are shown as

Fiy.(3) ̂ -Fig.(5). In these examples, only the internal energy (E)

is given the perturbation of the initial conditions. He can see

that the shock waves have come to aopear.

References

1) R.J.Gelinas, S.K.Doss, and K.Miller ;

J.Comp.Phys. 40,202-249 (1981)

2) J.K.Dukowicz ; J.Comp.Phys. 56,324-342 (1984)
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Fig.(l) MFE solution of single square wave propagation

with 9 nodes.
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Fig.(2) MFE solution of Burger's equation with 21 nodes.
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Observation of Hydrodynamic Instability in Spherical

Target Implosion with Gekko XII Green Laser

H. Nishimura, Y. Izawa, H. Takabe, K. Mima,

M. Nakai, S. Uchida, H. Hasegawa, T. Norimatsu,

S. Nakai, H. Nakatsuka, T. Jitsuno, S. Sakabe,

and C. Yamanaka

Institute of Laser Engineering

Osaka University

2-6, Yamada-oka, Suita, Osaka 565 JAPAN

Tel. (06) 877-5111 ex 6501

Summary

Success of inertia! confinement fusion depends upon realization of

spherically uniform implosion with the lowest level of preheating. The

plausible mechanisms which degrade the sphericity of a compressed core

are (1) irregularity of laser heating and (2) hydrodynamic instabilities

at the pusher-abiater interface in an acceleration phase and at the

pusher-fuel interface in a deceleration phase. Thus, it is of great

importance to study the physics of hydrodynamic instability in spherical

target implosion.

We have investigated the stability of anablatively imploded

spherical target in the initial stage of acceleration using Gekko XII

green laser^' (10 kJ/1 nsec at 0.53 urn). The faint corrugation

fabricated on a target outer-surface grew exponentially with time, which

follows the model of the Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instability with
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classical growth rates up to kd-̂ ir where k is the wavenumber of the

surface corrugation and 6 is the amplitude of the instability.

Figure 1 shows a summary of the experimental conditions and a

typical picture of x-ray radiograph. The target was an Ar (2.2 a tin)

filled plastic microballoon. The surface corrugation was made by means

of photo-etching using an ArF laser, thus the cross sectional

configuration was rectangular. To get a stable acceleration, we used a

flat-topped shape pulse being consisted of successive three 220 psec '

Gaussian pulses. The growth of the instability was derived from the

x-ray backlighting (XBL) data. In Fig. l(a), a finger-like dark region

corresponds to a convex part of the initial corrugation, and a brighter

region to a concave part.

Figure 2 shows the radial distribution of the density derived by

the opacity information of XBL. Here, we used a 20D image processing

technique and the Abel-inversion assuming axial symmetry of the density

profile. The amplitude of the instability was determined by the

displacement of each peak. Varying the initial amplitude <5Q and the

wavelength A of the corrugation, we obtained the instability growth as a

function of accelerated distance X. Following to the classical model,

X=gt2/2 and G=5/60=exp(yt) then lnG=(y/yc)J2MX where g is the

acceleration, t is the time, y and y are the instability growth rates

for the experiment and the classical model (Yc=>^g). Figure 3 shows

experimental data with the model calculation. In this model, the

fundamental parameters such as density, ablation pressure and relevant '

acceleration properties were calculated in each time, step using a 1-D
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hydrodynamic code, and the hydrodynamic stability was investigated by

numerically solving the time development of linear perturbation

simultaneously with the 1-D dynamics. The dashed line represents the

data inhibitting the fluid flow of the ablation region (treatment as a

piston problem), and the straight line with taking into account of the

flow. Both data are for A=60 urn. Comparison of experimental data with

the calculation conclusively denotes that the instability is scaled with

the classical growth rate up to kS^Zir.

It is required, as the next step, to clarify the applicability of

linear growth to the phenomena in a later time of acceleration phase

than this experiment.

Reference

1) C. Yamanaka et al., 10th Int. Conf. on Plasma Phys. and Cont.

Nuc. Fusion Research, IAEA-BI-1, London (1985).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 (a) X-ray shadowgraph of a corrugated spherical target.

Dark regions correspond to the convex part of the target:

(b) a picture of a corrugated plastic microballoon. The

experimental conditions are listed between (a) and (b).

Fig. 2 Radial distribution of the density derived from the x-ray

shadowgraph. The displacement of the peaks of each curve

gives the growth G of 31 in this case.

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental data with a model calculation of

the classical growth.
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Laser: AL = 0.53pm, 11 beams
ET = 972J/900ps
d/R = -5

target (pm):
C5D802 570^, 3.85t
corrugation Amod=60

ô mod - 0 . 4 9
CH 2.9 coat
Ar 2.2atm

XBL-Laser: A L = 1.05pm
E = 335J/220ps
delay -f 500ps

Target: Mo coated CH

Fig. 1
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR NONUNIFORM IMPLOSION OF TARGET

Shin-ichi NAKAJIMA and Keishiro NIU

Department of Energy Sciences,

Tokyo Inststute of Technology,

Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama 227, Japan.

Abstract

In the implosion process of inertial confinement fusion by

LIB, we attempt to simulate instabilities in the nonuniform and

unspherical implosion of a target shell. At present, we are

developing the spherical two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation

code (HALLEY). The numerical analysis method for this code is

Mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian Method ( MEL ) because it can describe

implosion phenomena that the target shape changes with time

rapidly. In this paper, we derive difference equations from

basic equations along this method, and discuss initial and

boundary conditions and physical and numerical problems.

§1. Introduction

For the inertial confinement fusion target by LIB, we

suppose the three-layer hollow shell target ; Pb layer, Al

layer and DT layer play the role of tamper, pusher and fuel

respectively (see Fig.l). To achieve the thermonuclear fusion

reaction in inertial confinement fusion, it is necessary to heat

the DT fuel to high temperature about 4keV, and to compress it

several thousand times as much as solid density by imploding this

target isentropically. To satisfy this condition, it is

required that light ion beams as energy drivers irradiate the

target uniformly and implode it spherical symmetrically.
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But, some instabilities exist in the implosion process and

obstract the spherical symmetric implosion. The break of the

spherical symmetric implosion is as follows,

(1) technical problem

(2) hydrodynamic instability

(3) nonuniformity of beam irradiation.

The technical problem is how precisely the target makes

spherically at the stage of the target production. Fortunately,

it is possible to produce the target with a high accuracy, and to

get over this problem technically.

The most dominant hydrodynamic instability in the implosion

is Rayleigh-Taylor instability that occurs at the interface

between the pusher and the DT fuel. Up to now, in regard to

this instability, it has been investigated from many directions.

And some investigations indicate that the target is going to

implode just as the state that can avoid the growth of Rayleigh-

Taylor instability (see Ref.l).

And, there exists the effect of nonuniformity of beam

irradiation which it has bad influence upon the target

compression ratio and the pellet gain in the inertial confinement

fusion implosion process. Imploding the target uniformly and

spherical symmetrically, it is necessary to set up a lot of

beams in a fusion reactor. But from a reactor engineering point

of view, to avoid too complicated reactor structure, it is

advisable to reduce the number of beams as small as possible. In

consideration of these points, the number of beams is limited ;

for example, six or twelve and so on.

Thus, we can not get rid of unsymmetry of beam irradiation

and that of distribution of beam energy absorption. This

unsymmetry depends on the number of beams, distribution of beam

intensity and beam concentration. The unsymmetric distribution

of energy absorption that occurs in this way raises nonuniformity

of implosion pressure, and then, it accelerates the DT fuel

layer nonuniformly.
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§2. Simulation Method

We calculate numerically to simulate the instability in

target implosion caused by nonuniformity of beam irradiation.

Simulation method is a single-fluid, one-temperature model,

and we choose spherical two-dimensional { r-9 ) coordinates to

discribe 'geometrical converging effect1 exactly.

Hydrodynamic simulation methods are classified roughly into

two types ; one is Eulerian method and the other is Lagrangian

method. In the Eulerian method, where the motions of the fluids

are described with reference to a mesh fixed in the laboratory

system, difficulties rise up when thin target shells move in

much larger distance than their own thickness. It is difficult

to keep track of material interfaces as they move through the

Eulerian mesh. Therefore, a large number of cells are required

in order to keep good resolution in the shells. On the other

hand, in the Lagrangian method, where the motions of the fluids

are described with reference to a mesh attached to the fluids,

mesh distortion is supposed to be so severe in the final stage of

target implosion.

To avoid the disadvantages of both methods, Mixed Eulerian

-Lagrangian method (MEL) (see Ref.2) is adopted in this work. We

extend the original form of this method to two-dimensional

spherical polar coordinate ( r-Q ) system. The cell is composed

of Eulerian and Lagrangian meshes (see Figs.2,3) ; direction of

polar angle is Eulerian and radial direction is Lagrangian,

because the target shape changes with time rapidly in radial

direction. Cell corners are only movable in radial direction

along which the main part of the fluid moves. Velocities of the

cell corners are decided by the 'Lagrange condition',

dS-(u-w)=0 , (1)

which express that the normal component of the Lagrange line

velocity is set equal to that of the fluid velocity ; i.e. no

fluid crosses the Lagrange lines. Shape of the Lagrange line is

assumed to be 'spiral' in spherical polar coordinates as.
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.l>= Art) 0 + B<i) A=

§3. The Basic Equations

Primary variables in this method are the cell mass, the

cell angular momentum, the cell internal energy and the fluid

velocity in radial direction at the cell corner (see Fig.4) .

These variables are advanced in time by the following basic

equations ;

the equation of the cell mass is

d± Js

the equation of the cell angular momentum is

the equation of the cell internal energy
(5)

and the equation of motion of fluid in radial direction at the

cell corner is

dt de
where

5 ; the surface of the cell,

T ; the volume of the cell,

w ; the velocity of the cell corner in radial

direction.

6 ; thermal flux

(Values of the form £ express vector values.)

The velocity of the cell corner is decided by Eq.(l), and then

it is expressed as follows,
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§4. Differencing of the Basic Equation

(A) Transport Integrals

The cell boundaries Sij have four pieces ; S-left, S-right,

S-top and S-bottom (see Fig.5). On the left and right, we take

w=0 ; i.e. no motion. On the top and bottom, we take dS-(u-w)=0

; Lagrange condition. Thus no fluid crosses the ©-lines,

although fluid can enter and leave a cell through the r-lines.

In Eqs. (3-5), transport integrals of the form

reduce to

gh the r-lines.

\ - ~ ~

.(8)

(B) Mass Equation

Equation(3) is used to advance the cell mass M, in time.

Applying Eq.(8), we get

.(9)

The term of the form f is taken to be f;-i if GO,; is positive and

it is taken to be f;+! if co; is negative ; i.e. the value of f is

taken as that of the cell from which the flow is coming.
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(C) Angular Momentum Equation

The x and y components of Eq.(4) is used to advance the cell

angular momentum L, in time. The transport integral, the first

term in the right-hand side, is transformed as the same way by

applying Eq.(8),

The surface integral of the pressure, the second term in

the right-hand side, is a sum of five terms (see Fig.6) ;

- \rxfd§?«) - \r
JS JS

contribution from the pressure PA and ?B is

,(12)
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contribution from the pressure Pc and PD is

and contribution from the pressure Pg> is

- 3 ] [<A i+,r i+, - Ayr / ) - ^(A^, - A; )J ^ G J ; '(14)

where

/ J*.\ Ttr... - . r . i •
r1^-* , (15)

because r is spiral in Eg.(2).

the surface pressures are taken to be average of the

pressures in the two adjacent cells. For example,

P. = Pij.j = 4

The pressures on discontinuous boundary mesh points are obtained

by using extrapolation.

- 1 3 0 -



Thus, the angular momentum equation is obtained by adding

Eqs.(lO),(12),(13),(14).

(D) Internal Energy Equation

Equation (5) is used to advance the cell internal energy E,

in time. In the transport integral, the first term in the

right-hand side, E/T is used for the internal energy per unit

volume. Applying Eq.(8), we get

In a volume integral of Pdivu, it is possible to replace P

by its average value P;+̂ +|» and take it out of integral sign.

Then we get

Thus, we obtain the internal energy equation by adding

Eq.(17) and Eq.(18).
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(E) The Equation of Motion of Fluid in Radial Direction at the

Cell Corner

In a continuous media, we can difference Eq.(6) using

interpolation in the normal way,

i*# - - W#) V

I W ^ + AT^)
 J^i J

where

COij < O
(20)

But, on a discontinuous boundary, the pressure term, the

third term in the right-hand side of Eq.(6), has to be obtained

by using extrapolation.

(F) The Velocity of the Cell Corner

Similarly, we can obtain from Eq.(7),

(G) Density and Cell Volume

The density in a cell is obtained by dividing the cell

mass by the cell volume.

P. I . I - ^ U * * ^ ,22
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Note the assumption that p is constant through the cell.

The cell volume that is required to calculate the cell

density is differencing as follows,

" i | t (nV tf> - tfAj. TJH - Ajr-)] caod } .

] (23)

(H) Angular Velocity and Inertial Moment

Angular velocity of the fluid is obtained by dividing

angular momentum by inertial moment. The angular momentum is

taken to be average of the angular momentums that are advanced by

Eq.(4), in the two adjacent cells, and the inertial moment is

sum of the inertial moment of a right-hand half cell and that of

a left-hand half cell (see Fig.4),

(24)

The inertial moment of a right-hand half cell is differencing as

follows,

T*AUi«dr<fe
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(I) Time Differencing

We make use of a fully implicit scheme using iteration to

convergence.

§5. Discussion

(A) Initial and Boundary Conditions

To simulate nonuniform implosion of target caused by

nonuniformity of beam irradiation, it is difficult to decide

initial and boundary conditions. This difficulty is how input

the effect of nonuniformity of beam irradiation as initial and

boundary conditions. Up to the present, this effect was

considered by inputing a perturbation of outer pressure using

one-layer model in cylindrical coordinates (see Ref.3). But, in

actual target implosion, beam energy is deposited at Al layer in

the three-layer target. The temperature of Al layer rise up and

expansion of its layer occurs, then DT layer is imploded.

Energy of Al layer increases in time by beam energy deposition

and its thickness changes in time by its expansion. So, the

position of beam energy deposition also changes in time. Thus,

it is suppose to be necessary to consider the distribution of the

beam energy deposition to decide initial and boundaru conditions.



(B) Treatment of Dissipation Effect

The effect of viscosity or thermal conductivity may reduce

the instabilities caused by nonuniform implosion. At present, we

use Von Neumann type artificial viscosity, So it is difficult to

estimate the effect of viscosity truely, but it is important to

consider this effect exactly.

The effect of thermal conductivity can estimate by adding

thermal conduction term to the equation of the cell internal

energy. We are looking to this effect for reducing nonuniform

implosion as well as reducing Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

(C) Treatment of The Center of a Sphere

In the implosion process, it is important not only the

middle of implosion, but also the process in which pressure

occurs by changing momentum with impulse rapidly when the DT fuel

gets in to the center of a target and collides itself.

But, difficulties rise up when we simulate the end of this

implosion phenomenon. The problem is how to get the center of a

sphere. Now, we give a test to have a small virtual sphere at

the center of a sphere in order to avoid overflow.

§6. Conclusion

At present, we are coding HALLEY.

The spherical two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation is so

difficult, but it is very interesting to study the implosion

process in inertial confinement fusion.

To achieve inertial confinement fusion by LIB, we have to

investigate instabilities caused by nonuniform implosion more

than before.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l : Hollow three-layer target shell structure for inertial

confinement fusion by LIB.

Fig.2 : Mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian cells described in all three

directions of space ; r-direction is Lagrangian,

direction is Eulerian and -direction is uniform.

Fig.3 : A cell composed of Euler and Lagrange lines. In this

mesh, cell corners are only movable in radial direction.

Shape of Lagrange line is spiral.

Fig.4 : Cell definition in MEL method.

Fig.5 : Cell boundaries S surrounded by S-left, S-right, S-

top and S-bottom ; no fluid crosses S-top and S-bottom,

although fluid can enter and leave a cell through S-left

and S-right.

Fig.6 ; The surfaces which are given pressure.
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Simulation for Imploding Advanced-Fuel-Pellet

Irradiated by Particle Beam

- Neutron Heating Effects -

Hideki Nakashima and Tsuyoshi Shi"ba

Department of Energy Conversion Engineering

Kyushu University

Kasuga, Fukuoka 8l6, Japan

1. Introduction

In a DD pellet such as Takanawa-I , the pR (density times radius) of

the pellet is expected to "be 2^0 g/cm2, while the range of DT 14 MeV neutron

is about 6 g/cmz. Thus, the Ik MeV neutrons, generated by DT reaction with

T produced by one of the branches of the DD reaction, will experience many

collisions within the pellet and deposit most of their energy in the pellet.

Therefore, it is important to take into account the neutron heating effect

in the burn-dynamics simulation of the pellet. The purpose of the present

paper is to examine the neutron heating effects by using the simulation code
2)

MEDUSA-IB . The MEDUSA-IB code treats the neutron heating by the collision

probability (P..) method. At each time step, the total energy deposition by

neutrons with considering two successive collisions is added to the energy

balance equation of ion, and a hydrodynamic equation is solved (adiabatic

approach).

2. Caleulational Model

The initial configuration adopted for the burn dynamics calculation is

given in Fig.l . The hot spark region has the same temperature of 5 keV

for ion and electron and it consists of DT fuel, and it is followed by a

1 keV DT ignitor region, and then the DD major fuel region. The density is

assumed uniform and four orders of magnitude larger than the solid density.

Such a DT/DD "hybrid pellet" is characterized by its low ignition tempera-

ture, and by the possibility of tritium breeding in the pellet , elimi-

nating the need of external tritium breeding blanket.

We take up here two cases for the simulation:
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1) without neutron heating (free escape)

2) with neutron heating

to elucidate the neutron heating effects on the burn-dynamics of the prllet.

The charged reaction products are assumed to deposit their energy

locally and the Bremsstrahlung radiation escapes freely from the pellet.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of ion temperature spatial distri-

bution for the Case l) (free escape). The maximum temperature attained is

^260 keV. Figure 3 shows the time evolution for the Case 2 (with neutron

heating). The whole region is heated up to high temperature and the maximum

temperature is found to be ^1,300 keV.

Figure h shows the fusion yield as a function of time, The fusion

yield amounts to ^5,500 MJ at the final stage of burn for the Case 2), while

it is only ^270 MJ for the Case l).

The tritium breeding ratio (TBR), defined by dividing the amount of

tritium present in the pellet by the initial tritium inventory, is given in

Fig.5 for the Case l) (free escape) and in Fig.6 for the Case 2), respec-

tively. Tritium is bred in the DD fuel region by one of the branches of

DD reactions: D+D -*• T+P. Reflecting such a high temperature obtained, the

TBR in the Case 2) (Fig.6) amounts to M.2.1, which is exceedingly high as

compared to the design requirement of 'VL.I. Some means to reduce the TBR

should be taken for further study. A small dip in the TBR at easly time

steps is due to the burn-up in the hot spark region, while the sharp rise

at later time steps is due to the burn-up of the major DD fuel, producing

a large amount of T. For the free escape case shown in Fig.5, however,

the TBR could not exceed unity.

Table 1 summarize the results of simulation calculation. Individual

contribution from each reaction to the total fusion yield is listed

separately. It is noted that secondary reactions DT and D 3He contribute

to the yield significantly. A high fuel burn-up is obtained in the Case

2).

In summary, the neutron heating has great effects on the burn dynamics

of the pellet, such as fusion yield and TBR. Thus, it is necessary to take

into account the effect precisely, for example, by using the time-dependent
k)

neutron transport code, TIMEX .

The coupling between the hydro code MEDUSA and the TIMEX code is now

in progress.
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Table 1 Summary of Calculatlonal Results

YIELD

DD

DT

D3He

D burn up

T B R

free escape

273 MJ

56

205

12

2 %

0.52

w i th Neutron Heating

5473 MJ

1571

2277

1622

5ii.S %

12.1

Fuel

Ti
Ti»5KeV

I

Eth -

-,26

„ !.*» 35.3 176.5,

Fig. 1 Ini t ia l Configuration (t=0)
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Fig. 2 Ion Temperature (free escape)
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Fig, 3 Ion Temperature (with neutron heating)
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Fig. n Fusion Yield
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Fig. 5 Tritium Breeding Ratio (free escape)
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Fig. 6 Tritium Breeding Ratio (with neutron heating)
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VAPORIZAING LIQUID-METAL WALL OF ICF REACTOR

MASAKI TSURUKI, SHIGEO KAWATA and KEISHIRO NIU

Depertment of Energy Sciences,

Tokyo Institute of Technorogy,

Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama, 227, Japan

Abstract

When an ICF reactor is designed , the first wall of the

reactor chamber has an important aspect. In the paper, the

thermal behavior of the liquid metal is investigated for the

water fall type reactor, where the liquid metal is used as the

first wall. The safty of this type reactor is also discussed.

§1. Introduction

Up to now, many conceptual designs of the ICF reactor have

been proposed. In the ICF reactor, the first wall of the

reactor chamber absorbs most of the fusion yeild energy and is

exposed to the neutron ray and the radiation. Then it is an

important problem to design the first wall so that it is safe and

has a life time as long as possible. In general, we can

classify the conceptual designs of the ICF reactor by the kind of

the first wall. For example, dry wall type, wet wall type and

water fall type etc.

The dry wall type uses a solid material as the first wall.

The design for the kind of reactor is very simple but the damage

of the fist wall by the neutrons and the radiations is very

severe. On the wet wall type, the solid material of the first

wall is covered with the liquid-metal film (usually Lithium)

which is exuded from the solid wall. This design is complicated

at the point of view of the structure of the solid wall from

which the liquid metal can be exuded. With this system the solid
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wall can be not protected from the damage by neutrons. The

water fall type reactor has the liquid metal wall whose thickness

is from several ten centimeters to several meters as the first

wall. The liquid-metal wall absorbs the energy of neutrons and

radiations. The solid materials of the structure of the reactor

has no damage by neutrons. When Lithium or Lithium compounds is

used as the liquid metal , the liquid wall is also useful for the

Trithium breeding. But it is a problem how to keep the "liquid"

wall, and therefore this type is the more complex one than tho

other.

on the otherhand there are some unclear problems of the

behavior of the liquid metal. In this report, we adopt the water

fall type. And The thermal behavior of the liquid wall is

investigated in order to confirm the safety of this type reactor.

§2. Energy Transport to First Wall in LIB-ICF Reactor

The energy transport in the reactor cavity can be classified

into three types. The first type is the energy transport by the

suprathermal neutrons which transport 70 or 80 % of fusion yeild

energy. But these neutrons have the very long mean free path.

They have little interaction with the cavity gas. The 90 % of

their energies deposit in the liquid Lithium wall whose thickness

is lm. (Kondo, Madarame, et al. 1982) But, by the energy

deposition in the liquid Lithium, the temperature of the Lithium

wall does not increase, because the amount of liquid Lithium is

large. The neutron transport is important for the multiplication

of Tritium but is not so important for the thermal behavior of

the first wall.

The second is by the pellet debris (including reaction

products) which directly reach the first wall. In LIB ICF the

reactor cavity is filled up with the rare gas. The pellet

dedris are absorbed in the gas and produces the fire ball. Thus

the energy transport by the pellet debris is not important.

The last type is by the fire ball which is the high

temperature plasma of the cavity gas. The X-ray and pellet

debris which are emitted from a terget are absorbed in the cavity

gas and the cavity gas becomes a high temperature plasma. The
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fire ball propagates in the cavity gas with repeating emission

and absorption of radiation. The radiation deposits its large

energy in the thin layer of the liquid wall surface. The

terarerature becomes very high. For the practical reactor

engineering, this type is very important.

§3. Energy Traspdrt by Fire Ball

The charasteristic of the energy transport by the fire ball

to the liquid wall is the rapid energy deposition into the thin

layer of the surface of the liquid wall by thermal radiation.

This leads to the overheated evaporation of the liquid metal and

the evaporation causes a large reactive force on the liquid-metal

wall. There are some probablity that the structure materials of

the reactor is destroyed by the force. This is an important

problem of the reactor design. It is necessary to estimate the

magnitude of the reactive force.

On the other hand, the evaporation causes the mixture of the

metal vapor into the cavity gas. This phenomenon changes the

environment of the cavity gas. For example, the changing in the

physical properties of the cavity gas, or the overcooled

solidification which prevents LIB from propagation, etc.

Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the amount of evaporation,

too.

§4. Reactor Model

The reactor model which is considered in this report is shown

in Figure-1. We consider the water fall type reactor which has

the lm liquid-metal wall. The liquid metal is forced on the

innersurface of the reactor chamber by the centrifugal force or

the magnetic force. In this report, for simplification of the

computation, we assumed that the shape of the reactor chamber is

a sphere of which the radial is 5m and the thickness of the

outershell structure is 2cm. The cavity gas is Argon (including

several-percent metal vapor) and the gas pressure is 1 Torr (at 0

°C ). The pellet yeild is 3 GJ and the initial fireball energy

is 600 MJ. The kinds of the liquid metal are Li and LiF-BeF2
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(Flibe). The Lithium is a general material for the blancket of

the reactor, but it is very dangerous because of its strong

chemical activity. So we think that Li is not adapted to the

material in the fusion reactor. We adopt Flibe for the material

of the blancket. The Plibe is a moltensalt of LiP and BeF_. This

is chemically stable. The Tritium multiplication which is

important for the blancket, is also sufficient (Hurukawa,

Nakagima, et al.). In this report, we compute for two cases, Li

and Flibe, to compare the affecttion of these materials and

confirm that Flibe can be substituted for Li. The conditions

employed are given in Table-1.

§5. Computation of Temperature Distribution

In this section, the followings are assumed:

1 It is assumed that the liquid metal is a high density and low

temerature plasma.

The equations used in this computations are following:

Mass equation

Kinatic equation

Energy equations

3T0 , - . 3Tp 3PP •
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where: C y is the specific heat at constant volume,

Kp is the gas thermal conductivity,

K R is the radfation thermal conductivity,

"ft is the radiation absorption coefficient,

op is the radiation emission coefficient.

We slove the problem ts a boundary-value one. We computate

the boundary conditions at the inner liquid surface by using the

code "FIRE" which is developed by Wisconsin University. The

results of "FIRE" are shown in Figure 2,3,4 and 5. Figure 2

shows the heat flux at the wall and Figure 3 shows En and T_ at

the wall using Li as the liquid metal. Figures 4 and 5 are for

Flibe.

The results of the computations of the temperature

distribution in the wall are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6

is in the case of Li and Figure 7 is in Flibe.

§6. Reactive Force of Evaporation

Figure 8,9 show the reactive force of evaporation in the case

of Li or Flibe. these results are smaller than what were

expected. I think that the reactive impulse is very small,because

the motion of the evapolation is not occured scarcely and the

evapolating spead is very slow.

I can not see why the spead is slow. It is the future problem

that we should investigate. Up to now,I assume that the motion

of the evapolation occurs after the deposition of all fire-ball

energy,but In this paper I computed only untill all fire-ball

energy deposite on the liquid metal wall.
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POWER PLANT BY LIB

Keishiro NIU

Department of Energy Sciences, The Graduate School at Nagatsuta

Tokyo Institute of Technology, Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama 227

Twenty-four Marx generators, whose total stored energy is 26.4MJ and

diode voltage is 10MV or 5MV, supply the energy to diodes to extract proton

beams. The combination of two tytpes of diodes are used. One type of

diodes has the outer radius of 32.5cm and the inner radius of 30cm

insulated by the radial magnetic field and extracts the rotating ring beam

whose energy is 0.4MJ, pulse width is 30ns, propagation energy is 4MeV,

mean rotation energy is 3MeV and ion current along the propagation

direction is l.OMA. The other type of diodes is the ordinal one, from

which the proton beam of 0.26MJ, 30ns, 4MeV and 2.5MA is extracted and

fills the inner hollow part of the rotating beam. The argon gas filling
22 3

the reactor cavity with the number density of 10 /m neutralizes the

charge of proton beam during Ins, but does not neutralize the current of

the beam because the mean Larmor radius of electron in the argon gas is

shorter than the electron mean free path. The proton beam pinches to the

radius of 5.5mm by the action of self-induced magnetic field in the

azimuthal direction and its propagation is stabilized by the action of

self-induced magnetic field in the propagation direction. The cryogenic

hollow shell target of 6mm radius consists of three layers of Pb, Al and DT

fuel. The inhomogeneity of the irradiation on the target surface by 24

beams (really 12 beams) is 10% at the maximum points and less than 2.5% on

the average. By using the twenty—fifth Marx generator, the target is

imposed by a biassed voltage of -1MV, in order to concentrate the proton

beam on the target surface. The fuel implodes with the velocity of 1.9/10

m/s after the deposition of beam energy of 7.9MJ. The ion temperature and

JR of the fuel reach 4.2keV and 7.0g/cm . Thus we have the output energy of

2.5GJ from a target. It is proposed here to use ADLIB type as the

reactor which consists of an inner rotating and an outer fixed cylinders.

Inside the inner rotating cylinder, the flibe flows along the wall by the

action of the centrifugal force. Thus the reactor is water flow type and

the flibe plays the coolant and the T-breeder. The argon gas filled in

the reactor relaxes the energy transport from the burning target to the

liquid wall. Through the heat exchange from flibe to NaF-BF *md

NaF-BF to H O , the steam turbine is driven to generate electricity.

The net plant efficiency is expected to be 33% and the net electric power
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of SOOMW can be supplied from one reactor system of this kind of LIB

fusion with the operation frequency of lHz.

1. INTRODUCTION

A LIB (light ion beam) ICF (inertial confinement fusion) system to

release 2700MWt is proposed in this paper. The present stage of

technology to extract proton beams of lOMeV, 30ns and 7.9MJ of the total

beam energy is already established, and the estimated fund to be required

for construction of power supply system is reasoanable value in comparison

with other type of power plant and seems to be much less than other fusion

machines of magnetic confinement or inertial confinement. For stable beam

propagation inside the reactor and for concentration of beams on the

target surface, self-propagation method supported by self-induced magnetic

fields is proposed to be used. The rotation of beams stabilize the

propagation of beams with a small radius and convey more energy per one

particle in comparison with that of no rotation. Another new idea that

the target is biased by a minus voltage through an insulated aluminium

wire is introduced here to assist the concentration of the ion beams on

the target. The physics for the reactor of water flow type is not proved

yet, but is expected to be useful to relax the wall-loading of the solid

structual materials and to reduce their induced radioactivities. Because

the flibe (LiF-BeF ) is chemicaly inactive and is easier for handling than

the pure liquid lithium, the flibe is proposed to lie used as the coolant

and the tritium breeder inside the reactor cavity.

2. POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

The power supply systems to extract proton beams are summarized in

Table 1. The power supply systems of the output voltage of 10MV were

Table 1. Power supply systems

type stored energy output voltage pu?th width number of modules

1 1.4MJ 10MV 30ns 12

2 0.9MJ 5MV 30ns 12

3 2.6MJ -1MV 200ns 1

already designed in Japan and were operated in several countries. By
2)

the developement of plasma erosion opening switch, however, the

following parameters are resonably adopted as the power supply system of

type 1.

Marx generator;



expected to be 33% and the net electric power of 800MW can be supplied

from one reactor system of this kind of LIB fusion with the operation

frequency of lHz.

1. INTRODUCTION

A LIB (light ion beam) ICF (inertial confinement fusion) system to

release 2700MWt is proposed in this paper. The present stage of

technology to extract proton beams of lOMeV, 30ns and 7.9MJ of the total

beam energy is already established, and the estimated fund to be required

for construction of power supply system is reasoanable value in

comparison with other type of power plant and seems to be much less than

other fusion machines of magnetic confinement or inertial confinement.

For stable beam propagation inside the reactor and for concentration of

beams on the target surface, self-propagation method supported by

self-induced magnetic fields is proposed to be used. The rotation of

beams stabilize the propagation of beams with a small radius and convey

more energy per one particle in comparison with that of no rotation.

Another new idea that the target is biased by a minus voltage through an

insulated aluminium wire is introduced here to assist the concentration

of the ion beams on the target. The physics for the reactor of water

flow type is not proved yet, but is expected to be useful to relax the

wall-loading of the solid structual materials and to reduce their induced

radioactivities. Because the flibe (LiF-BeF..,) is chemicaly inactive and

is easier for handling than the pure liquid lithium, the flibe is

proposed to be used as the coolant and the tritium breeder inside the

reactor cavity.

2. POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

The power supply systems to extract proton beams are summarized

in Table 1. The power supply systems of the output voltage of 10MV

were

Table 1. Power supply systems

type stored energy output voltage pulth width number of modules

1 1.4MJ 10MV 30ns 12

2 0.9MJ 5MV 30ns 12

3 2.6MJ -1MV 200ns 1

already designed in Japan and were operated in several countries. By
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capacitance of condenser C=68 F, charging voltage V =

200kV, No. of stage N =12, output voltage V =2.4MV, total

storage enegy E =1.4MJ.

Pulse forming line;

pulse width t =60ns, output voltage V =1.2MV.

Impedance conversion line;

entrance impedance Z =0.3 , exit impedance Z =2.7 , outputH en ex

voltage V.,=3.6MV.

Plasma erosion opening switch;

pulse width t =30ns, output voltage V =10MV.

The Power supply system of type 3 is used to apply the biasing

voltage to the target.

If the gas switches in the systems are triggered by the laser light and

water switches are substituted by the magnetic switches, the jitter of

switches become less than 3ns and the power supply systems can be operated

with synchronization.

The sketch of the fusion reactor system is given in Fig.l. A

cylindrical reactor cavity is surrounded by twelve modules of power supply

systems which are conbined ones of type 1 and type of 2. Another power

supply system is set to keep the target in the negative potential in order

to concentrate all the beam particles on the target. The evacuated gas

and the flibe from the reactor cavity are sent to the heat exchanger with

NaF-BF and NaF-BF exchanges the heat with the water vapour which drives

turbines generating the electric power. On the other hand, the heat

exchangers through which the flibe and the reactor-gas flow are connected

with the system in which the unburned D (deuterium) and T (tritium) in the

gas cavity and T breeded in the blancket flibe are seperated. The

seperated D and T are sent to the target-fabrication part to be filled as

the fuel. The power supply systems including Marx generators are so heavy

that they are set on the floor. Since the twelve beams are desired to

inpinge on the target in the approximately spherically symmetric way,

however, the diodes and beam ports are distributed at the spherically

symmetric positions on the cavity wall. Thus the length between the power

supply systems and the diodes are not the same with each other. The

firing times of the Marx generators must be controlled so that the

synchronized beams impinge on the target. One power supply system

consists of two groups. From one group, a pulsed electric power of pulse

width of 30ns, output voltage of 10MV and stored energy of 1.4MJ can be
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supplied. From the other group, a pulsed electric power of pulse width of

30ns, output voltage of 5MV and stored energy of 0.9MJ can be supplied.

As is explained in the next section, two kinds of ion beams, rotating and

non-rotating, are combined together to make one beam, we prepare two kinds

of power capply systems describe above. The target is kept -1MV from the

earth (the cathodes of diodes) by another Marx generator which supplies a

power to the target with the pulse width of 200ns (the beam propagation

time). It is characteristic for this kind of fusion facilities that the

pulsed power whose stored energy is 1.4MJ, output voltage is 10MV and

pulse width is 30ns can be supplied by capacity banks. Hence the

technologies of the power supply systems are established nowadays and the

prices of them are reasonable for construction.

3. DIODE

The pulsed powers are sent from the power supply systems through

magnetically insulated transmission lines to the diodes which are set on

the wall of the reactor cavity. A conbined diode sonsists of two parts.

In the outer part there is one anode whose outer radius is 32.5cm and

inner radius is 30cm. In the range of 6.4cm including the gap distance of

6.3mm between the anode and cathode, the radial magnetic field whose

average intensity is 5.IT is applied. When the pulsed power of 10MV is
2

supplied to the diodes, the proton beam of the current density of 5kA/cm

is extracted, rotating around the propagation axis by the action of the

Lorentz force of the radial magnetic field in the diode. The propagation

and rotation energies of the proton beam become respectively 4MeV and 3MeV

(with the thermal energy of lMeV) . The total ion current of the rotating

beam along the propagation direction is l.OMA. From an ordinary

magnetically insulated diode (ridius of 18cm) in the inner part, the

non-rotating proton beam of the total current of 2.5MA (current density of
2

5kA/cm ) is extracted with the particle energy of 4MeV, which is the most

desirable propagation particle energy for proton from the point of view of

beam target interaction. Since the rotating beam forms a hollow ring,

another non—rotating beam must fill the hollow part of the ring beam.
2

Because the current density of 8kA/cm has been extracted from the anode
2

surface already, 5kA/cm is reasonablly expected to be extracted.

Fom the poit of view of beam interaction with target, the stopping

range of the beam particle in the target remains unchanged with time. The

stopping power of the target for the partcles becomes 20% large with its

temperature. The target temperature increases with time. Thus the

particle energy of the beam which is ectracted from the diode is desirable
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average fluctuation of the beam intensity is less than 2.5%. Once we

proposed a system of six beam irradiation . In the case of 6 beam

irradiation, the averaged fluctuation of the beam energy intensity on the

target surface increases to 5%. For the fuel compression, the spherically
8)symmetric implosion of the target is required and hence the homogeneous

9)irradiation of the target is important . Twelve beams improves the

inhomogeneity of the irradiation of the target surface. The angle between

the two adjacent beams is 60 deg for 12 beams, while the corresponding

angle is 90 deg for 6 beam irradiatin. In the case of 90 deg, the

interactions between beams during their propagation is rather small. In

the case of 60 deg, however, we must investigate interactions in detail

when beams paaroach the target.

5. TARGET

The target is a cryogenic hollow shell one (shown in Fig.7) which

consists of the three layers of Pb, Al and DT fuel. The target materials,

lead and aluminium, have small induced radio-activities. Density

differences among Pb, Al and solid DT contribute to stabilize the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the process of the fuel implosion. The

target radius r is chosen here to be 6mm. The effective propagation

energy 5MeV (4MeV+.lMeV) of the proton beam suggests us the optimum layer

thickness of lead and that .. of aluminium as follows, =23.4 mFt) AJ. PD

(M =120mg) and =151 m (M =184mg). The fuel mass M =21.5mg is

optimum in order to extract the maximum fusion energy. The proton beam

energy of 7.9MJ is irradiated of the target. But the irradiation of the

target by six beams is not completely uniform. It has been pointed out

that the deviations from the spherically symmetric implosion reduce

significantly the fusion output energy from the target. Therefore the

effective beam energy which contributes the spherically symmetric

implosion of the fuel is 6MJ instead of 7.9MJ. The effective beam energy

of 6MJ deposited in the Al pusher layer during 30ns accelerates the fuel

to the implosion velocity of 1.88x10 m/s. The kinetic energy of the fuel

at the final stage of implosion is 0.38MJ. Thus the hydrodynamic

efficiency of the target is 4.8% (6.3% for the input energy of 6MJ).

After collision at the target center, the ion temperature T. and the

fusion parameter JR of the fuel reach 4.2keV and 7.0g/cm . The burning

ratio of the fuel reaches 34% and we have the output fusion thermal energy

of 2.5GJ from a target. The target gain is G=310.
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to increase with time. When the insulation magnetic field of the diode is

supplied by the diode current, the increase in the diode current induces

the increase in the magnetic field intensity. The increasing magnetic

field intensity enlarges the effective gap distance between the anode and

kathode. Hence the diode voltage is expected to increase with time.

4. BEAN PROPAGATION AND IRRADIATION ON TARGET

If the number density of the background gas of argon in the reactor
22 3

cavity is of the order of 10 /m , the charge of beam ions is neutralized.

However, in the majority region of the beam path, the Larmore radius of

the background electron is shorter than its mean free path. The electron

back current in the beam path is time-dependent, but the back current is

much suppressed. Therefore the ion beam is rather not current-

neutralized. The self-induced magnetic field of 250T at the maximum in

the azimuthal direction confines the beam in the small radius of 5.52mm,

and the magnetic field of 25T at the maximum in the propagation direction
4 5)

stabilizes the beam propagation. ' Thus the rotating beam is expected

to self-propagate in the reactor cavity without the formation of the

plasma channel. By the rotating beam, one particle can convey more energy

with rotation from the diode to the target if we compare it with the

non-rotating beam. In order to help the beam concentration on the target

surface, the target at the center of the reactor cavity is connected by a

small aluminium wire whose surface is coated by an insulator. The power

is sent from the power supply system of type 3 through this aluminium wire

to the target to keep the target surface at -1MV for the earth level.

Even through a small-radius wire which will become plasma after a strong

current flows, it is proved that an enough electric power can be

transported to the target. The fluctuation energy of the protons in the

beam can be suppressed to be less than 10% of the total particle energy,

-1MV is considered to be enough a biasing voltage to concentrate the beam

on the target surface. Through the wire, another DC current of 50kA flows

in order to induce the magnetic field around the target. This magnetic

field suppress the elctron current from the target toward the reactor wall

across the argon gas and prevents the plasma around the target from

forming a thin sheath which reduces the effective electric field acting on

the propagating ion beams. The target of the radius of 6mm is irradiated

by 12 beams approximately in a spherically symmetric way as is shown in

Fig .5 and Fig. 6. When the distribution of the beam energy intensity is

shown in Fig.4, the maximum fluctuation of the intensity is 10% and the
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6. REACTOR

The group of Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory, University of

Tokyo has conceptually designed two tytpes of LIB ICF reactor, UTLIF and
12)

ADLIB. Since the fusion energy released by a target is Large in our

case, we choose ADLIB. The reactor cavity consists of a cylinder rotating

around the holizontal line. By the action of centrifugal force, the flibe

flows along the wall of the cilinder. In the original design, the liquid

lithium is used instead of the flibe as the coolant and the tritium

breeder. For the shake of the safety for chemical reactions and the

compatibility for the target materials, we choose here the flibe which is

shown to b^eed T with the breeding ratio of more than unity. The

reactor must operate under the condition that the temperature of the flibe

is between 550 C and 750 C. As the material of the solid wall of the

reactor, nickel alloys, for example "Nimocast 258", is employed for flibe

instead of vanadium alloys for liquid lithium. The density of the innert

gas filled in the reactor cavity is rather low for the method of

self—propagation of the ion beams, in order that the electrons in the gas

do not neutralize the ion-beam currents. The power transport of the

released fusion energy from the target to the wall of the reactor cavity

is relaxed by the fire-ball formed in the innert gas. This relaxation

effect for the power transport is dominant in the case of an innert gas
14)

with a higher atomic number. Here Ar gas is employed instead of Ne

gas.

The major parameters of the plant is given in Table 2. If the

repetition rate of the fusion reactor is lHz, the total thermal power is

2.5GWt. Because the net plant efficiency of the ADLIB is 33%, we expect

that the net electric output power is 800MWe.
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Table 2. Major parameters of the plant

cavity shape

cavity radius

total driver energy on pellet

pellet gain

fractional burnup of fuel

fusion yield

repetition rate

fusion power

driver efficiency

ion type

number of drivers

cavity gas

Max. neutron wall loading

T breeding ratio

first wall and blanket structure

blanket breeding and heat
transport medium

flibe inlet temp.

flihe outlet temp.

total thermal power

gross electric output

net electric output

net plant efficiency

cylinder

4 m

7.9 MJ/shot

310

34%

2500 MJ/shot

1 Hz

2500 MWt

25a

proton (9MeV and 5MeV)

6

Ar (0.1 torr)

30 MW/m2

1.1

fliJbe in Nitaocast 258

flibe

750 C

550 C

2700 MWt

870 MWe

800 MNe

33%
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Power plant. Q Power supply system of types 1 and 2, @ power

supply system of type 3 for biasing target, § reactor cavity,

2 motor to rotate the reactor vessel, § D seperator from the

argon gas, @ T seperator from the argon gas and the flibe,

Q heat exchanger from the flibe to NaF-bF , |3 heat exchanger

from Naf-BF to the water, § steam turbine, [H electric power

generator.

Fig.2. Combination of two diodes.

Fig.3. Combination of two propagating beams.

Fig.4. Distribution of energy intensity in a propagating beam.

Fig.5. Twelve beam irradiation on target.

Fig.6. Ajacent two beams near target.

Fig.7. Target.

Fig.8 Fusion reactor with the flibe as the coolant and the T breeder.

Fig.9. Heat exchange system.
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Linear Stability of Counter-Streaming Two Strong Ion Beams

Kanji ABE

College of Arts and Sciences, University of Tokyo, Komaba

3-8-1, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153

In connection with the possibility of obtaining the plasma

with high ion temperature, the thermalization of counter-

streaming two ion beams is studied. The linear stability of

the counter-streaming two ion beams is examined to obtain the

growth rate of electrostatic waves. Nonlinear developments of

the linearly amplified wave and the ion distribution are discu-

ssed. The decay wave-wave interaction plays an important role

to increase the ion temperature.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the achievement of ion-beam inertial confinement fusion,

technical efforts to control strong ion beams are being made

in laboratories. This paper examines the possibility of getting

stationary plasma with high ion temperature using counter-

streaming two ion beams, without using target. If the counter-

streaming two ion beams stop through interactions between the

two beams, the kinetic energy of the ion beam is converted into

the thermal energy. The stationary plasma with ions of a

temperature of KeV can be produced by stopping ion beams whose

acceleration voltages are KV.

Figure 1 shows ion distributions f. and f_ of the counter-

streaming two ion beams with the mean velocities -U and U. In

Fig.l u is the particle velocity and we have assumed a sigle-

humped electron distribution f . The meaning of UL/k in the

figure will be made clear in the next section. The double-

humped ion distribution, such as shown in Fig.l, has the

possibility of the collisionless Landau instability which

amplifies the electrostatic waves. The electrostatic waves

in turn modifies the ion and electron distributions through

nonlinear processes. The quasilinear theory and the numerical
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2)

simulation show that the electrostatic waves diffuse dist-

ributions in the velocity space. If the sharp ion distribution

concentrated at u^-U and U given in Fig.l is diffused in the

velocity space and becomes a wide single-humped distribution,

we can obtain the stationary plasma with high ion temperature.

Let us consider the ion beam whose acceleration voltage is <p>,

current is J , and diameter is d. The velocity U and the number

density n. of the ion beam are given by

U = {2e<t>/mi)
1/2 (1)

„,- J/(fd2eD) = 2 _ - i 7 5 - ^ (2)

where e is the electrical charge of ion and m. is the mass of

ion.

We estimate characteristic times and lengths inherent to

the present problem. The time T , of ion-ion binary collision

between the ion with the velocity -U and the ion with the velocity

U is given by

where lnA represents the Debye cutoff. Sustituting Eq.(1) into

the last equation, we obtain

-7- _

c o 1 "

The ion-ion mean free path L , is given by L i = u^ T» S O that

from Eqs.(l) and (3) we obtain

If the collisionless processes dominate the collisional

process, the temporal development of the ion distribution will
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be shown later to occur in time of

, m. 1/2
(5)

where W . is the ion plasma frequency and n is the electron

number density. The electron number density n is related with

the ion number density n. by n =2n. from the charge neutrality

condition. The ion distribution varies to a certain extent in

length of

fe
1/2

(6)

where we have used Eqs.(l) and (5). The wave length of the

linearly amplified electrostatic wave will be shown later is

about the Debye length V given by

(7)

where Tg is the electron temperature.

In order to acquaint ourselves with the order of the charac-

teristic times and lengths noted above, we measure the acceleration

voltage<p, the ion current J, the ion beam diameter d, the number

densities n. and n , the electron temperature T , and the mass
I e e

of ion m. by using units given in Table 1. We assume In =10.

Table 1. Units of quantities.

quantities

units KV

J

KA

d

cm

ni'ne

1014cm-3

T
e

KeV

mi

mass of
proton

Then Eqs.(l)-(7) are rewritten as
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7 4U = 4.4x10 ( — ) (cm/sec)
mi

(̂ ) -^ (cm J) (8)

m V 3/2

T c o l = 1.4xlO~
3 X

n / (sec) (9)

L c o l = e.lxlO
4-^- (cm) (10)

-1 -11 m i
U/pi± = 7.6x10 (jp) (sec) (11)

-1 -3 4>
w ! = 3.3x10 J (^-) (cm) (12)
° e

i -3 Te 1 / 2

AD •-= 2.3x10 J(^~) (cm) (13)
e

As shown by Eq. (10), the ion-ion mean free path is so long

that we can not expect the ion-ion binary collisions as the

possible mechanism of stopping the counter-streaming two ion

beams. On the contrary, Eqs.(11)-(13) show that the collision-

less process is the possible way to stop the counter-?treaming

two ion beams in short time and length.

Assuming that we can get the stationary plasma, let us

estimate the value of n.r ^ where ~£ is the confinement

time or the time in which the stationary plasma disappears due

to the diffusion in the physical space. The size of the

stationary plasma is approximately equal to the diameter d of

the ion beam. The sound velocity in the stationary plasma

is approximately given by [ (T +T.')/m.] ' , where T! is the ion

temperature of the stationary plasma and, as noted above, is

the order of KeV. The confinement time x f is given by
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m. 1/2
conf lT +Tre 1

so that, using Eq.(2), we obtain

23/2 m±J 1 1/2

"i^conf ~ 3/2 d ^TT~+TTJ?

If we use the units in Table 1 and measure the ion temperature

T! in KeV, the last equation becomes

m J 1/2 3
nirconf = 5' 9 x l° — [(T +T!)<p] < s e c/ c m )

The value of the n.T - is much smaller than that of the Lawson14 l'conf 1 4

criterion 10 . The Lawson criterion n.T ,£10 is

satisfied, if we get the ion beam with

J 1

so that we need the ion beam of large current J and small

diameter d.

2. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

We start from the Vlasov-Poisson equations

rri + Ur-i + — — ^ - 0 (15)
3t Jx mi3u

bf if Jf

it $x mi3u
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if *f v^f

= 4jre J (f1+f2-fe)du (18)

where m is the electron mass, E is the strength of electric

field. We introduce small perturbations f,' , fi , f1 , and E1

by

fl = f10 + fi' f2 = f20 + f2' fe= fe0 + fe' E = E'

where the variables with the suffix "0" represent the zero-

order homogenious and stationary quantities given by

m. 1/2 m. ,
f10 = ni(2lifT) BXP[-^-(U+U)

Z] (20)

m. 1/2 m. ,
f20 = n i ( 2 W 7 ) expt-ji-fu-U)^] (21)

fe0 = n e ( 2 # ) expt-gf-u^] (22)
e e

with n =2n.. T. is the ion temperature of the ion beam and

should be distinguished from T! in the previous section, which

is the ion temperature of the stationary plasma.

We substitute Eqs.(19)-(22) into Eqs.(15)-(18), and assume

fj , f£ , f; , E'otexp[i(kx-u>t)]

where k is the wave number and W is the complex frequency given

by a> = Wv+ifu- Then we obtain the dispersion relation
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9 , T m. 1/2 .. , T m. 1/2 .,,
+ \ p f ( f ) (+u)] + I : *"£? (|

jf-) |l = 0 (23)

where <*>

Plzl = l+-^72 e*T~> 'dg (24)
it ' -00 ?

z being complex and <£ being real. In Eq.(23), the second and

third terms represent the contribution of ions, and the last

term represents that of electrons. If we introduce the dimen-

sionless wave number K=ADk, the dimensionless frequencyS2=
1 ., and the Mach number M defined by

m. 1/2
M = (̂ -) U (25)

it is easy to show from Eq.(23) that the mass ratio m./m , the

Mach number M, and the temperature ratio T /T. specify the

present stability analysis.

Equation (23) contains the small value m . This makes Eq.

(23) somewhat difficult equation to be solved numerically.

We, however, solve Eq.(23) exactly without using any appro-

ximation, such as the cold ion beam approximation or the warm

electron gas approximation. The unstable mode for m./m =1836,

M=100, and T /T.=31.62 is given in Fig.2. The/ denotes the

maximum growth rate. When k<0, u? T,=~W-T, an(3 ^-^^v T*le w a v e

has the positive phase velocity. The configuration shown in

Fig.l has the complete symmetry in the positive and negative

directions, so that the dipersion relation (23) gives the wave

with the negative phase velocity too.

The Nyquist method-gives the number of unstable modes.

Using the Nyquist method, we also counted the number of unstable

mode involved in the dispersion relation (23) . We found that
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the dispersion relation (23) involved only two unstable modes:

One is the mode with the positive phase velocity and the other

is that with the negative phase velocity.

When M=100 and T /T.=31.62, the numerical computation gives

m. 1/2 at
24.4 K ^ i ) •£ < 24.6 (26)

for the unstable wave with the positive phase velocity. The

phase velocity is much larger than the phase velocity (T /
1/2 e

m.) of the ion accoustic wave for Ar-)k«l. In order to
write the phase velocity U-'jVk in Fig.l, we evaluate the value of

m. 1/2 its. T m. l/2(uk(_i) {U-JS) = M - ( ^ ) ( ^ ) £

where we have used the definition (25) of the Mach number M.

Using the inequality (26) and putting K=100 and T /T.=31.62,

we obtain

m.

which has been illustrated in Fig.l. The last inequality and

Eq.(20) mean that

Therefore, the number of resonant ions moving with the phase

velocity "•'i./k is small, and almost all the ions are nonresonant

ions. We estimate the number of resonant electrons from the

value of

m -l/2fflL m 1/2 m.
l2T ; T " (2m.J (T ;e I e
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From inequality (26) and m./m =1836, we obtain

*>« 1/2 Ujv
0.40 < (jf-) TT<0.41- ^Te k -

Thus from Eq.(22) the number of resonant electrons is not small.

It should be emphasized that, as shown in Fig.2 or by the

inequality (26) , the phase velocity tt*i./k is almost independent

of the wave number k, so that the condition U =(U,+iU , , of

the nonlinear wave-wave interaction is satisfied for any k

and k1. This fact plays an essential role in the nonlinear

development of ion distribution, which will be discussed in

the next section.

Figure 3 gives the maximum growth rate $ as a function

of the Mach number M and the temperature ratio T /T.. The

line X =0, which gives the stability criterion, was assuredmax
by the Nyquist method. We have included in Fig.3 the Mach

ecti

1/2

number M based on the electron thermal velocity given by

M = (——) U

If M » 1 as well as M>>1, the dispersion relation (23) becomes

* 2e
+ -E| = 1 (27)

a'

2 1/2where W =(4jTe n /m ) is the electron plasma frequency,pe e e
In deriving Eq.(:27), we have assumed the asymptotic form of

P[z] defined in Eq.(24)

P[z] = -i A; for |Z|J->1

2
Equation (27) is the third-order algebraic equation for m .
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When M and M are large, Eq.(27) correctly reproduces the values

of S in
max .j\
Tsang determined the stability criterion for M<10 in our

notation, which is not shown in Fig.3. Using Eq.(23), we also

calculated the line <T =0 for M < 1 0 , and found that our numerical
max

computations reproduced the stability criterion of Tsang.

3. DISCUSSIONS ON NONLINEAR PROCESSES

Our final goal is to examine whether the counter-streaming

two ion beams are thermalized, as if the two ion beams make

an head-on collision, or not. Since the phase velocities of

linearly amplified waves lie at tails of ion distributions,

almost all the ions are nonresonant with waves. Therefore,

in order to thermalize the bulk of ion distribution, the

quasilinear diffusion of the nonresonant ions in the velocity

space is indispensable.

The £'•• sonant ions or electrons cause the flattening of

distributions at u ̂  W. /k to decrease the growth rate to zero.

If the resonant ions or electrons play a dominant role, no

diffusion of the nonresonant ions in the velocity space can be

expected. In connection with this, we examine the wave-wave

interaction.

Let us consider the wave triplet (k,W,), (1,CU), and (m,

W ) , where k-l+m and W ,=UL + \I) (k,l,m>0). The temporal develop-
in .K x m * t

ment of the plasmon densities N, , N,, and N are given by
JC J- HI

* t

<28>

it

>K

|V,l,nf ( 2 9 )

, l ,n)2 / lm ( SkN lVS lNkNnTSmNkN l> ( 3 0 )
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where

= 4/T

Am- =
 4*m

dtt/? da;1 m
dl ~ dm"

d_\ _ ^ m
dk dm

du>.

dk dl

-1

~1

-1

(31)

(32)

(33)

= (2TC)
,m k

1/2

thK
CO

i du
i{ au_

tti-ku+i{ au
K.

Z issf (du _ i _

_
a' -mu+iSm

iO

(at=k,lfm)

(34)

(35)

Ŝ tUi N^ (0(=k,l,m) is the spectral energy density associated

with the electric field fluctuations. In our case Wa in Eq.

(34) is proportional to o(. From this it is easy to show from

Eqs. (34) and (35) that S,=S,=S , so that only the decay wave-
Jc x in

wave interaction occurs and no exposive wave-wave interaction

occurs.

It is worthwhile noting that A. , /\., and A given by Eqs.
K 1 III

(31)-(33) are large, because d«k/dk idu^/dl—dam/dm. Then

Eqs. (28)-(30) indicate quick decay from N, to N. and N .

As shown in Fig.2, the linear instability amplifies the wave
a t k- kmax-
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The decay wave-wave interaction quickly transfers the energy

of the linearly amplified wave into the smaller wave number region.

Therefore, the wave number of the electrostatic wave existing

in the counter-streaming two ion beams can be expected to be

small.

The bounce frequency U> in a coherent wave of the wave

number k and the amplitude E is given by

U> = (eEk/m.) 1 / 2, (j=i,e)

which decreases with k. The flattening of distribution of

resonant particles occurs in time U)~ , which is long due to

the small k. From these facts, the resonant ions and/or

electrons play no essential role, and we can expect that the

diffusion of nonresonant ions in the velocity space leads to

the thermalization of the counter-streaming two ion beams.

The author would acknowledge Professor M. Nambu of Kyushu

University for his helpful comments on the nonlinear waves

in collisionless plasmas.
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Fig.l. Distributions of counter-streaming two ion

beams. f̂  and f'2 are the ion distribution
f
e
 i s t h e electron distribution. -̂i./k is

the phase velocity of linearly amplified

electrostatic waves.
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Fig. 2. Real frequency 0>k and growth rate

^ as functions of the wave number
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100

200

Fig.3. Maximum growth rate f as a function of the
in 9.x

Mach number M and the temperature ratio T /T.

^pi *s t h e i o n P l a s m a frequency. M is the

Mach number based on the electron thermal

velocity. xa./m
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STOPPING POWER CALCULATION DDE TO

GREEN FUNCTION'S METHOD

M. Kitagawa

Department of Electronics, North Shore College

Atsugi 243, Japan

A dielectric function £ for an inhomogeneous many-

electron system is calculated under the condition of

the high frequency response due to the Green functi-

on's method. We obtain a relatively simple representa-

tion for the retarded £ in TÊ -ui space as follows

In the above, "r* , "rt and to mean the position vectors

and the angular frequency, m, -e and nfr*) are the

mass , the charge and the density at "r̂  of electron,

respectively. An inverse dielectric function fc"1 is fo

rmally derived from above t through the integral equa

tion, in which the space-damping effects of the loca-

lized mode are included in the higher order terms of

an iteration. Using the lowest order of approximation

in the iteration, we can derive and show that the low-

est order formula of stopping power exactly correspo-

nds to one called as the "local density approximation"

which is phenomenologically introduced in the theory

of stopping power.
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1. Introduction,

The researches of the stopping power have taken a

position of the basic theme in the fields of ion-

matter interactions for a long time. Northcliffe and

I 2 3
Schilling , Betz and Ahlen have- reported general

reviews of these subjects at each moment. Recently,
A.

Ziegler et al. have collected the data of stopping

power through series works based on numerical analy-

ses. Since the work by Bethe , various kinds of theo-

retical works on stopping power, in which the cases of

heavy ions were included, were performed by Lindhard

i _ < > 9 — 11

et al. and others , and it has become possible to

make comparisons between theoretical and experimental

data, quantitatively. As far as the local density app-

roximation(LDA)T is concerned, it was introduced phe-

nomenologically in the theory of stopping power. Acco-

rding to this model, Chu and Powers calculated, the

mean ionization energies for various atoms. Recently,

using several models of theoretical calculations on

stopping power including LDA, Bauer et al. made com-

parisons experimental data with theories. In this pa-

per, we show the analytical formula of the dielectric

function £ in inhomogeneous many-electron system under

the high frequency approximation. We also show the

theoretical position of LDA in stopping power, which

means that we can derive the formula corresponding to

LDA according to the lowest order of approximation for

the inverse dielectric function £"' , which is obtained

from above £.
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In the following discussions, we deal with the gro-

und state of many—electron system. We also use the

notations m, -e and Ẑ  e for the mass of electron and

the charges of electron and projectile.

2. Dielectric function in high frequency approximation

The dielectric function £ in inhomogeneous many-
/tr-i'T

electron system is defined as follows

ft C13) VC32) d(3) (2-1)

In eq . ( 2 . 1 ) , an abbreviated notation ( 1) = ("xtj , t., } sta-

nds for space ( r̂  ) -spin ((Tj ) {x*, = ("r̂  , G\ ) } and time (t^ )

coordinates, and S"(12) is the J-function in the above

space. v(12) is Coulomb interaction between two char-

ged particles, which is represented as

| | t,) __ (2.2)

Ti"( I 2 ) = {x^ ."x̂  ,t( -t2 ) is the irreducible polarization

propagator.

Using IT or the inverse dielectric function £. , we

can define the dynamically screened interaction W

W ci3> ~ (3 1-

From the above equations, the integral equation for

£,""' is also obtained as follows
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The orthogonality between £, and £.""' is given

£ ~ ' c 1 3 ) £ 1 3 1 ) J ( 3 ) * S " c i 2 ) .

By use of W, the potential from the polarization cloud

$ is defined

<|>U) * ( W C i a ) ?** ( 2 . ) dL C2) , C2-L)

where f (2) is the number density of the external

charge. We treat the external charge, or the projec-

tile, as a classical particle, and its trajectory as

straight. Using eq.(2.6), we can obtain the wake pote-

ntial if the projectile is passing through the homo-

geneous electron-gas system.

In calculating IT, we take the lowest order approxi-

ib
nation . If we use the retarded type of •£", IT is given

n a * * * <t }

(2.7)f e te n - b ; Q - 6 f t F > fcj) -I

•• w + IT1 i Ej»- "E-) + * •! J •

Here IT is Planck's constant and ui is the angular fre-

quency which is derived from Fourier transformation

over t_ -t2 . <P- and E- are the wave function and the

eigen energy of the j-th electron, which satisfies the

Schrodinger equation as follows

ET; is the last filled energy of electron in the ground

state. 0 and t| indicate Heaviside step function and
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the positive infinitesimal. In the high frequency

approximation, we can obtain the following result by

expanding TT in terms of the ratio of absolute values

between E-/—E.- and u) ,

In eq. ( ?. . 9 ) , a) means a complex variable corresponding

to m+i\ in eq.(2.7).

As far as the calculation of tT in the high freque-

ncy response is concerned, we can use the sum—rule on

the summation over j and j'. The first term propor-

tional to 1/tu in eq . ( 2 . 9 ) vanishes. After slightly

long calculations, we obtain the next result for the

second term proportional to *

^ (

Here TT is the distribution because the f-function and

the derivative of the J-function are included in T» • It

is worthy to be noted that, using eq.(2.1) and the

follwing equation for Coulomb interaction between ele-

ctrons

we have the relatively simple formula for the retarded

dielectric function i. after the integrations including
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the derivative of the 5"-function,

* Of* > | 4 | 3

in ?-(J space. In the above, n ( r^ ) = 2Z| ̂-|S0( EL, -E . ) is the

number density of electron at the position K because

the spin of electron is 1/2. In eq. (2 . 12' ) , we can

define

(21
m

Eq.(2.13) denotes the frequency of the localized mode

which is reduced to the usual plasmon frequency if we

consider the homogeneous electron-gas system. As a

typical localized mode, we have the surface plasmon

which localizes at the region near the surface. The

surface plasmon is exactly derived from the calculati-

on of the elementary excitation through eqs.(2.12) or

(2. 12') if we consider the step function type of elec-

tron density at the solid surface .

The inverse dielectric function t,"' is obtained

from eq . ( 2 . 5 ) . In r-u> space, we have

Prom eqs.(2.12') and (2.14), we can obtain the integ-

ral equation for £- . Each term in series expansion of

the integral equation for £•""' is formally derived

through the iteration. In the case of the lowest order



approximation, we have the following formula

(2.I

Transforming eq.(2.15) to Fourier space represented in

q—ul, we obtain

> r

UJ -

The space-damping effects are included in higher

order terms of the iteration. In the case of the sur-

face plasmon already mentioned before, we can exactly

solve the integral equation for £, .

3. Stopping power and concluding remarks

In homogeneous case, the electro—magnetic defini-

tion of stopping power is usually given by

/

where <$> ' ( 1 ) is defined by use of eq . ( 2 . 6 ) as follows

i re 13) ( t " l C ? 3 ' ) - 5 " t 3 ' i ) ) ?A>CC2) d i 2 3 ) ( 3 . 2 )

In eq.(3.2), the second term means the subtraction of

the pure Coulomb part because such a kind of part does

not contribute to the energy loss process. "\T is the

velocity of projectile.

If we use eq.(3.1) in the case of inhomogeneous
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system, the stopping power is dependent on the posi-

tion of the projectile. For the case that the proje-

ctile passes through the randamly distributed atomic

system, the stopping power is, instead of eq.(3.1),

defined as

i| U t t) C3-3)

where N indicates the mean number density of atom, and

4E(b) is the energy-loss value for the case that the

projectile passes through one atom, b is the impact

parameter between the projectile and the atom, which

is taken into account through f (2) in eq. (3 . 2 ) . If

we consider a classically straight trajectory of the

projectile, we can take

In the calculation of the stopping power discussed

here now, the formal theory of the dielectric function

method for the stopping power used in homogeneous ele—

ctron-gas system should be partly modified. There

appears the main difference that the stopping power in

inhomogeneous system, is dependent on b, although inde-

pendent in homogeneous system. As far as the stopping

power calculated within the lowest order approximation

given by eq.(2.17) is concerned, we can show, after

slightly long calculations, the following result from

eqs.(2.17) and ( 3 .1 ) - ( 3.5) , under the case that the
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impact parameter distribution of the projectile is

homogeneous,

13.4)

Eq . (3 . 7) is corresponding to the socalled local densi-

ty approximation(LDA) phenomenologically used in the

calculation of the stopping power. It is worthy to be

interpreted that, under the high frequency approxima-

tion, the theoretical position of LDA is within the

approximation of neglecting the space-damping effect

of the localized mode, which corresponds to the lowest

order approximation of the iteration for £,"' . The cal-

culations including higher order terms are now in pro-

gress .
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SELF-SIMILAR ION BEAM FUSION PLASMAS

A. FernSndez and A. Barrero
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Universidad de Sevilla - Sevilla 41012. SPAIN.

1. INTRODUCTION.

One of the problems of interest in inertial con

finement fusion is to establish the existing relations between

the parameters of the driver pulse (beam energy per nucleon and

current intensity in the case of ion beam fusion) and some phy-

sical quantities such as ablation pressure and ablated mass ra-

tio. The knowledge of these relations would allow to design the

time-dependence of the pulse parameters in order to achieve

break-even conditions in D-T pellets. Clearly, the required pu_l

se to generate a given time law ablation pressure P (t) must be
a

obtained from an analysis of the hydrodynamics of the interac-

tion between the ion beam and target.

In order to clarify how the hydrodynamics depends

on the beam parameters we have firstly considered the one-dimen

sional planar self-similar motion generated by an intense ion -

beam pulse impinging on an initially cold half-space plasma,Fer

nSndez and Barrero (1985); the analysis allows for electron ther

mal conduction and ion-electron energy exchange: the limitation

to one-dimensional situations and beam pulses for which self-sd.

milar solutions are possible implies no restriction since our -

purpose is to clearly establish the general dependence of the -

plasma motion on the beam parameters; accordingly, other effects

like nuclear fusion and emission (and re-absorption) of radia-

tion are not taken into account.
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We have found that the plasma flow behaviour de

pends on two dimens ionl ess numbers containing the basic beam -

and plasma parameters

a = 1.18X10-53 b b o o
A EAi 0

and

= 9,5x10 3E oA b
1

Z, is the ion beam charge number, A, and A. are the beam and -

ion mass number, n (cm" ) is the undisturbed plasma density, -

and E (MeV), I (A cm" ) and x(nsec) are the maximum beam energy

per nucleon, maximum current intensity and pulse duration res-

pectively. We have performed an asymptotic analysis for a large

and small. Values of a >> 1 are found for the case of a light -

ion beam impinging on DT pellets; the opposite limit a « 1 is -

found in heavy ion beams impinging on DT.

In Section 2 we discuss the basic assumptions -

and equations of the problem and introduced both self-similar -

equations and non-dimensional parameters. Detailed mathematical

analyses for a large and small are contained in Section 3 and 4.

Finally, the results are summarized and discussed in Section 5.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

We have considered an unmagnetized fully ionized

half-space plasma with uniform density n and zero temperature.

At t = 0, the ion beam pulse starts being absorbed by the plas

ma and the motion becomes one-dimensional.

To analyze this motion we will assume the fo-

llowing hypothesis:
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1) Ion and electron species have near-maxwelliam distribution -

functions, but we allow for different temperatures; 2) we also

assume a guasineutral plasma, n 2 Z. n. E n (e,electron; i, -

plasma ions);and it follows that the ion and electron velocities

are equal; 3) the ion beam is both cold and neutralized and its den

sity is so small compared with the plasma density that we may -

neglect the ion beam backward flow occurring after the release

of its energy; 4) ion beam and plasma interact through the classical -

Coulomb scattering,so that the momentum transferred to the elec- -

trons from the beam is given by Jackson (1975)

4 2 n nbR = 4 ire z£ ^ In A
mevb

and

<t>(y) = 2 TT
-1/2

(2 k T /m )e e
1/2

2
exp(-t ) dt - y exp(-y

(1)

(2)

where m, n, v, and T are particle mass, density, velocity, and

temperature (subscript b refers to the beam) and e, k, and lnA

are electron charge, Boltzmann's constant,and Coulomb logarithm

respectively (the weak dependence of In A on v, , T , and n will

be neglected in the analysis) Notice also that since modifica-

tions to the stopping power due to atomic ionization processes

have not been taken into account we must only consider low Z.

targets, Nardi et al. (1977); Melhorn (1981).

Then the macroscopic equations of beam continui.

ty and momentum and continuity, momentum, total energy and ion

entropy of the plasma are:

3t 3 x
(3)

3t 3x
-)= - R (4)
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Dn 9y_ n , D _ 9 _9 .
+ n = 0 , ( = + v ) ,

Dt 9 x Dt 3t 9x

(5)

m.n Dv

~ Dt"

3

"9x"
nk (Te + T i/ 7.±)\+R (6)

9x

'nk v (Z T + T

Z.
^

+ Rv,

(7)

T3/2
i

Z±
 x Dt

(k

T - T.
e l (8)

both K and t . depend weakly on T and n through Coulomb loga-

rithms, Spitzer (1962).

Assuming that the plasma is cold and at rest at

t=0 we have

n = n Q, v=Te=Ti=0 (xi 0); n = 0 (x<0). (9)

The boundary conditions are:

for any t and x=°°,

n = (10)

for x=x (t) (The plasma vacuum boundary on the left)

n = 0 , v= dx /dt , n = n, (t), v = v. (t). (11)

In order to simplify problem (1)-(11) we look -

for beam pulses for which the motion becomes self-similar,while
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the pulse is on, as long as the Coulomb logarithmes in R, K -

and t . may be taken as const

parameters depend on time as

and t . may be taken as constant. Then, assuming that the beam

Ib = e Zbnb(xv,t)vb(xv,t)=Io(t/x)
1/5 , (12a)

and

Eb = mb vb ix^'V/2 = EQ(t/x)
2/3, 0 i t < x , (12b)

defining the self-similar variables

nb(£)= e Zb(2Eo/mb)1/2 nb(x,t)/IQ ,n(?) = n (x, t)/nQ , (13a)

r 4/3I r I/? 1/^1

5 = 4x/ 3 v Q x ( t / x r
J , u b(?)=v b(x,t)/ (2Eo/m^ ' (t/x)

 I/J ,(13b)

1/3 1 F 2/3 1

v (t/xr , 9.(C)=T.(x,t)/ T (t/xT ,(jse,i)(13c)

and introducing them into E q s . d ) and (3) — (11) , it is easy to -

verify that time t drops-out of the problem. Since v and T may

be arbitrarily chosen, we set
4 2

4 E I 3 n e Z, n v x m. In A
0 0 = 1 , and b ° ° 2

 b = 1, (14)3eZ, n v kT 4m E
b o o o e o

11Iassuming now that (2E /mfa) >> v (the case of interest in -

ion beam fusion) and defining the dimensionless parameters

, (15)

we finally arrive at the following system:
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du.
(17)

dn n_ du
d? " 5-u dC

n[u-4U-u)-4[f-
3Z. m a1^ n n.

(18)

( 1 9 )

n z . e + e . +L i e i 4u73a-2(£-u)~(Z.e +9 +4u'/3a) I =-4 A

80 , 1/2 (m m.P 2 aV2 d

nuiz.e
1

(20)

d 0 . 8 o 1/2 ZT 1 / 2 2 4 - 9 e - 9 i
a 3 n

 Q 3 /2

where b is given by

b = Z± K(Z±)/K (1) ,

and ranges from 1, for Z. = 1, to 4.2 for Z. = «>; we have arb_i

trarily taken all Coulomb logarithms equal to eight.

System (16)-(21) must be solved subject to the

following boundary conditions:

n(°°) = 1, u(»)=ee(oo)=9i(oo) = 0,

n(5v)=0 , u

(22)

(23)

being the self-similar plasma-vacuum boundary.
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The solution of system (16)-(23) depends on -

the dimensionless parameters a and 8 which may be written in -

terms of the beam parameters as

2 3
,-, Z^A^I (A cm"2) [n (cm'3)] [-r(nsec)]

a E 1.18x10~53 b b ° ^2 JL± d .(24)

and
, E

B = 9.5x10 iTv . (25)

In the next two Sections we will consider the asymptotic li-

mits for a large and small. Notice that the condition a >> 1 -

is well satisfied for some typical situations in light ion beam
7 -2

fusion; for a proton beam pulse ( 2 MeV, 5 x 10 A cm , 10nsec)

impinging on D-T at solid density we have a = 18.4 and 3 = 0.85.

The opposite limit a >> 1 may be found for heavy ion beam impin-
4 -2

ging on DT pellets; for uranium (5 GeV, 5x10 A cm , 10 n sec) -

impinging on DT et solid density we obtain (assuming an effecti-

ve Z equal to 45) a = 6 x 1 0~ and 6 = 47.

3. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION FOR a >> 1.

3a. ISENTROPIC COMPRESSION REGION.

We are looking for the ablation regime. In this

regimen which corresponds (as shown later) to the case a >> 1,

the energy flows to the dense zone through compressional work; -

then convection is important there and give rise (neglecting —

viscosity) to a shock moving into the undisturbed cold medium. -

The jump conditions across the shock lead to

4, u«, = 3 C^/4 , 9f= 3eJ/[4(Zi+1)a] , (26)
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subscript f labels the conditions just behind the shock and the

she 2k position £_ is unknown.

Defining the variables

n = C/Cf • v = n/nf , y = u/uf , z^ =6^/ef , (27)

and introducing them into system (16)-(23) it is easy to obtain

the following conclusions: 1) C, = ya , where y is an unknown

constant (determining the shock position) which cannot be large;

2) the heat conduction term is of the order of y (m m.) /(mKn6 )
e I ' D

as compared with the energy convection terms and thus may
be neglected, while the ion-electron relaxation term is of the

4 1/2order of m, 3 o/(m m.)' so that subscript j may be suppressed
since electron and ion temperatures are equal; 3) finally, Eq.

(17) yields to lowest order u, = 0, so that the beam energy

must be absorbed out of this region.

According to the three aforementioned points,

system (16)-(23) becomes

dv JV uy (28)

[y - ( 2 9 ,

'•

v(1) = y(1) = z(1) = 1.

It may be shown, analytically, that in the neighbourhood of a

value n the solution behaves as

v s -In- -§- (n-n), z sBi(n-n)
3/13 , v * B2(n-n)

 y13 . (31)
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Numerical results for v, y, and z versus n are given in Fig. 1;

we also find n = 0.82, B = 1.70, B = 0.78. Clearly, this —

isentropic compression solution ceases to be valid near n-This

self-similar solution, which was also found in laser half-space

plasmas, Sanmartln and Barrero (1978), corresponds to the cla-

ssical problem of a gas at rest compressed by a plane piston -

moving with a velocity U ^ ts, Sedov (1959), Wang (1964), Hell_i

well (1969).

3b. EXPANSION REGION.

To determine the order of magnitude of the varia

bles in this region we first notice that to match the isentro-

pic compression solution, the density should go to infinity at

n while the temperature should vanish there; vz being of order

of unity me = 0(£f) (notice that the expansion is characteri-

zed by a much lower density and much higher temperature than -

the compression). On the other hand, condition (23) shows u/£=

0(1) and from the momentum conserve

Finally Egs. (17) and (20) lead to

2
0(1) and from the momentum conservation it follows u. /a9 = 0(1)

-1/2 — 1/4

where ~y is an unknown constant of order of unity determining

the shock position.

Defining appropriately scaled variables

0 = a V 2 n , n= a"1/2C , y = a"1/2u, Z j = ej(Zi + 1) , (32)

and introducing them into system (16)-(23) we find that the
1/2 —4

heat conduction term is of order of (m /m, ) 8 as compared -

with the energy convection terms and may be neglected (provided

that 3 is not small enough) , whereas the ion electron relaxation
1/2 4

term is of order of (m./m r 3 , so that subscript j drops out

since ion and electron temperatures are equal. Then, system (16)

-(23) written in terms of the variables (32) becomes

nb ub = 1 , (33)
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du, v 3 ( )
^-= *— * I ^ r r * £-l , (34)

-S5_ = _ £ _ _ l i _ , (35)
dfl fi-y d f|

0 r ^ _ 4 ( n - y ) d y / d n " l = - d ( v z ) / d n , (36)

t o o l o

z+4y /3-2(n-y)d(z+4y /3)/dn =- (4/3)d(vyz)/ dn-Z .du^/dn ,(37)

Since y is unknown,system (33)-(37) must be solved subject to -

the following five boundary conditions:

at n = y n a ' =0 (the interval 0 £ n ^ n being of negligible extent )

we have

^ _ 1M ^ ^ A 2
y = a Y 1 s 0, z=0, VZ=3B.B_Y ;

at n = y (the plasma vacuum boundary) we have

v = 0 , ub = 1 .

It is easy to verify that the solutions of the

system (33)-(37) satisfying conditions at fj = 0 behave as

z = A(-n)
V3, v = 3B1B27

2A-1(-nr1/5 ,

where

C4 = 18

- 2 0 7 -



and A is an arbitrary constant. On the other hand the tempera

ture at the plasma vacuum boundary z is given by the expression

(6Z±/7)

For the numerical integration we start from -

the origin with arbitrary values of A and y and sweep through -

them until we find the solution that allow for satisfying the

values of z = z and u, = 1 at the plasma-vacuum boundary. Figu

re 2 shows the numerical results for v , y , z and u, versus fj

for" Z. = 1 and S = 1 . We also find y =.436 and A=1.442.

It is of interest to notice that a thin cold -

high density transition layer should exist between the expansion

and compression regions. This layer, where density peaks, tempe_

rature bottoms up and velocity changes sing, affects the solu-

tion outside it negligible.

4. ASIMPTOTIC SOLUTION FOR a << 1.

4a. HEATING REGION.

Expanding all variables in powers of a

n = v + a v ,+ fU, = y + a y ,+ , (38a)

n = iT. + a n_ + / u = u, + aUjt ,(38b)

9. = 9.., a 6.2 + , (38c)

system (16)-(21) yields to lowest order

n1 = 1 , u1 = 0 ,

and
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(40)

9 -

where 6 . = 6.1 = 9 and heat conduction is negligible since we
1/2

will assume that m.(a/m m.) 3 >> 1-

It may be easily shown that there exists a va-

lue, •£.. , such that 9 = 0 and y, = 0 for E, i ?,. For B large

(the usual case in heavy ion beam fusion) we have

yb = (1 - ?/?fJ
/4, ?f= 1/4 . (42)

Dimensionless temperature 6 as a function of E,, obtained by nu-

merical computation is given in figure 3; an analytical expres-

sion for 9 may be also obtained by an approximate integral me-

thod solution

9 =|2Zi/(Zi + 1)1(1 - 4 £ )
1 / 2 ; (43)

expressions (42) and (43) are also given in Figure 3. As it may

be seen the plasma is heated but not compressed.

The equations for n and u_ are

(44)

(45)

whose solutions may be written in the form:

r -l 1/4

u, = -[(Z.+1)/4J?I/^ I (d9/ds)s~-)"*ds , (46)

h
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{du2/ds)ds/s ; (47)

values of u_ and n_ versus £ are given in Figure 4. Notice that

at £ = 0, u presents a cusp (weak discontinuity) while n - 1 -

goes to infinity and (38) ceases to be valid. Actually the pres^

sure gradient and the compressional work due to density varia-
1/ 2

tions neglected in (45) and (41) must be retained for £ ^ a

Then defining stretched variables

i = ?/la(Zi + 1)e(0)J
1/2and u = - u2/ I (Z±+1) 6'{0) I , (6'= d6

equations (19) and (20) yield

I -5/(3C)Jdu/dCu = 1 +

whose solution is

u = 1-cfc2 - 5/12~l1/8 , (48)

where C must be found by matching (48) with the behaviour of -

(46) for small values of £. Notice that the cusp, which is found

to move to C = F5'Zi + '1) a 9 (0)/12i1l/2 , is a weak discontinuity

surface (rarefaction wave), Landau and Lifshitz (1959). Such

surface move relative to the fluid with the sound velocity c =
2 =r5(Zi+1)kT/(_3mi)l

1/'2 ; at the cusp we have

dx

*c ~c "*c dt "o

and

^ - ^ ^ C = - ^ v : 1 ( t / T ) 1 / J = [5(Zi+1)ae(0)/12]
1

d xc
dt
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Clearly, the behaviour of the solution to the left to the cusp

depends on the boundary conditions at C , so that expression

(48) is only valid for ?2(5/12^2

4b. EXPANSION REGION.

Boundary conditions at the plasma vacuum-boun-

dary (23) imply that u ^ £ , while n ^ 1. Then, defining

y = u/ra(Zi+1)6(0)l
i/2 , z =6/9(0)

and taking into account (4 3) system (16)-(21) becomes

n, = u, =1 ,

S d y , (49)
d|

= -n~1d(nz)/d£ , (50)

|f 1 , (51)

with the boundary conditions

n = 0, y = % at I = ?v , (52)

n~=1,y = -fa(Zi+1)/e(O)J
1/'2e'(0)=0,and z = 1 at t=tc = (5/12)1/2 . (53)

It may be shown that in the neighborhood of -

t = t the solution of system (49)-(51) behaves as

*(t-? ) , (54a)
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y = (93/160) (t-tc) , (54b)

z = 1 + (93/40) (Z-Z )//T5~~ ; (54c)c

then, starting with the values given by (54) system (49)-(51) -

may be integrated numerically. All three n, y and z througout -

the expansion region are given in Figure 5.

5. 'DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS.

We have studied the one-dimensional self-simi-

lar motion of an initially cold half-space plasma of density n

under the irradiation of an intense ion beam pulse of energy -
2/3per nucleon E, = E (t/ip and current intensity per unit area

1/3
1 = 1 (t/x) (tSx). The solution is found to be governed by -

two dimensionless numbers a and $, defined in (24) and (25), —

which contain the basic beam and plasma parameters: maximum —

current intensity and energy I and E , pulse duration x, mass

solid density nQ.

and charge numbers of the beam and plasma A, , Z, , A. , Z. and

First, we have considered the ablation regime

Zb Ab {no(cm"
3)]2Io(Acm"

2) [x(nsec)]3
a = 1.18X10~ 5 3

(MeV)]1

which generally develops when a light ion beam pulse impinges -

on solid target (D-T) (a = 18.5 for a proton beam 2 MeV, 5x10

Acm~ , 10 nsec). Notice that the plasma motion produced by highly

energetic light ion beams (10 MeV) impinging on D-T may corres-

pond to the case a << 1 • For a >> 1, we have found that the plas_

ma flow presents an ablation surface which separates an isentro

pic compression flow, bounded by a shock from the undisturbed -

plasma, and a beam energy absorption expasion flow; the results
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for the expansion region being entirely independent of the com

pression flow. We have determined the solution througout the -

entire plasma and have obtained from it some results of inte-

rest in ion beam fusion:

1) We found that the ablation pressure and the ablated mass -

rate per unit are given by

*- on -> K\ [E (MeV)]5/2 t 2/3
P = p (_t^ =̂ 1 0 5 7

2 -hn— — (- ) Mbars,(55)
a *ra T zizb*b T ( n S e c ) T

and

t V3 5 c2 Zi Ai Eo t 1/3 -2 -1

m = m ( )%7x1<r -£ 1 — i — ° — (—)1/J g cm l s 7 (56)
° T A Z2 Ab T T

_ 2

values of y and C /A as a fuction of Z. and 0 are given in Ta-

ble I.

2) We may now calculate the acceleration efficiency e of thin -

foils impinged by an intense ion beam ; e being the fraction

of absorbed ion beam energy that goes to target Kinetic energy

2 rT -1
= MU /2 Eb(t)Ib(t)(e Zb) 'dt,

where the unablated foil mass per unit area M and its velocity

U, assumed uniform throughout it, are given by the equations

dt

dt

= - m ,

P
a

Taking into account (55) and (56) we finally arrive to

? 2 e Z. x 1-A f 4aiii b
•>2 „ „ „. I A T 4 1 - A ^ ^ n 2

•- l n — T 7 4 - + 2 t a n " 1

o o o
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where A = 1-M/M (M being the initial mass per unit area).

3) We have found that the heat conduction is negligible and -

ion and electron temperatures are equal in both regions (com-

pression and expansion). It should be however noticed that in

the tail of the expansion the ion-electron relaxation time —
— 3/2-1

t . T n grows indefinitely since the electron temperature

is non-zero and the density vanishes there; therefore the ion

plasma temperature goes to zero in the tail of the expansion -

as it can be seen from (21).

For the regime a. << 1 , which usually corre- -

sponds to the case of a heavy ion beam impinging on D-T,we found

a rarefaction wave separating a heating region where the plasma

is heated and its convection is neglegible, from a very thin

expansion flow region. Clearly this regime is not interesting -

from the ion beam fusion view since the plasma is not compressed

Notice also that as in the case a >> 1 heat conduction is negli-

gible and ion and electron temperatures are equal except in the

tail of the expansion.

It is now convenient to discuss how the plasma

behaviour changes as a goes from large to small. Figure 6a co-

rresponds to the regime a >> 1 analized in Section 3; one may -

see, beginning from the right: undisturbed plasma, a shock, a

region of isentropic compresion, an ablation surface, and fina-

lly a much wider isentropic expansion. For a ̂  1, see Figure 6b,

the beam velocity is so large that the boundary with the undistur

bed plasma runs ahead of the shock; the characteristic lengths -

of the compression and expansion become of comparable extent.The

plasma ahead of the shock is heated but not compressed and the -

compression behind the shock is not isentropic. As a goes on de-

creasing, the shock moves to the origin and its intensity weakens.

Figure 6c shows the regime a << 1; the shock has become a weak -

discontinuity (rarefaction wave) close to the origin and plasma

convection is negligible ahead of it. The expansion flow region

has becomes very thin compared with the heating region.

Finally we should notice that our results must
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be limited to low Z. targets since we have not considered, in

the analysis, the slowing down processes due to bound electrons

that exist in high Z. ion beam irradiated targets.
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TABLE I

V1

V2

V4

3 =

Y

.4381

.5306

.7017

0,5

1

C2/A

.4777

.8178

.5249

3 =

Y

.4362

.5108

.6552

= 1

1

C2/A

.0766

.5403

.3261

3 =

Y

.4295

.4939

.6155

2,5

C2/A

.9492

.4283

.2398
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Fig. 1. Normalized dimensionless density v, velocity

y, and ion and electron temperatures z vs. -

distance n in the isentropic compression region.

.75

Fig. 2. Density v, velocity y, ion and electron tempe-

ratures z, and beam velocity y. vs. distance n

in the expansion region for Z. = 1 and 3 = 1 .
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Fig. 3. Dimensionless beam velocity u, and plasma tempe

rature 8 versus dimensionless distance £ in the

heating region.

n-1

1
ri-.i

Fig. 4. Dimensionless plasma density and velocity pertui:

bation (n-1) and u~ versus dimensionless distan-

ce £ in the heating region.
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Fig. 5. Dimensionless density n, velocity y and tempera-

ture z profiles versus dimensionless distance £

in the expansion zone.
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Pig. 6. Schematic representation of the plasma behaviour

for different a regimes.
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Abstract

Production processes of anode plasma at low-temperature type

ion sources were investigated. In connection with them, surface

flashover processes of low temperature dielectric materials were

studied. Ion beam production from adsorbed materials and a

temperature dependence of anode plasma turn-on time were also

reported.

§1. Introduction

The flashover ion sources are simple, reliable, and most

mature. The simplicity is considered to be one of the most

important property of pulsed ion beam diodes. They have, however,

some drawbacks, such as purity (especially carbon ingredients),
1 2)

uniformity and turn-on delay of the plasmas. '

However, cryogenic ion sources may be able to avoid these
3)defects. Cryogenic diodes can use pure, frozen materials (H , D ,

4)...) as ion sources. They may be able to promote the formation

of anode plasma, and improve the uniformity of it. Moreover,

they can be supplied easily without breaking the vacuum.

In this paper, we will report on some experiments about the

anode plasma formation processes of low temperature ion sources.
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§2. Background of This Study

Figure 1 shows the fast frame photographs (taken by Imacom

790) of anode plasma of an annular magnetically insulated Br diode.

They show the head on views of the anode surfaces for the cases of

wax (paraffin) anode (Fig.l-(a)) and ice (H20) anode (Fig.l-(b)).

The frame time sequence is shown in the same figure. Although the

conditions for the diode operation were the same except for anode

materials, the brighter and more uniform light emission was

obtained with cryogenic (ice) ion source.

Figure 2 shows another experimental results done at IPP

Nagoya University as a collaborating research. Here, the anode was

cooled down by liquid nitrogen and ion current was measured with a

large diameter biased ion collector as a function of anode

temperature. As shown with this figure, ion currents were

increased with the anode temperature. Similar results were also

obtained with another experiments using a solid CO as an ion

source. In that experiments, when we raise the anode temperature,

measured ion current was increased about two times compared with

lower temperature case.

In connection with the cryogenic ion source, surface flashover
7) 8)

processes of low temperature materials were investigated,

mainly as a function of anode temperature. Precise experimental

set-up and experimental condition should be refered to the another

report. Typical results of the measurements of flashover

voltages are shown in Fig.3. As shown here, flashover voltage

decreased with increasing the temperature. Figure 4 denotes the

neutral gas emission during the surface flashover process of low

temperature wax, with its temperature as a parameter. The electron

number density was estimated from Stark broadening of Ha and HB

line, and its temperature was calculated from Ha/HS or Ci/Ci

spectral line ratios. The neutral gas density was estimated from

these values assuming the Saha equilibrium.

As denoted with these figures, the flashover voltage has a

strong temperature dependence and there is large neutral gas

emission during the flashover process.
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(a) Ice

Viewing Area

(b) Paraffin
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Time Sequence of Frame Photos.

Imacon Monitor

Blumlein Voltage

Vu, and Imacon Monitor (100ns/div)
bl

Fig.l Fast Frame Photographs of Anode Plasma Taken by Imacon 790
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Fig.2 Measured Ion Current vs Temperature of .Anode Surface
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Fig.4 Spectroscopically Measured Neutral Gas Emission during

Breakdown Process

S3. Experimental Set-up

A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in

Fig.5. In Fig.5, the symbols A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H show the

anode, the cathode magnetic field coils, the cathode with thermal

shield, the liquid helium transfer tube, the liquid nitrogen

thermal shield, the prepulse switch, liquid nitrogen radiation

shield, and the feed through for liquid nitrogen respectively. The

cryogenic anode, whose temperature is monitored by Au-t-0.07%Fe-

Chromel or Chromel-Constantan thermocouples, can be cooled down to

4-5K by liquid helium. Then it can use pure frozen materials, for

example, H^, 0^, Me, Ar and N,,.., or carbon-free materials such as

H^> or DgO, as ion sources. Typical waveforms of the ion current

density produced from various ion sources are shown in Fig.6. The

anode substance (C02> Ar, N2> or H^) is sprayed via a gas supplying

injector and frozen on the anode metal surface to work as ion

sources. Attention must be paid to the fact that the peak value of

the ion current density J^ from Hp ice is the largest. The slender

J^ waveform for H_ case can be attributed to increasing purity of

the extracted beam.
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Photograph of Apparatus
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Schematic of Diode Section

Fig.5 Photograph and Schematic Diagram of Experimental Set-up
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Fig.6 Typical Traces of

J.; Ion Current Density,

from Various Ion Sources

§4. Ion Beam Production from Adsorbed Materials

To test the adsorbed materials as ion sources and to

investigate the anode plasma formation processes, the adsorbed

materials on an porous alumina (Al 0.) ring were used as ion

sources of Br magnetically insulated diode. A schematic diagram of

the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.7. The porous alumina

ring was used because of its wide surface area, refractivity, large

dielectric constant, and good thermal conductivity. Typical wave

forms of blumlein output voltage V, , , ion current I. are shown in

Fig.8, for bare alumina case. Measured ion current signal at 20cm

from the anode surface is dispersed by the time-of-flight of

various ion species (Al , Al , . . 0 , 0 ,..) compared with the one

at 4cm from the anode, as shown in this figure. Next, the alumina

surface was exposed to atmosphere for about one hour. Measured ion

current are shown in Fig.9. It was observed that about two times
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— TO 8LUMLEIN

LS

CATHODE

Fig.7 Schematic of Diode Section with Porous Al 0 Ring

increase in the ion current signal when we used this ion source.

Results of same kind of experiments are also shown in Fig.10

(Sprayed H O ) , Fig.11(Sprayed Diffusion Oil) and Fig.l2(Acrylic

Resin as a typical example of conventional ion source). In these

figures, "Shot No." denotes the serial number from the first shot

of each set-up of the anode surface condition.

Fig.8 Typical Waveforms of

Vbl, and I. for A l ^

(Bare) Anode Case;

B/B»=2, d =7ram

50ns/(j|V
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Fig.10 Ion Current from Sprayed

Oil (Diffusion Oil)
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Fig.11 Ion Current from

Acrylic Resin
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In summary of this section, it was observed that two-to-four

times increase in the ion current signal when we use the adsorbed

materials on the alumina surface as ion sources. It implies that

,in this case, the neutral gas'emission produced by the desorption

of the adsorbed materials play an important role for the anode

plasma production.

S 5. Experiments on Anode Temperature Dependence of Turn-on Time

To improve the coupling efficiency of pulsed power system and

the diode section, the turn-on delay of the diode anode plasma must

be minimized. Temperature effect of anode dielectric materials on

ion beam turn-on time was examined in magnetically insulated Br

diode. The experimental apparatus of this experiments is similar

to the one shown in Fig.5. The anode cathode gap is 10mm and the
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strength of the insulation magnetic field is about 3 times of the

critical value to suppress strongly the electron bombardment on the

anode surface, so as to minimize the effect of leak electrons on

the turn-on time. As the diode impedance was kept at high value,

the diode voltage was nearly equal to the measured Blumlein

voltage. Lucite(Acrylic Resin), hard paraffin(melting point; 6CC),

and soft paraffin (melting point; 40C) were used as ion sources. A

biased ion collector was placed between inner and outer cathode

vanes at 4cm from the anode surface.

At various anode temperature, and at various anode voltages,

and with various anode materials, the delay time of ion signal from

the diode voltage was measured. A typical wave form is shown in

Fig.13. Measured delay time can be expressed as follows,
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Tr = Ton + Tf + Ts

where, Ton is anode turn-on time, Tf the time of flight, and Ts the

propagation time of voltage pulse from the voltage divider to the

diode section, which is estimated to be 10ns. A dotted line in the

same figure denotes the arriving time of ions to the collector. If

the rise-up of the ion current occurs before Ta, ions accelerated

by lower voltage region are overtaken by those with higher

acceleration voltage. Tf is estimated to be 5-8nsec and Ts is

about lOnsec. Taking off these values from Tr, Ton can be

estimated. We examined the effect of the temperature of dielectric

materials on the turn-on time. Measured Tr values are shown in

Fig.14 as a function of the temperature. For soft paraffin case

(at about 30C) and for hard paraffin case (at about 60C), there are

critical points where Tr abruptly decrease. However, for the

lucite case, Tr is nearly constant in the range of -100C~60C;

there is no critical point. These results show that there is a

critical temperature where the effect of them on the anode turn—on

is dominant. The difference of the critical temperature for the

two kinds of paraffin case, means that the evaporation may be more

effective than the desorption, in this experimental condition.

§6. Conclusions

In summary, we can say that the vacuum surface flashover has

temperature dependence and that it occurs with large neutral gas

emission. The turn-on time of anode plasma was shortened by the

temperature rise of source materials. These conclusions seem to

support the following vacuum flashover model for the anode plasma

production of flashboad type pulsed ion diodes. Namely, "electrons

emitted by large electric field bombard to the dielectric material

to generate desorbed or evaporated gas, thereby triggering the

surface flashover, which produces the anode plasma".
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Abstract

For the purpose of improving the anode plasma uniformity and the rise

time of the ion current, a tr ial to trigger the anode plasma formation by

an irradiation of photons is made. The anode of a race-track-type MID is

synchronously irradiated by a UV radiation emitted from a Xe flash lamp.

Several materials are tested as the anode base. An appreciable increasse

in the ion current is found especially for a sodium anode.

§1. Introduction

One of the most important problems for light ion beams as the drivers

for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is the relatively poor focusability

(relatively large emittance). The key factors for the good focusability are

the uniformity and stability of the anode plasma and of the cathode plasma.

The anode plasma must have a smooth surface with high density over the

whole anode. Another important problem is i ts pulse length. In the

conventional diodes which ut i l ize the insulators as the anode base, the

anode plasma of sufficient density is established at several to several

tens of ns after the application of the voltage pulse. This is too long

for ICF application, since a pulse length of around 10 ns is thought to be

necessary. Rapid formation of a mature anode plasma is a critical factor

for the shortening of the pulse length.

The formation process of the anode plasma from an insulator base

material is considered to be as follows. A surface flashover is triggered

on the base by the fringe fields of the strong electric field applied

between the base holder and the cathode. Electrons in the discharge

bombard the insulator surface to vaporize the material atoms or malecules

by lattice heating and/or by electron-stimulated desorption. The atoms and

molecules are then ionized by bombardment of electrons. Some fraction of
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the ions are directly produced from the solid by electron-stimulated

desorption process. The high energy electrons which are emitted from the

cathode and leak into the anode also help to increase the plasma density

especially in diodes other than magnetically insulated diodes (MID).

Thus, electrons play a major role in the formation process. The

uniformity is then determined by the uniformity of the electron flux, and

the growth of the plasma is determined by the magnitude of the electron

flux. However, the electron fluxes are apt to become nonuniform in the

electro-magnetic fields which are applied externally or self-produced. A

formation process where electrons play a less important role will result in

an anode plasma of better uniformity.

In MID, the plasma density is limited to a relatively low value by the

energy usefull for the flashover, i.e., the energy capacitively stored in

the dielectric before the breakdown. It takes tens of ns for the flashover

to develop over the whole anode. A formation process which does not rely

on the conventional surface flashover will shorten the rise time of the ion

beam.

In the present study, as the first step to develop the anode plasma

formation method of the above concept, preliminary experiments are

performed which aim to improve the anode plasma formation using ultra-

violet photons irradiated onto the anode base of an MID. The light is more

easy to expose uniformly a large area of an anode than electrons. The

effects that are expected are photoelectron emission and photon-stimulated

desorption from metal or insulator anode bases, and photoionization of

vaporized atoms or molecules. The photoelectron emission which may help

the ignition and development of the surface flashover is expected for

polymers and alkali-halides. Polymers have surface trap states especially

near the surface, and electrons trapped in these states are easily ejected

into vacuum by photons of relatively low energy . In alkali-halides

defects, vacancies etc. are created which are known as color centers, when

they are exposed to ionizing radiations such as electrons, ions and X-

rays . The electrons in the color centers are in the excited states and

may be released into vacuum by stimulation of particles (including photons)

of relatively low energy. Polyethylene and sodium-chrolide are tested as

the anode material in expectation of these effects. Alkali-metals have low

lattice energy and low ionizing potential. The formation of anode plasma

from these materials is difficult if they are applied to conventional

MID's. Howerver, vaporization and ionization are expected when the anode
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is exposed to a strong radiation of photons. Vapor-deposited sodium is

tested in the present study.

§ 2 . UV source

The light source that we have utilized is a Xe flash tube of long-arc

type. It is energized by a 4.8 pF capacitor bank charged up to 10 kV. The

waveforms of the emitted light pulse of various wavelengths are shown in

Fig.l. The photon intensi t ies per unit wavelength measured with a

monoch r omat or and a photomul t ip l ier have been corrected for the

efficiencies of the grating and the photocathode. Since the tube is made

of fused silica, no photons of energy greater than about 6 eV (XS200nm) is

emitted. The number of photons emitted per pulse is estimated Co be of the

order of 10 , and the flux of the order of 10 photons/cm us at 10 cm

apart from the tube. When we apply this source to the anode irradiation,

the diode is triggered at the time of peak photon flux, about 10 us after

the initiation of the flash. Before this application to the diode, we have

demonstrated some effects of irradiation on matter.

One is the photon-stimulated desorption. The flash tube was located

outside of the vacuum chamber maintained at 5x10 Torr, and the inner wall

was exposed to the radiation through a quartz pipe. The pressure increase

in the chamber after the flashing is plotted against the number of

irradiation in Fig.2. The observed amount of the desorbed gas at the first

irradiation corresponds to the adsorbed gas of 1/10 monolayer if the gas

source is assumed to be the whole vacuum wall irradiated by the flash.

When photons of energy greater than about 5 eV were screened, the desorbed

gas decreased drast ical ly to 1/5. Another example is triggering of

flashover on a plastic surface. A miniature diode consisting of two brass

elctrodes and a 10-mm thick PMMA plate sandwiched between them was placed

in the chamber as shown in Fig.3. When a DC bias voltage to the electrode

was smaller than 43 kV, the breakdown did not take place without the UV

irradiation. However, the breakdown was initiated by the irradiation with

some delay time from the ignition of the Xe lamp. This delay time is

plotted against the DC bias voltage in the figure. As the volatage

approaches the self-breakdown voltage, the delay time decreases to approach

the time when the photon flux becomes maximum. (In this measurement, the

Xe tube was exceptionally energized by a 128 pF capacitor bank charged up

to 2 kV, and therefore the time of peak flux was 28 ps.) This effect is

due to the photoelectron emission from the electrodes.
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§ 3 . UV irradiat ion onto an MID

3.1. Performance of a race-track-type MID.

The experimental configuration for the anode irradiation is shown in

Fig.4. As the diode, we have used a race-track-type MID. The anode

surface is relatively free from the bombardment of high energy electrons,

and the irradiation effects are more clearly observable compared with other

type of diodes. The insulating magnetic field is produced by an 80-uF

capacitor bank charged up to 10 kV, and has the same direction as that of

the s e l f - f i e ld produced by the diode current . The insulat ion

characteristics was measured using a brass anode, and is shown in Fig.5,

where the perveance is plotted as a function of the applied field. The

value at B«0 is somewhat smaller than the calculated Child-Langmuir value

of 1.2xI0~4 A/V3/2 for this diode gap of 8 mm. This is due to the effect

of the self-field insulation. With the field of 4.8 kG, most electrons

flow into the lower edge of the anode. This was confirmed by the damage on

the anode brass. Most experiments described below have been performed with

the field of this value.

As a standard of the diode with a flashboard, a polyethylene base was

tested at first. Oscilloscope traces of the diode current, voltage and the

ion current measured with a magnetically insulated ion collector (MIC)

located at 90 mm from the anode are shown in Fig.6-(a). A proton beam

extraction starts at 20 ns after the initiation of the voltage pulse, and

the maximum current density reaches 30 A/cm at the time of the peak

voltage of 500 kV and the peak current of 15 kA. This value agrees with

the Child-Langmuir current density.

3.2. UV irradiation to insulator anode bases.

After several shots of operation of the diode with the polyethylene

anode, the synchronized irradiation of the UV pulse was applied to the

diode. We expected that internal electrons were pumped up to the surface

trap levels or that external electrons were captured in the trap levels

during these several shots, and that these electrons contribute to the

easier formation of the anode plasma under UV irradiation. The pumping to

the trap levels by UV irradiation i tself was also tested. However, no

appreciable effects on the formation of the anode plasma have been observed

in either case. The bottom trace in Fig.6-(a) shows the typical ion

current density (j^) in the irradiated shot.
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Next, the effect of the color center were examined. Granular sodium-

chrolide was spread over the anode base. The typical traces of the diode

parameters are shown in Fig.6-(b). The r i se time of the ion current is

delayed by about 40 ns compared with Lhat from the polyethylene. The

identif icat ion of the ion species is left over. After several shots of

diode operation without the irradiation, its color turned brown, indicating

that a lot of color centers were created under the bombardment of ionizing

radiat ions. The UV irradiat ion to this anode was then performed. The

bottom trace in Fig.6-(b) shows the typical ion current density in the

irradiated case. The enhancement by about a factor of 2~3 is observed.

The ion current densities at 140 ns are plotted against the shot number in

Fig.7, where open c i rc les and crosses represent j ^ in the shots with and

without the irradiation, respectively. On the average, j ^ is higher in the

i r r a d i a t e d shots than in the un i r r ad ia t ed shots . However, the

reproducibility of this phenomenon is not yet confirmed.

3.3. UV irradiation to a sodium anode.

The solid sodium has a low l a t t i c e energy of I.I eV and a low work

function of 2.36 eV, and the atomic sodium has a low ionization potential

of 5.14 eV. Although the flashover does not take place on the sodium

surface, the vaporization, photoelectron emission and ionization of sodium

are energetically possible by the stimulation of photons from the present

source. Owing to these effects, the sodium can be expected to become an

anode material of the MID.

The experimental configuration is shown in Fig.8. The sodium film was

prepared in situ by vapor deposition on a brass anode base in the vacuum of

5x10 Torr. Both the quartz pipe and the boat loaded with a lump of

sodium wf:re moved down during this deposition procedure, and raised up to

the positions indicated in the figure before the diode operation, which was

at about 5 niin after the deposition.

The traces of the ion current with and without the irradiat ion are

shown in Fig.9 along with the diode voltage and the current. The diode

impedance was so high that a train of the power pulse was formed due to the

reflection between the diode and the Marx generator. The difference in the

ion current between the irradiated and the unirradiated diode appears in

every phase of the pulse t rain. In the irradiated diode, the ion current

is observed even in the f i r s t positive phase, and grows gradually toward

the third phase, where an explosive increase is obsered. Another
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difference is in the current of the high energy electrons which is emitted

during the negative phases of the voltage. It is apparent that electrons

and ions are relatively abundant in the irradiated diode. The examination

of the detailed physical process induced by the irradiation of photons

together with the identification of the ion species is now under

preparation.

§4. Sunmary

For the purpose of improving the anode plasma uniformity and the rise

time of the ion current, a tr ial to trigger the anode plasma formation by

an irradiation of photons has been made. A Xe flash tube has been used as

the photon source to irradiate the anode of a race-track-type MID. An

appreciable increase in the ion current has been observed especially for a

sodium anode. The identification of the ion species and the physical

processes involved are now under examination. To obtain more notable

effects, more powerful photon source of much shorter pulse length is now

also under preparation.

This work was part ial ly supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific

Research from the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.
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51. Introduction

As a feasiblility study on heavy-ion-beam induced inertial fusion

(HIF) approach, a conceptual plant design called HIBLIC-I has been worked

out since 1982, '2' The characteristic features of this design are

summarized as ;

a) High temperature target implosion processes driven by energetic and

intense heavy ion beams, and

b) Quick enough recovery and reliable control of reactor cavity conditions

by means of liquid lithium curtain formation.

Since these basic points should be confirmed experimentally and be

proved at. least in principle, we have made some considerations on possible

experimental programs to give substantial information on these critical

phenomena.

§2. Outline of HIBLIC-I

A plant layout of HIBLIC-I is shown in Fig.l, and its main parameters

are listed in Table I. An accelerator complex is adopted as driver system
208 +1

to provide 6 beams of Pb ions at 15 GeV, which will be simultaneously

focused on a single shell, three layered target of 4 mm<Ji sphere. The tar-

get is designed to give an energy gain of 100, so that the total beam

energy of 4 MJ with 160 TW power may release 400 MJ fusion energy. As is

shown in Fig, 2r a reactor chamber is cylindrical with double-walled

structure made of HT<-9, There are three layers of liquid Li flow inside

the reactor, The innermost layer forms a Li curtain which is effective

to recover the residual cavity pressure down to 10 Pa within a repeti-

tion, timeof Is, A thick upward flow serves as coolant and tritium breeder.

Tritium will be recovered by yttrium gettering system. A driver system is

operated at the repetition rate of 10 Hz and supplies beams for 10 reactor

chambers. Then the plant yield of fusion power becomes 4000 MWt,
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corresponding a net electric output of 1,5 GW.

§3, Experimental Programs Related to HIBLIC-I

(a) Program for heavy-ion-beam experiments.

In the development of HIF approach, the most fundamental and criti-

cal issue is to examine heavy-ion-beam incident implosion physics experi-

mentally, Although no full-sized facility for this purpose is avaibable

to datef there are several plans of energetic heavy ion accelerators in

the world, mostly designed primarily for nuclear physics and othe uses,

to be possibly applicable to the basic studies in HIF. As one of such

programs we have considered TRr"-IX, a heavy ion synchrotron system now

under construction at Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo,

to be operated in 1986,, 3) From the HIF point of view, its up-gradings in

two phases might be .of great use (see Fig.3) to obtain the following final

beam conditions ;

84Kr36
+ , 75 MeV/u , 3 x 10 1 3 ions/puls, 30 KJ energy concentration/

pulse, 10 n s pulse width and lmm^ beam diameter. With such extension of

TAKN program, we could expect ;

(.i) High temperature ( i> 100 ev ) target plasma experiments (HTE) to

examine elementary processes in ion beam induced implosion physics.

(Ail Acceleration and control experiments on high intensity heavy ion

beams to give the basis of HIF driver systems.

There are similar proposals for HTE in USA, Germany and other count-

ries, A short comparison of their main parameters and conditions is given

in Table II.

(b) Proposal for Lithium curtain explosion by electron beam to clarify

the key phenomena in HIBLIC - I reactor cavity.

In the design study of HIBLIC ^ I reactor cavity several assumptions

are made for the key phenomena which can not be described on the best

established bases. They are sometimes based on largely extrapolated

estimations, -4)

An experimental approach with a suitable apparatus should be necessary

to prove their being appropriate assumptions and to complete the scenario

for the cavity dynamics, -1'
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Fig. 4 shows a schematic of the apparatus named ALL1CE (Apparatus for

Liquid Lithium Curtain Experiments ). In Table III the items are listed to

be clarified experimentally.

As an energy source, instead of introducing a heavy ion beam and a

target, a relatiyistic electron beam is applied to irradiate directly the

lithium curtain in suitable range and intensity. Such a REB system can be

found in LIMAY, experiment at IPP Nagoya.

Since the phenomena to occur in the cavity after irradiation are

estimated to be rapid and complex, the instrumentations for the measure-

ments of the parameters shown in Table III should be developed through R

and D efforts.
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Table I HIBLIC-I parameters

DT thermal power 4000 MW

Gross thermal power 4700 MW

Gross electrical output 1800 MWe

Net electrical output 1500 MWe

Target

DT mass/target

Target yield

Target gain

7.37 mg

400 MJ

100

Driver type

Driver efficiency

Ion species

Ion energy

Beam energy

Beam power

Driver repetition rate

No, of beams/cavity

Current intensitv/beam

FR-Lina

25 %

208 p b +

15 GeV

4 MJ

160 TW

10 Hz

6

1.78 KA

Cavity pressure at RT 10™* Torr

Target shot rate/cavity 1 Hz

No. of cavity 10

Coolant and breeder Li

Maximum coolant temp. 47O'"'c

Tritium breeding ratio 1.55

Tritium inventry 5 kg

Tritium recovery Y-getter

Structural material RT-9

First wall (Sacrificial Li-Curtain
wall) protection scheme

Max. dpa rate in 1st wall 36.6/FPY

Max.dpa rate in 2nd wall 0.93/FPY

•Life time of 1st wall 2 FPY

Life time of 2nd wall 30 FPY

Wall loading (1st wall) 5 MW/m2
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Table II several Experimental Programs with Heavy Ion Beams (HTE)

Program

Ion species

Ion energy

Number of ions

Number of beams

Beam energy

Pulse width

Beam diameter

Hot plasma temperature

Accelerator

Date of operation

Remarks

U S A

2 3Na +

125 MeV

1.8xlO14

16

3.75 kj

30 ns

1 mm

75 eV

Induction Linac

1989

'Under
construction

F.R. Germany

127^.20+

330 MeV/u

1.8X1011

1

1.2 kj

15 ns

0.15 mm

% 30 eV

RF-Linac
+Stor. Ring.

1988

'Schedule
Unknown
"Use for atomic
and nuclear
phys.

France

63 5+
Cu

0.5 ^0.6 M e V/u

V.100 eV „
(laser produced

Van de Graaf
+ C o 2
Laser Plasma

"Beam on target
Plasma
-Use for atomic
phys.

Phase I

75 MeV/u

IxlO11

1

48 J

10 ns

1 mm

SF cyclotron
+ Synchrotron

-v 1986

•Under constr.
(Ring)

-Use for Nucl.
Phys.

Japanese (TARN-II)

Phase II

40flr18+

75 MeV/u

6xlO13

I1

> 8.8 kj

10 ns

50 eV

84

75

, 36+

MeV/u

3X1013

l ]

30

10

L

kj

ns

100 eV

RF Linac + Synchrotron
+ Stor.Ring

= Temporary Plan

• HIF version



Table III Reactor Cavity Items to be Verified Experimentally

1. Formation of lithium curtain

Hydrodynamic instability.

Formation methodology.

2. Fragmentation of lithium curtain

Observation of fragmentation.

. Pressure Propagation in the curtain.

• Surface temperature.

• Liquid droplet size distribution.

3. Evaporation / Condensation

• Pressure transient in the cavity.

• Liquid droplet size change.
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Fig. 4 Apparatus for Liquid Lithium
Curtain Experiments
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